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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate Council
of the University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment of the

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

ELECTROCHROMISM IN THIN FILMS OF TUNGSTEN TRIOXIDE AND
NEODYMIUM-DOPED TUNGSTEN TRIOXIDE

BY

ARAVINDA R. HARANAHALLI

December, 1980

Chairman: Paul H. Holloway
Major Department: Materials Science and Engineering

Electrochromism (reversible color change of a material induced

by an electric field) has been investigated in tungsten trioxide thin

films for possible application in displays. As-deposited tungsten

trioxide films were amorphous, oxygen deficient (WO
2 yg) and yellowish

transparent. Heat treatment crystallized the film to a monoclinic

W o _0 0 structure. The films electrochromically colored to blue had

a hydrogen tungsten bronze phase. Electrochromic absorption peaks at

~ 1000 nm and ~ 1750 nm, observed in the amorphous and crystalline films,

respectively, were consistent with a model of optically excited polaron

hopping. The oxide film conductivity and resistance switching with

field have also been measured. The coloration time was typically 1-5

seconds. The optical efficiency (optical density change per charge

2
injected) was 75 cm /coulomb. The coloration at short times (< 1.0 sec
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for thin films, < 0.5 ym, and up to 10 secs in thick films) was limited

by the oxide film resistivity and oxide/electrolyte interfacial

barriers (consisting of Helmholtz double layer and Schottky barriers)

.

4 5
The resistance of the films decreased by 10 to 10 orders with colora-

tion and a Helmholtz barrier or proton diffusion control was observed

at long times. The bleaching rate was controlled by the interfacial

barriers and a proton space charge within the oxide film, A new con-

figuration of the device with thin metallic film overlayers on the oxide

film was used to decrease the response times. A porous conducting over-

layer acted like electron injecting contacts when negative voltages

were applied to them. This increased the flow of electrons to the

oxide/electrolyte interface and reduced the interfacial barrier and

resistance effects on charge transfer. The response time decreased

by a factor of twenty to less than 50 milliseconds. However, no optical

efficiency changes were detected. The oxide films and the overlayers

were not stable in liquid (^SO^) electrolytes due to corrosion. This

problem was partially overcome by the use of a solid state electrolyte,

hydrogen uranyl phosphate. This provided coloration/bleaching times

comparable to those with liquid electrolytes and better than other

solid state systems reported in the literature.

Doping effects on electrochromic coloration of tungsten trioxide

have been studied in vapor-deposited films with neodymium to tungsten

metal ratio of < 0.2. The as-deposited films were amorphous. The

films were oxygen deficient and it decreased with increasing neodymium

content. Although NdF^ was used for doping, no fluorine could be

detected in the films. Crystallized films had tungsten trioxide and
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neodymium tungsten bronze phases. Electrochromic charge injection

resulted in a blue color with absorption at 730 and 1000 nm, and was

followed by a golden brown (or brown) color at high injected charge

with absorption at 410 nm. The coloration/bleaching analyses demon-

strated a decrease in the response time (from 3 to 0.4 sec) and an

2
increase in the optical efficiency (from 75 to 135 cm /coulomb) for

the blue coloration with increasing neodymium content. This effect

resulted from a reduction of the tungsten sites by the electron donors

accompanying the neodymium doping. Besides electrochromic coloration,

thermochromic and photolytic coloration to brown and vacuum reduction

to blue were observed. The blue color was attributed to an absorption

by optically excited polaron hopping. The brown color has been attri-

buted to an absorption by complex color centers formed by electron

trapping at oxygen vacancy sites near neodymium interstitials.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Electrochromism is broadly defined as a reversible color change

. 1-4 , . 4-68
induced by an electric field. A variety of organic and inorganic

materials are known to show such a reversible color change. The most

significant effort to understand the electrochromic (EC) effect in in-

5-52
organic materials has been concentrated on tungsten trioxide (WO^),

53
although other materials such as vanadium pentoxide O^O,.), moly-

CAcy cjg

bdenum trioxide (MoO^), titanites (SrTiO^: Mo, Ni, Al) ’ and

ReO^ (x = 3.5)^ kave ai so been shown to color electrochromically.

The electrochromic effect has also been observed in bulk glasses of

61
the composition Li20-B202"W0^ and P20^-V20^-W02 (appendix C), and in

anodically deposited films of IrC^,^ rhodium oxide^ and NiO.^

Besides electrochromically coloring, some of the transition metal oxides

may be colored by heating (thermochromism) or by exposure to ultra-

violet light (photochromism)

.

Tungsten trioxide films are transparent in the as-deposited state.

When electrochromically colored, they strongly absorb in the red and

infrared regions and the color in transmission is either light or dark

blue.'
7

The electrochromic color of the other oxides mentioned earlier

is also blue, except for anodic Rf^O^ films which are dark green or

purple'- brown (presumably in reflection).

1
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Electro chromic coloration involves the injection of electrons

7 32 + + + +
and cations into the film. ’ Cations such as H

,
Li

, Na ,
K , etc.

maintain charge neutrality at the high electron injection levels (as

19-22 -3 7-17
high as 10 cm ) necessary to obtain deeper coloration. Cations

may be injected into the EC material from either a solid or liquid

electrolyte. A schematic of an EC thin film device is shown in Figure

1.1. During coloration, a transparent conducting film, such as Sn02

deposited onto a glass substrate (with EC oxide deposited onto SnC^)

is used as the cathode, and a counter electrode such as Pt or In is used

as the anode. Bleaching occurs with the reversal of the voltage, which

removes the charges injected during color.

The electrochromic phenomena has tremendous potential for non-

emissive display systems ^ A display or information processing

device uses reversible changes in optical properties (such as light

emission, reflection, scattering or absorption) when subjected to an

electrical field. Some of the most widely studied systems for this

purpose include light emitting diodes (LED)
,
liquid crystal displays

(LCD) and plasma discharge in gases. These systems suffer from inade-

quacies such as lack of adequate storage, low contrast in high ambient

light conditions, poor field of view, high voltage requirements, unac-

ceptable power consumptions and poor resolution. The reported^ oper-

ational characteristics for a tungsten trioxide /liquid electrolyte

electrochromic device are compared with those for conventional display

29
devices in Table 1.1. The light emitting devices (LED and plasma

discharge) are classified as active, and the light scattering (LCD)

and absorbing (electrochromic display ECD) devices are

classified as passive. Electrochromic devices can be switched with



Figure 1.1 Schematic of an electrochromic (EC) thin film device.
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voltages < 1 V and ~ 2 mC of charge (~ 1 milli-Joule per write-erase

29
cycle). Therefore ECD's are low power consumption devices. The

colored state is retained even after the external voltage is removed,

which make ECD's acceptable for storage or memory. The memory of color

is advantageous in decreasing the power consumption, particularly for

long time information display. The change in transmitted intensity

of light from an ECD is as high as 98%. Therefore, ECD's have high

contrast, a wide viewing angle (due to non-directionality), and bright

color. The mode of observation could be either in transmission, reflec-

tion or projection. The response time (or the rate of coloration and

bleaching) ranges from a few hundred milli-seconds to ~ 5 seconds for

29 37-39
liquid electrolyte devices ’ and 10 - 30 seconds for solid state

electrolytes.^ ^ rj,^
e reSp0nse time in ECD's are much slower than

the LED's or LCD's; therefore ECD's are not advisable if fast response

is required.

From the above operational characteristics, the thrust for research

and development in the ECD's from the user's point of view must be to

achieve colors other than blue for multicolor displays, to decrease the

coloration and bleaching times to allow the usage in wrist watch display

and other high-speed electro-optical systems, to improve the lifetime

and stability of the devices for long term applications and to achieve

a solid state display. Since the operational characteristics and the

color obtained depend on the coloration mechanism and the device charac-

teristics, it is important to understand the mechanism of absorption

and the transport of charge in the oxide films, electrolytes, and across

interfaces. The plan of research adopted in this study to achieve these

goals is described as follows.
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Several oxides based primarily on tungsten trioxide were chosen

for the present study. Preparation and characterization of the electro-

chromic films are described in Chapter II. The structural, compositional,

electrical and optical properties of tungsten trioxide films are discussed

in Chapter III. Electrochromic WO^ films will be shown to color blue

(in transmission) and the corresponding optical absorption will be shown

to occur in the red and infrared regions. Proposed mechanisms for

explaining the photon absorption include color center formation at the

oxygen vacancies, ^ intervalency transfer absorption”^ and polaron-type

19 21
excitation between the different valent states of tungsten. ’ A

review of the relative merits of the different mechanisms based upon

the present data will be given in Chapter III.

In order to improve the characteristics of ECD's using tungsten

trioxide, two basic approaches were adopted in the present study. In

one approach the device configuration and mechanisms of charge transport

were studied to improve the rate and efficiency of coloration and bleach-

ing. A review of the mechanisms will be given in Chapter IV and Appendices

A and B. They show that charge transfer during the coloration is limi-

ted both by barriers at the WO^/electrolyte interface and by diffusion

of cations within the WO^. The bleaching charge transfer was limited

both by a cation space charge formed within the WO^ and by interfacial

current barriers. Barriers at the interfaces will be shown to consist

of a Helmholtz layer and a Schottky barrier. In view of the limitation

on charge transport, a new device configuration was developed. The new
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configuration consisted of a metallic film overlayer on the WO^ surface

in contact with the liquid electrolyte. The details of the fabrication

and characterization of the new device are reported in Chapter IV.

This configuration will be shown to decrease the color/bleach times

from two seconds to 50 milliseconds for a transmission change of 40%.

The models to explain this effect are discussed in Chapter IV.

The electrochromic devices prepared using the liquid electro-

lytes present several problems such as dissolution of the EC film

and difficulty in packaging the devices. Therefore, it is desirable

to achieve a solid state device. Previous attempts to make such a

device using solid state electrolytes have been unsuccessful,^
8-50

due to long color/bleach times. In the present study, rapid switching

was achieved using a solid state proton conducting electrolyte. A

review of the fabrication and characteristics of the new solid state

device is given in Chapter IV.

In a second approach to improve the device characteristics and

achieve new electrochromic colors other than blue, tungsten trioxide

films were mixed with various dopants. The studies with neodymium

doping of W0
3
are discussed in Chapter V. The data showed that the

films first colored blue at low concentrations of injected charge, but

colored to golden brown at higher injected charge. The atomic structure

of the neodymium-doped films was studied after crystallization by

heating, and a new neodymium tungsten bronze phase was postulated to

form. The coloration and bleaching properties were studied by electro-

chromic, thermochromic and photo lytic coloration methods. The electro-

optical and electrochemical kinetics were studied by the techniques
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described in Chapter II. The new color, golden brown, has been sug-

gested to arise from a new type of optical center resulting from the

addition of neodymium.

Preliminary data on the EC properties of vanadium oxide-doped

WOg films are reported in Appendix C. Coloration and bleaching times

for such films will be shown to increase with vanadium oxide content

because of decreasing carrier diffusion rates. However, the vanadium

oxide system showed interesting properties which may help in under-

standing the mechanism of coloration.



CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In this chapter, the general experimental procedures for the

preparation and characterization of the materials are presented.

Preparation

The materials used for the preparation of the films were purchased

from either Alfa Products or Cerac Corporation. The purity of the

materials were W0
3
~ 99.998%, V

2
°5~~ 99 - 995% > NdF

3
~ 99.99%, Re-

99. 99%, Ag— 99.9%, Al— 99.999% and Se— 99.9%. The films of the above

materials were prepared by evaporation from resistively heated boats.

The boats used for the evaporation were an alumina coated tungsten

spiral (A1
3
0
3
— 98.55% pure— Sylvania, Inc.), a tantalum boat made

from a sheet of tantalum (A.D. Mackay, Inc.) and a tungsten spiral

(R.D. Mathias, Co.). The SiO was deposited from special silicon mon-

oxide sources (R.D. Mathias Co.). The Pt and Re films were made from

the spiral boats prepared from the wires of Pt and Re, respectively.

The substrates used for the deposition were soda-silicate glass, quartz,

tin oxide coated NESA* glass (PPG Industries), and carbon films. The

electrically conducting NESA glasses had a resistance of 80 to 100 ohm/sq.

* NESA is a product name used by PPG Industries for conductive trans-
parent films coated glasses.

9
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Prior to deposition of the films, the substrates were cleaned with

detergent water, rinsed in de-ionized water, etched in dilute Chrom-

erage (a product name of Monostat Labs representing a mixture of chromic

acid and sulfuric acid) and degreased in methanol vapors. The films

— 5 —6
were deposited in a vacuum of 10 to 10 Torr. The rates of the

depositions were monitored using a quartz crystal sensor. The typical

rate of deposition was 2-5 nm/sec, and the films were 100 - 1000 nm

thick (as measured from Sloan Angstrometer) . The source to substrate

distance was ~ 30 cms. In some instances, the substrates were heated

to 100 - 200°C using a nichrome wire heater in the vacuum chamber,

during or before the evaporation. Some of the glass/Sn0
2
/W0

2
films

were vapor-deposited with thin metallic overlayers (TCO) from high

purity metallic wires. The WO^ and TCO films, were deposited without

breaking the vacuum. The WO^ films doped with neodymium or vanadium,

were prepared by co-deposition of their corresponding oxides or flourides.

Further details on the preparation of mixed films are discussed in

Chapter V.
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Characterization Techniques

Physical Appearance and Surface Film Structure

The films were observed visually for uniformity in thickness.

Non-uniform films showed interference color contours, and hence films

without the color fringes were taken to be uniform. Non-uniformity

in the films and non-uniform heating of the films and substrates dur-

ing the deposition of the films caused the films to flake, either im-

mediately after deposition or after aging of the films in air. The

films used for the present study were made under controlled evaporation

conditions to avoid such non-uniformity and flaking of the films. The

film structures were further characterized by optical and scanning

electron microscopes, as follows.

Optical microscopy . The surface structure of the vapor-deposited

films was . observed both in the reflection and transmission modes in a

Nikon optiphot microscope at magnifications of 400 X to 1000 X. Uni-

form films showed no surface structural variations. The WO^ film

which flaked due to stresses developed during the deposition is shown

in Figure 2.1. Metal film overlayers of 200 - 400 A thickness were

normally very uniform. However, the films of Au, A1 and Ag developed

a porous structure and extensive peeling was observed when the films

were cyclically colored and bleached in dilute acid. A detailed study

of such behavior is presented in Chapter IV.

Scanning electron microscopy . The oxide electrochromic films,

both with and without metal film overlayers, were studied for surface

damage (before and after coloration and bleaching) with a scanning
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25pm
i 1

Figure 2.1 Optical micrograph from a tungsten trioxide film which
flaked due to stresses in the film. The film was exposed
to atmosphere over a month and acid electrolyte treated.
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microscope (JEOL-JSM-35 ) . The irapor-deposited oxide films showed very

little structure, even at magnifications of 50,000 X. Some films did

have chunks of the powder on this surface, which could be avoided if

a quartz wool was used at the boat mouth, during evaporation. The

metal overlayer films on the EC oxide films were also characterized

by SEM; the results are discussed in Chapter IV.

X-Ray Diffraction Studies

X-ray diffraction spectra were obtained from the as-deposited,

heat treated and electrochromically colored films. Nickel-filtered

Cu-K^ radiation was supplied by x-ray generator (Phillips Electronics

Instrument), at 40 kV and 20 mA. A range of 10° < 20 < 90° was scanned

at a speed of 2°/min, which counting time constant at 1.0 second. A

Bicron model (SR-BP941) scintillation detector was used. The same

x-ray source was used to study the x-ray irradiation effects in the

films.

Transmission Electron Microscopy and Diffraction

Bright field micrographs and diffraction patterns were obtained

from selected areas of the films deposited on carbon-coated copper

grids. The samples were exposed to an electron beam of 100 KeV energy

in the microscope (Phillips EM301 100 KeV Scanning Transmission Electron

Microscope). Some of the films were heated within the microscope by

intense localized electron beam exposure to achieve crystallization.

The camera constant of the TEM was calibrated using a gold standard.
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Rutherford Backscattering (RBS)

Rutherford backs cattering was used to determine the oxygen stoichi-

ometry and the composition of the films. In this technique^ a mono-

chromatic beam of alpha (^He) particles was focused on to a 20 - 40 nm

thick film deposited on carbon. The alpha particles are scattered by

coulomb ic repulsion from the atoms in the film, as described by the

Rutherford cross section. The primary effect of the scattering is to

change the energy of the backscattered ion as given by the conservation

of momentum. If the ion hits a heavy target nucleus
, the target nucleus

absorbs little energy and the backscattered alpha particle will retain

most of its energy. If, however, the alpha particle is scattered from

a light nucleus, the target nucleus will absorb most of its energy,

leaving the projectile with low energy. Therefore, the energy of the

final projectile is dependent on the mass of the atoms in the target,

and hence can be used as a probe for elemental analysis.

As the alpha particle penetrates the film, it will lose small

amounts of energy to collision with the electrons in the solid. This

broadens the energy region of the peak from an element in the target.

The high energy edge of the peak corresponds to the alpha particles

scattered from atoms at the surface, while particles of lower energy

were scattered deeper in the solid. The scattering cross section is

2
proportional to m of the target nucleus, where m is the atomic mass.

Hence, the technique is more sensitive to the heavier elements. Ruther-

ford backs cattering is insensitive to the electronic bonding in the

solid.
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The RBS spectrum from the experiment is obtained as a graph of

the backscattered yield (counts per second) versus the channel number,

where the channel number is related to the backscattered particle energy.

The spectra obtained in the thin films of 20 - 80 nm thickness show

peaks corresponding to the elements present in the film. The area under

the peaks, A, can be expressed as

A = Q a fi Nt

where n is the solid angle, Q is the total number of projectiles in-

cident on the target (fluence)
, t is the thickness of the film, a is

the average differential cross section and N is the total number of

target atoms. Therefore, the ratio of the different elements 1 and 2

in the film can be obtained from

N
l
/N

2
= A

1
/A

2
(°

2
/a

l )

In the present study, monochromatic beams of 1.8 to 3.0 MeV were

14
used with a fluence of Q = 4 - 6 x 10 (60 - 100 coulombs). The

laboratory scattering angle was 0 = 155°. Incident particle energies

above 2.2 MeV caused nuclear reactions in the film, as given by

16n 4„ 20.,
0 + He -* Ne

20
The Ne peak was overlapping the oxygen peak, and therefore could

not be resolved. The reactions change the area under the peaks, thus

giving high ratios of oxygen to other elements. For example, 3.0 MeV

alpha particles demonstrated an 0/W ratio of 3.5, while a value of 3.0
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is the maximum ratio for stoichiometric WO^. Therefore, the 0/W ratios

were calculated from the spectra for 2.0 MeV, where the nuclear reaction

cross section is minimal. When the elements of small difference in

atomic mass like W (z = 74) and Nd (z = 60) were present in the films ,

the KBS spectra contained peaks which were close-spaced and often un-

resolved, thus making the calculation of the ratios difficult. In such

cases, the ratios were obtained from the spectra at higher incident

energy (3.0 MeV) where the peaks were better resolved.

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

In this technique^ the films deposited on the glass substrates

were irradiated with monochromatic x-rays (hv ~ 1200 - 1400 eV) . The

x-rays excite the electrons of the orbitals of the atom with a binding

energy, E^, less than the incident energy (Figure 2.2). The excitations

cause ejection of photoelectrons with a binding energy given by the

energy conservation rule:

E = hv - kE + 0
D

where kE is the kinetic energy of the electron and 0 is the spectro-

meter work function, determined as part of the spectrometer calibration

procedure.

* A McPherson x-ray photoelectron spectrometer was used.
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PHOTOELECTRON AUGER ELECTRON

AUGER ELECTRON-' E KL| l2 3
= E K - E L| - E*^ - <p

PHOTOELECTRON ! E pE = hi/j - E K - <£

X-RAY FLUORESCENCE’ hz/F = E K - E L|

ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM FOR AUGER AND PHOTOELECTRON

TRANSITIONS

Figure 2.2 Energy level diagram depicting the Auger electron
and photoelectron effects.
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The data are plotted as the relative intensity of ejected photo-

electrons (in counts/sec) versus the binding energy of the electrons.

From the spectrum, an elemental or chemical state analysis can be

performed. The photoelectrons nay be ejected from either the core

levels of the atoms ("core level peaks") or from the valence bands

("valence band spectra"). Both core level and valence band spectra

were obtained in the present study with Mg-K^ x-ray radiation (~ 1254

eV) . The samples were maintained at room temperature and a pressure

_9
of 5 x 10 Torr. The carbon (Is) photoelectron peak (285.0 eV) was

used as an energy reference.

Auger Electron Spectroscopy

The films exposed to an energetic (~ 2 keV) electron beam in a

_9
vacuum (~ 10 Torr) emit Auger electrons from the surface atoms in

78
the film with different energies, characteristic of the elements.

Initially, the electrons excite a surface region of the film and eject

electrons from the inner shell levels. Then higher level electron de-

excitation may either occur radiatively or with the ejection of another

electron (Auger electron) . The sequence of events in the Auger emission

is -shown in Figure 2.2. The Auger spectrum* is usually obtained as a

differential Auger yield (d N/dE) with respect to its energy (E) . The

* The Auger electron spectrum was obtained from Physical Electronics,
Inc. thin film analyzer.
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peak to peak height of the signals is proportional to the concentra-

78
tion of the corresponding species. The variation of the concentra-

tion of the species with the depth of the film was; obtained by sput-

tering layers of atoms at the surface by Ar
+

ion sputtering. Both

surface Auger spectrum and sputtered depth profiling were obtained

to analyze the elemental composition and uniformity in thickness.

Optical Spectroscopy

Optical spectra were obtained from the films deposited on quartz

substrates, before and after coloration by several methods described

in later chapters. The spectra in transmission were obtained in the

region of 200 to 2000 nm wavelengths, from a Cary 17 spectrophotometer

(Varian Associates) ,
fitted with a deuterium arc lamp (for the 200 -

400 nm region) or a tungsten-halogen lamp (for 400 - 2000 nm region)

.

Either a plain quartz substrate or an uncolored film deposited on

quartz was used in the reference beam.

Electro-optical measurements were made in the 400 to 900 nm region

with equipment shown in Figure 2.3. A high pressure mercury vapor lamp

was used with a Baush and Lomb (Cat. # 33-86-26) monochromator, and a

silicon photodiode detector. Changes in the optical transmission with

time during coloration and bleaching were recorded at a particular

wavelength on an X-Y recorder.

Differential Reflectometry

The differential reflectometer was used in the present study to

observe the relative reflectance changes of the colored and uncolored
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(as-deposited) films. This instrument measures, as a function of

wavelength, the normalized difference in reflectivity, AR/R, between

two surfaces having slightly different reflectivities. A xenon light

source (McPherson Inst. Corp. Model #613) provided the input for a 0.3 M

scanning monochromator (McPherson Inst. Corp. Model #218). The wave-

length was scanned at a rate of 200 nm/min, in the region of 200 to

800 nm's. The monochromatic light was reflected by a flat mirror to

a concave mirror oscillating at a frequency of 60 Hz. The oscillating

light beam was thus focussed alternately on the colored and uncolor-

ed sides of the film deposited on quartz. The total area of the

scanned region was approximately 2 mm x 4 mm. The reflected light

from the sample was focussed on a quartz plate in contact with the

face of a photomultiplier. The reflected light from the two surfaces

was then electronically processed to give a AR/R output signal, where

R represents the average reflectivities from the two surfaces. The

signal, AR/R, was plotted as a function of the wavelength in an X-Y

plotter. The spectra, called "differential reflectograms ,
" show peaks

on the positive or negative side of the zero line. The zero line

represents the case where the two surfaces are equally reflecting.

Positive or negative values correspond to the electronic transitions

responsible for reflection from the solid.

Electrical Resistivity Measurements

The electrical resistivity in the films was measured both in the

bulk and the surface using either a sandwich or planar configuration

of the electrodes (Figure 2.4). The electrodes used were SnO^, gold,
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CA)

(B)

Figure 2.4 Sandwich (A) and planar (B) configuration of electrodes
used for conductivity and i-V characteristic measurements,

and E
2

are metal film electrodes.
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silver and aluminum films. A series resistor circuit with a regulated

power supply was used to measure the resistance. The current voltage

curves were drawn in an X-Y plotter.

Electrochemical Kinetic Measurements

The kinetics of coloration and bleaching in the films were studied

in an electrochromic cell (Figure 2.5). Electrical contacts to the

leads from the SnC^ layer were made with indium solder outside .the

2
cell. The electrode area in contact with the electrolyte was 1.5 cm .

The cell was constructed with Teflon* spacers and steel holders for the

glass plates. The electrolyte in the cell could either be kept still

or circulated. The circulation helped to remove bubbles of gas trapped

in the cell. The working electrode in the cell was a SnC^ coated glass

(with WO^ on SnC^). An optical path through the cell allowed optical

and electro-optical measurements to be made. One of the glass plates

in the cell was replaced with a quartz plate during photocurrent measure-

ments .

The electrochemical data were taken using three basic circuits

shown in Figure 2.6. The circuit A in Figure 2.6 shows a two terminal

drive circuit using a regular voltage supply. Although this circuit

was not useful for the current-voltage-time analyses of the charge

injection-extraction in the film, it provided a simple method of color-

ation and bleaching and of studying the voltage between the SnC>2 layer

* Trademark of E.I. DuPont de Nemours, Inc. Wilmington, Delaware.
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GLASS

LIGHT PATH

ELECTROCHROMIC CELL

SnQj
In ELEC

r^°3

1

'Tn
.1._

RQDf_

ft

ELECTROLYTE

ITEFLON SPACER

CALOMEL
ELECTRODE

TO
DETECTOR

GLASS

Figure 2.5 Three terminal electrochromic cell consisting of WO^
layer deposited upon a transparent conducting sub-
strate, an electrolyte (I^SO^ at pH < 2), and an indium
counter electrode.
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and the mercury saturated calomel electrode (SCE) connected to the

cell through a Luggin capillary. The SCE provides a reference elec-

trode, but does not draw any current. A three terminal drive circuit

(Figure 2.6B) using a potentiostat/galvanostat (Princeton Applied

Research Model #173) was used to supply the potential to the electrodes.

This method provides a controlled voltage or current to be applied

across the SnC>2 layer and the counter electrode. The voltages on

the electrodes were measured with respect to (w.r.t.) the saturated

calomel electrode (SCE). This circuit was employed both in the devices

without and with an overlayer on the WO^ films. The voltages between

the SnC^ layer and the overlayer were applied with an external floating

regulated power supply. When constant voltages (w.r.t. the SCE) were

to be applied to both the SnC^ and the metal overlayer (TCO), the

circuit in Figure 2.6C was employed with a potentiostat/galvanostat

(Pines Model #124). Using this instrument, the current or potential

on the Sn02 or the over.layer (TCO) working electrodes could be inde-

pendently controlled.

A platinum wire was used as a counter electrode in most measure-

ments; otherwise an indium electrode was used. A pulse generator was

used in conjunction with an X-Y time recorder for transient measurements.

All the data were taken in the potentiostatic or galvanostatic mode

unless otherwise indicated. Comparisons of WO^ cells to WO^/TCO cells

were made at the same WO^ thickness.



CHAPTER III
ELECTROCHROMISM IN TUNGSTEN TRIOXIDE

Introduction

Tungsten trioxide is one of the transition metal oxides which

show interesting changes in the optical and electrical properties.

^

When metal ions are incorporated into WO^
,
tungsten bronzes of various

6 10
colors form. ’ Films of WO^ have been shown to change from the as-

deposited yellow-transparent state to a dark blue colored* state when

the films were either exposed to an ultraviolet radiation, or injected

(by the application of a voltage) with cations (such as H
+

, Li
+

, K
+

or

Na
+

) and electrons. Tungsten trioxide film coloration by the appli-

cation of electric field (electrochromism) has been investigated by

1_60
various authors because of its possible application in flat panel

displays. In this chapter we will review the characterization and

properties of vapor-deposited WO^ films. Changes in the structure,

optical and electrical properties with electrochromic coloration are

identified. The mechanisms for optical absorption are discussed.

* All the colors discussed in the chapter correspond to the color in
transmission, unless mentioned otherwise.

27
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Results

Tungsten trioxide sublimes in a vacuum and condenses onto a

substrate to form thin films. Powders of WO^ were heated in an alumina-

_6
coated tungsten boat in a vacuum of 2 - 5 x 10 Torr pressure. The

substrates used were SnC^ coated glass (NESA glass), plain microscope

O
glass slides, and quartz slides. The deposition rate was 10 - 20 A/sec,

as measured using a quartz crystal monitor, and the substrates were

at 20 to 100°C. The thickness of the films ranged from 100 nm to

1000 nm. In a similar method of deposition, Deb'
7

found a film density

3
of 6.5 g/cm , which is lower than the crystalline WO^ density of 7.3

3
g/cm . Therefore, the films deposited by the above method may have

substantial porosity.

The WO^ films were EC colored by the application of a negative

voltage onto the Sn02 layer with respect to a counter electrode. In

the present case, 1 N liquid electrolyte was used for a supply

of protons. The WO^ films and powders coated on microscope slides

or quartz slides were colored by touching an indium wire to the sur-

face of the coated substrate through the acid electrolyte (Figure 3.1).

During this method of coloration electrons are supplied from the In

3+
dissolution reaction. In -> In + 3 e

,
and protons are supplied from

8
the electrolyte.

A detailed investigation of the methods of coloration, the charge

injection and extraction, and the rate of such reactions and its mechan-

isms will be reported in Chapter IV.
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Figure 3.1 Configuration for electrochromic coloration of WO 3
by the touch of an indium wire through acid (H

2
SO 4 )

electrolyte

.
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In the following, WO^ film properties in the as-deposited, crys-

tallized and electrochromically colored states are discussed , considering

the composition and structure, optical and electrical properties separately.

Composition and Structure of WO^

The structural properties, such as crystallite size and structure

of the film were studied with x-ray and electron diffraction. Oxygen

substoichiometry in the WO^ films was investigated with Rutherford

backscattering (RBS) analysis. The core level and valence band spectra

of WO^ films were obtained from x-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS)

studies

.

X-ray and electron diffraction studies . In the following, diffraction

analysis from WO^ powders and WO^ films are presented sequentially.

Tungsten trioxide powder diffraction data . The tungstic oxide

powders used for deposition of the films were observed to have a light

greenish-yellow color, as opposed to the yellow color of stoichiometric

9
WO^. The greenish color may arise from a combination of yellow WO^

and the blue color of reduced WO^. The x-ray diffraction of the untreated

powder is shown in Figure 3.2. The powder diffraction data are largely

80
characteristic of monoclinic WO^. The published spacings for the

monocline WO^ are listed in Table 3.1. The diffraction spectrum from

the powder also showed several additional lines at 3.88 A, 3.64 A

o 81
and 2.68 A, which could be associated with WO 0,.., monoclinic structure

ZU jo

(Table 3.2). The presence of the reduced form of WO^ is consistent

with their greenish-yellow color.
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Figure 3.2 X-ray diffraction spectrum from WO^ powder (Alpha
products)

.
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TABLE 3.1

Published X-Ray Diffraction Data for Monoclinic WO ,,

d (A) X/I
0

hkl d (A) z/I
o

hk£

3.769 96 020 1.6510 7 142
3.648 100 200 1.6459 9 142
3.384 2 021 1.6419 15 420
3.349 19 120 1.6378 12 402
3.117 15 112 1.5584 3 224
3.083 17 112 1.5392 5 242,224
2.691 38 022 1.5310 4 242
2.667 25 202 1.5265 3 034
2.621 58 220,202 1.5178 6 422
2.534 6 122 1.5022 6 422
2.516 6 122,212 1.4980 6 134
2.177 13 222 1.4897 10 340,314
2.154 13 222 1.4836 6 143
2.044 4 320 1.4677 4 314
2.026 3 132 1.4019 2 234,052
2.016 4 132 1.3936 2 342
1.9962 3 312 1.3907 2 324
1.9697 4 312 1.3845 2 342
1.8847 8 040 1.3456 2 044
1.8240 20 400,140 1.3336 2 404,512
1.8153 13 232 1.3107 4 440,404
1.8110 11 114,322 1.3075 2 252
1.7977 10 114,322 1.3003 2 334
1.7121 10 024,204 1.2857 2 334
1.7048 6 313 1.2572 3 424,244
1.6922 7 042 1.2478 3 116
1.6892 7 204 1.2449 4 442
1.6745 8 240 1.2413 4 116
1.6690 6 214 1.2383 5 160,424
1.6581 7 402,124 1.2160 2 600
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TABLE 3.2

Published X-Ray Diffraction Data for W
20-58

d (A) 1/1
1

hkJl

4.28 20 105
3.89 55 302
3.77 100 010
3.70 55 303
3.64 60 106
2.821 15 115
2.729 80 208,403
2.707 45 312
2.640 50 313
2.620 60 116
2.211 70 218,413
1.963 35 2.0.11
1.898 50 605
1.884 60 020
1.741 30 2.1.11
1.720 10 125,700
1.700 20 701,509
1.695 60 615,322
1.680 30 1.0.14,323
1.674 20 126
1.666 10 5.0.11
1.562 10 710
1.550 65 228,423,711,519
1.537 25 1.1.14
1.524 20 5.1.11
1.365 20 4.0.16,806
1.359 20 2.2.11
1.337 35 625
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The diffraction pattern for the WO^ powder colored by indium wire

touching the powder through the H^SO^ electrolyte is shown in Figure

3.3. The diffraction peaks still corresponded with the monoclinic

WO^ structure. However, the disappearance of peaks at "d" spacings

of 3.79, 2.54, 1.47, 1.42, 1.4, 1.38 and 1.29 A's, and the appearance

of peaks at 1.59 and 1.26 A are observed. The appearance of high

82
angle peaks suggest the existence of

33^^ (Table 3.3), while

the disappearance of the peak at 3.79 A argues against it, and sug-

83
gests the formation of ^WO^-orthorhombic (Table 3.4). Similar

x-ray data for colored WO^ films
t
observed by Hitchman,^ argued for

the formation of ^WO^. While it is difficult to correlate the

present data with any particular form of H^WO^ , the formation of hy-

drogen tungsten bronze is evident with coloration to blue.

Tungsten trioxide films . The WO^ films of 800 - 1000 nm thickness

were deposited on a glass or quartz slide substrate for the x-ray measure-

ments. All the x-ray spectra from the as-deposited films showed a very

broad diffused peak characteristic of an amorphous films (Figure 3.4).

Electron diffraction from as-deposited films were obtained from the films

of 20 nm thickness deposited onto a copper grid supported carbon film.

Figure 3.5 shows the diffraction and bright field micrograph for the

as-deposited films. The diffraction pattern consisted of very diffused

rings which are characteristics of an amorphous film. The amorphous

or crystallinity of a film in the literature has been primarily deter-

mined from x-ray diffraction patterns. However, Deb^ also showed a

diffused electron diffraction pattern to show that the films were

amorphous. Shiojiri et al.^ used high resolution electron microscopy
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Figure 3.3 X-ray diffraction spectrum from electrochromically
colored WO^ powder.
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TABLE 3.3

Published X-Ray Diffraction Data for Tetragonal 33WO3

d (A) I7I
1

hk£

3.77 100 100
3.73 70 001
2.672 70 110
2.653 80 101
2.172 50 111
1.888 40 200
1.866 25 002
1.687 65 210,201
1.673 45 102
1.538 40 211
1.529 25 112
1.335 15 220
1.327 25 202
1.259 30 300
1.257 25 221
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TABLE 3.4

Published X-Ray Diffraction Data for H
0 . 1—3

d (A) I/X
l

hk£

4.00 10 001
3.84 60 020
3.64 100 200
3.11 10 111
2.67 60 021
2.61 20 220
2.16 10 221
2.00 10 311
1.92 10 002
1.84 40 102

1.82 40
140,400,

112
1.71 10 022,202
1.66 20 212,041
1.64 20 401,141
1.58 5 331
1.54 5 222
1.51 20 302
1.485 20 312,132
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to study the vapor deposited films, and suggested the presence of very

small crystallites of < 100 A in the films. The present films may

also contain such crystals.

Crystallization of films for the x-ray diffraction study was

accomplished by heating in air at 400°C for 1/2 hour. X-ray diffraction peaks

81
(Figure 3-6) largely corresponded with the structure of monoclinic W 0 0ZU _)o

(Table 3.2). However, some lines corresponding to the monoclinic WO^

were also observed. The electron diffraction and bright field micro-

graph observed in the crystallized films are shown in Figure 3.7. The

crystallization of the films for electron diffraction study was accom-

plished by heating the films in a vacuum by localized electron bombard-

ment. The electron diffraction was also found to be consistent with the

WO structure, mixed with the monoclinic W0„.
ZU jo J

The crystallized films were further EC colored and x-ray and elec-

tron diffraction spectra are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, respectively.

Both the x-ray and electron diffraction patterns show lines corresponding

to the W20^58’ an<^ t *ie 33^3 structures - Therefore, the blue color

corresponds to the formation of the hydrogen tungsten bronze structure,

in agreement with WO^ powder diffraction data. The films also show a

more oxygen deficient state than the powders.

Rutherford backscattering (RBS) studies . Tungsten trioxide films

of 20 - 50 nm thickness were deposited onto carbon support films and

7 f)

measured with RBS using 2.0 to 3.0 MeV alpha particles. Figure 3.10

shows the number of backscattered alpha particles versus their energy

in arbitrary units, when 2.0 MeV alpha particles were incident on the
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Figure 3.6 X-ray diffraction spectrum from crystallized (by
heating) WO^ film.
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Figure 3.7 Electron diffraction (a) and micrograph (c) from
a crystallized WO

3 film. The camera constant was
calculated from a gold film diffraction (b) standard.
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Figure 3.9 Electron diffraction pattern from a WO 3 film crystal-
lized and electrochromically colored. Diffraction rings
not visible in the photograph are emphasized by line
drawing. See Figure 3.7 for Au reference.
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transparent WO^ films. The alpha particles scattered from the W, 0

and carbon (C) atoms in the film lose energy with the amount depending on

the masses of the atoms. The area under the peaks represents the total

number of the atoms present in the film. The ratio of the areas of W

and 0 , after correcting for their scattering cross sections, was

calculated to be 0/W =2.763 ± 0.066, in the evaporated films. This

ratio is consistent with the value of 2.7 reported in the literature

12
for evaporated films. Besides the oxygen stoichiometry, Gerard et

13
al. analyzed the hydrogen content of the evaporated films and found

a composition of H^WO^
y

(0.2 < x < 0.5). The hydrogen analysis was

based upon the number of alpha particles emitted from the nuclear re-

action, + H -* ^B + ^He. The present films are also expected to have

a certain amount of hydrogen in the as-deposited films. The hydrogen

content in the films may result from the water adsorbed on the W0
3

powder used for evaporation.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) . The XPS data were obtained

from films deposited on glass substrates. Figures 3. 11 and 3.12 shows

the W4f core level, and the valence band spectra for the freshly depo-

sited and EC colored films, respectively. The W4f core level spectra

contains the 4fy^
3

an<^ ^
5/2 Pea^s * The core level spectra for WO^ on

W, representing a W^
+

state and the positions of the reduced W states,

^

are also shown in Figure 3.11. The features of the as-deposited WC>
3

film on glass corresponded to a valence state mixture of W
5+

and W
6+

.

The changes in the W4f spectra with EC coloration showed an increasing

concentration of the lower valent states (somewhere between W
5+

and W^
+

)

.
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Figure 3.11 XPS W(4f) core level spectra for WO 3 deposited on
tungsten (which provides a reference for W^+ state),
WO 3 film on glass, and WO 3 on glass after electrochromic
coloration. The decrease in the valley with coloration
indicates increasing lower valent states (W5+

,
W^+ stan-

dard curve is shown in the lower half) . Carbon (Is) at
285.0 eV was used as a standard.
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Figure 3.12 XPS valence band spectrum from an uncolored (A) and
electrochromically colored (B) WO^ film.
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15 16
Colton et al. ’ made a similar study and reported the presence of

_ _ tt5+ , rT6+ . , , , „ ,,the valence states W and W in the uncolored film, followed by an

increase in low valent state density as coloration progressed.

The valence band spectra for the uncolored and colored films

(Figure 3.12) shows the appearance of a peak near the Fermi level with

films and attributed it to the electrons donated by the injected charge

during coloration. This peak near the Fermi level increased in inten-

sity with deeper coloration, and decreased with erase.

Optical Properties

The optical density of WO^ films was measured in the range of

200 - 2000 nm as shown in Figure 3.13. Optical density, OD, is defined

as OD = log (I /I.), where I and I are the incident and transmitted
o t o t

intensities, respectively. The I and OD are related to the absorption

coefficient (a) as
^

where R ^ represents the effective reflected intensity including the

d is the thickness of the film, k is the extinction coefficient of the

film and X is the wavelength of the light. The R
£ff

is related to- the

reflectivity (R) of the film by the relation:

-ad
(3.1)

(3.2)

multiple reflections in the film, a = —— is the adsorption coefficient,
A

R
ef f

1 - R^ exp (-2ad)

1 (3.3)
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From equation 3.2 it is apparent that for low R OD represents a

high absorption below 350 - 400 nm. This absorption arises from the

band to band transitions across the band gap of W0
3

. An accurate

determination of the absorption edge and band gap from Figure 3.13

is not possible due to the additional components of reflection and

interference in the spectra. Band gap studies in WO^ films have been

reported by various authors and values ranging from 2.5 to 3.65 eV

have been reported (see Table 3 . 5)

.

7 ’
11

’
8 ^ This variation in reported

values of the band gap is probably due to the strong influence of the

preparation technique and crystallinity of the film upon the electrical

and optical properties. Deb
7
reported a band gap value of 3.65 eV which

would be reduced to 3.27 eV with heat treatment or oxidation. Gissler and

85
Hemming measured a value of 3.1 eV from photocurrent measurements on

deposited WO^ films, and a value of 2.6 eV after heat treatment at 600°C

in oxygen.

The electrochromically colored blue films showed an OD spectra

with a maximum at 1000 nm, and strong absorption in the red and infra-

red regions. The absorption band at 1000 nm leaves a window for trans-

mission in the 400 - 500 nm region; thus, the color of the film in trans-

mission looks violet-blue. The wavelength of the optical density

maximum has been reported to appear at 910 nm by Deneuville and Gerard
1
,

2

18 19
and at 885 nm by Schirmerand coworkers. ’ Crystallized films of W0

3
have

been reported to show a maximum at ~ 1720 nm by Deneuville and Gerard
12

1535 nm by Schirmer et al.
18

and ~ 1360 nm by Dautremont-Smith et al.
2°

21
Schirmer and Salje reported that at higher temperatures their crystallized
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films showed a "drude-like" continuous increase in the absorption from

red to infrared regions. When the temperature was lowered to 88°K the

films showed a peak at ~ 1695 nm. The various absorption maxima re-

ported in the literature are tabulated in Table 3.5. Although absorp-

tion peaks and the wavelength of the absorption band maximum may vary

from one to another (for WO^ films after EC coloring), the visible

coloration in all the reported films was blue. Mohapatra observed

coloration of WO^ films by Li
+

ion injection and reported a blue colora-

tion at lower Li concentrations. Absorption peaks at ~ 750, 1080 and

1750 nm were observed. After the Li W0~ concentration was increasedX j

to x > 0.4, he observed an irreversible pink coloration as shown by

the OD spectra in Figure 3.14.

Reflection properties . Vapor-deposited W0
3

showed a light green

reflection color probably due to multiple reflection and interference.

Observation of the reflection color after EC coloration is difficult

since it is masked by the transmitted component of light (deep blue

color). However, careful observation revealed a pink color in reflection.

18
Schirmer et al . reported a wavelength independent reflectivity for

the amorphous EC colored films. However, crystallized films showed a

reflectivity which increased for photons below 1.5 to 2.0 eV and with a

maximum at 0.5 eV. In the present study, differential reflectometry

was used to clarify the uncertainty of the reflection properties in

the amorphous films. This instrument measures the normalized difference

in reflectivity, AR/R, between two surfaces as a function of the wave-

length of the incident light. The experimental technique is described

in Chapter II. The differential reflectograms were obtained from the
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300 700 1100 1500 1900 2300

WAVELENGTH, nm

Figure 3.14 Optical density spectrum of a WO 3 film with Li
+

ion
injection to form LixW0 3 , (1) for x < 0.4, blue colored
film and (2) for x > 0.4, pink colored film.
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the 200 - 800 A thick WO^ films deposited on quartz. Figure 3.15 shows

the differential reflectogram for light beam scanning between the colored

and uncolored regions of the amorphous WO^ film, with the quartz surface

facing the beam as shown by the inset. The W0
3

films of thicknesses

O

larger than 200 A showed overlapping interference peaks in the reflecto-

gram, and hence were avoided. The reflectogram shows a very broad peak

with a maximum around 650 - 700 nm. The data show that the reflection of

the EC colored film was greater than that of the uncolored film in the

red region. This is consistent with the observed pink reflection color

and the blue transmission color.

Electrical Properties

The electrical conductivity of amorphous WO^ films have been

7 12 23-25 86—89
measured by several authors. ’ ’

’ Crandall and Faughnan
J

reported conductivity (a) versus temperature (T) curves -with various

concentrations of protons, as shown in Figure 3.16. For low proton

concentrations of x < 0.32 (x as in H WO.,), the logarithm of o variedX j

-1/4
as T

, but for x > 0.32 the conductivity was independent of T at low

temperatures. The conductivity with increasing x, i.e., with deeper

blue coloration, decreased continuously by four to five orders of mag-

nitude. In the present study, room temperature resistivity of the WO^

7 8films was found to be 10 to 10 ohm-cm, and decreased to 200 ohm-cm

with coloration. The resistances were measured using gold, silver and

aluminum evaporated film electrodes, in either a sandwich or planar

configuration. The current-voltage characteristic, in the as-deposited

WO^ film with a planar gold electrode is shown in Figure 3.17. A linear
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T(°K)

Figure 3.16 Conductivity variation with temperature for various
amounts of injected protons (x)

.
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i-V plot is observed for low applied fields, but the relationship

became non-linear above 10^V-cm. At high voltages, switching from

high resistance to low resistance states was observed. Similar charac-

teristics were also observed with electrodes other than gold. The

switching events occurred both at low and high temperatures, and were

observed to be characteristic of the W0
3

films. Once the WO^ film was

switched to a low resitant "ON" state, the "ON" state could be maintained

if the voltage was only scanned at low electric fields. When subjected

to high fields, the "ON" state could be further switched to an even

lower resistance. This switching continued until a very low resisti-

vity of 200 ohm-cm was obtained. The low resistant films could be

switched back to the high resistant "OFF" state by removal of the

external voltage supply, or by the application of a high voltage pulse.

The several different metastable states of resistance observed during

switching were not reproducible and the switching process seemed irre-

gular. The switching mechanisms are discussed later. The rates of

electrochromic coloration and bleaching in unswitched and switched

states are discussed in Chapter IV.
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Discussion

The optical and electrical properties are discussed in the follow-

ing. The absorption mechanisms causing the blue coloration are discussed

first and are followed by discussions of the electrical conductivity,

high field effects and switching in the WO^ films.

Absorption mechanisms . Specific absorption mechanisms causing

the optical density and reflectivity changes in the red and infrared

regions have been ambiguously discussed in the literature. Several

mechanisms have been proposed to explain the absorption band resulting

from EC coloring. The relative merits of each are considered in the

following discussion.

In the earliest model. Deb proposed an F-center like absorption

between the fundamental and excited states of an electron trapped at

an oxygen vacancy. The F-center model assumes that the electrons are

trapped at the oxygen vacancy, which explains the apparent necessity

for having an oxygen vacancy for coloration. Gazzinelli and Schirmer
26

used electron spin resonance to study crystalline WC>
3

, and observed

ESR signals attributed to the W (5d) (or w
5* state) character of

electrons trapped as polarons at the tungsten atom site. The x-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) valence band spectra showed that a small

peak near the Fermi edge increased in intensity as coloration proceeded.

27
Hollinger et al. made a similar observation and attributed a W (5d)

character to this peak. Thus, data from both ESR and XPS have shown

that the electron is associated with the W atom site and not with the

oxygen site. This indicates that the color center model is incorrect.
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Another indication that the color center model is incorrect is the

number of calculated optical centers. The absorption band in Figure

3.13 can be used to derive the center density from Smakula's equation:
7,17

N (cm
3

)
= i 0.87 x 10

17
—j n

a W.

(n + 2)
2 m i/

2

(3.4)

where n is the refractive index of W0
3

(~ 2.5), f is the oscillator

strength (~ 0.1) and W
-yj 2

-*-s the half width of the broad absorption

peak around 1000 mn (~ 1.65 eV). For WO^ films deposited in the present

21 3study, N - 3 x 10 /cm is calculated. This represents an excessively

large oxygen vacancy concentration. Thus, F-center formation appears

unlikely.

Faughnan et al.
17

suggested that optically excited intervalency

transfer between the W
3+

and W^
+

caused the absorption. Therefore, W
3+

states are expected only in the colored state. However, the XPS data

haveshown the presence of large W
5+

concentration (~ 10%) even in the

transparent WO^ films and hence appear to disagree with this model.

Schirmer and coworkers13 ’
^'proposed a small polaron absorption model.

The polaron (an electron associated with lattice disorder) is caused

by the localization of electrons at the W atom sites. In brief, a

polaron is said to be "small" if the polaron radius is smaller than

the distance separating the ion sites, and is "large" if the polaron

radius is larger than the site separation. The possibility of polaron

formation increases if the rest time for an electron at the W site is

“8 2126
> 10 seconds and also is larger in a disordered or amorphous

film. The optical absorption occurs by the hopping of polarons from

w to W states. With increased . order or crystallization, the polarons
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could be freed from localization if the polaron binding energy is

21small. Such an observation was made by Schirmer and Sag e who reported

a free electron "drude-like" absorption in crystallized films at higher

temperatures. Upon lowering the temperature to 88°K, an absorption

band with a maximum at 1695 nm appeared. It was suggested that the

polarons were delocalized at higher temperatures, but became localized

at lower temperatures. Since amorphous films are highly disordered in

nature, the electrons are expected to be highly localized at the W sites,

resulting in the formation of small polarons. Schirmer et al .

18

fitted the absorption spectra for the amorphous EC colored films to

that predicted by the theory of polarons. The absorption coefficient

90 18from the small polaron theory is given by ’

2
a(u))«hu> exp (— uj (w - e - 4 U ) ) (3.5)

where a(cj) is the absorption coefficient, w is the frequency of the

incident light, U is the hopping activation energy (0.275 eV for amor-

phous films)
, and e is the local electron energy due to disorder in the

lattice. The curve fitting showed good agreement between experiment

and theory, especially on the low energy side. The theory also predicts

an absorption maximum at 4 U = 1*1 eV = The absorption band shifted

to lower energy upon crystallization of the films. From the polaron

model, this resulted from the decreased localization and activation

energy for hopping. An activation energy for hopping in the crystalline

2ifilms was estimated as U = 0.175 eV, by Schirmer and Salje .

While the polaron model seems to explain the experimental results

very well, it should be noted that Pif er and Siche]?
8

failed to observe
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the W electron spin resonance in amorphous uncolored and colored films,

which contradicts the formation of polarons or localization of electrons.

They suggested that the localization may occur over several W sites and

spin pairing by overlap of the localized electrons could cause the

coloration. However, the Pifer's data are inconsistent with the XPS

observation of the presence of W even in the uncolored amorphous

films. This controversy is unresolved.

The role of the injected positive ions is believed by most authors

to simply be a charge compensator for the injected electrons. Deneuville

and GerarcPproposed that the hydorgen injected may exist in the film,

either in the active or passive states. The active or passive state

refers to whether or not hydrogen caused optical absorption. This

explanation was necessary as their as-deposited, uncolored films contained

hydrogen as determined by nuclear reaction analysis. The injected

hydrogen also introduces structural changes and the film became a

hydrogen tungsten bronze, as identified by diffraction analysis.

Conduction Mechanisms

The DC conductivity (ct ) for the as-deposited, uncolored films

and films injected with low concentrations of protons have shown that

a
dc

dePends on temperature as T
_1 ^ 4

. This temperature dependence is

characteristic of the variable range hopping between randomly localized

electronic states expressed by the Mott's
90

relation:

°dc
= CT

o
6Xp (-(Q/rT)

1M
).

( 3 . 6 )
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where

Q = 18.2 a
3
N(E

f
) (3.7)

and a
1

is the range of the carrier wave function, N(E
f ) is the density

of states at the Fermi level, and Q is the activation energy for hopping.

This model is consistent with the polaron hopping mechanisms proposed

for the optical absorption.

When the films were EC colored, the activation energy for condu-

tion reduced and the conductivity increased. Metallic conduction was

observed for H^WC^, where x > 0.32. Crandall and Faughnan
23

used

this result to suggest that coloration increased the Fermi level of

W0^ towards the conduction band. The transition to metallic conduction

occurred when the Fermi level crossed the "mobility edge," E
, between

the localized and delocalized states in the conduction band (Figure

3.18a). An alternative explanation was provided by Deneuville and Gerard^-3

Results of XPS studies (Figure 3.12) showed the appearance of a valence

band peak near the Fermi level. The peak height increased with increasing

density of states at E^ with increasing electron density. Deneuville and

12
Gerard suggested that the XPS results favor the localization of elec-

trons to form polarons . Conduction in this model occurs by hopping

between the localized states around the Fermi level (Figure 3.18b).

The insulator to metallic transition in this model is explained by

suggesting that the electrons are delocalized and travel as nearly

free electrons when the carrier density is high. This suggestion is

consistent with 'drude-like" absorption observed at high temperatures

21
by Schirmer and Salje.
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Figure 3.18 The density of states, N(E)
, near the conduction band

of WO 3 showing the electron delocalization behavior
with increasing electron and proton (x) injection.
The Faughnan's model^ (a) and Deneuville's model-^
(B) for insulator to metal transition are shown. The
localized states arise due to disorder.
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High field effects . The i-V characteristics at high fields have

shown non-linear, non-ohmic behavior. Similar non-ohmic high field

88,89effects were observed by Benci et al. They plotted the logarithm

1/2 -1
of current density (J) as a function of (E ' T ) , where E is the

field applied. The data for various c emperatures (150-300°K) followed

88a single, nearly linear curve. Benci et al. suggested that this

behavior resulted from a single donor center Poole-Frenkel emission.

91The Poole-Frenkel model is valid when the concentration of mobile

carriers is governed by ionization of the donors. The conductivity

is given by the equation:

1/2
a(E,T) = a(0,T) exp —

)

(3.8>

where 6 is the Poole-Frenkel constant. However, the dependence of

1/2
log J on E is not sufficient to establish the Poole-Frenkel model

as a similar dependence of T on E as observed for Schottky emission.

^

Benci et al. reported that their results were independent of the

electrode material and ruled out Schottky emission. The data to

distinguish between Schottky and Poole-Frenkel emission are too limited

and therefore are inconclusive. The Poole-Frenkel model assumes that

the field within the WO^ is uniform. However, the i-V characteristics

of rectifying contacts can be independent of the electrode material

when the rectification and the donor emission probability (e ) are
n

small. In order to observe non-uniform field effects at the electrode/

WO^ junctions, more detailed measurements of the conductivity and capa-

citance as a function of frequency and thickness are required. Nadkami and
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Simmons ’ made such measurements for lloO^ thin films. Their results

indicated the presence of Schottky barriers at the MoO^/electrode inter-

faces. The dopant density in their oxygen deficient films was calculated

18 -3
as 2 x 10 cm

, and the Schottky barrier width for gold electrodes

O

was ~ 315 A. The barrier effects were larger in films with oxygen

deficiencies and high dopant concentrations. Their results also indi-

cated a transition from the barrier-limited control to bulk-limited

current flow as the applied field was increased.

Oxygen deficient WO^ films may behave similar to the MoO^ films,

and the existence of Schottky barriers at the electrodes cannot be

excluded. In fact, current voltage characteristics measured by Deb
29,69

in the Sn02/W02/Au devices show a very non-linear character for uncolored

films, but become linear with coloration. This clearly indicates the

presence of Schottky barriers. Further i-V measurements upon coloration

are discussed in Chapter IV.

Switching behavior . The uncolored WO^ films have shown resistance

7 Pswitching from an initial resistivity of 10 - 10 ohm-cm to 200 ohm-cm

and passed through several metastable intermediate resistance states.

The switching appeared to be irregular, and the resistance of the

intermediate states was not reproducible. Benci et al.®® also noted

such switching in the uncolored WO^ films. They suggested a thermal

mechanism may be responsible for the switching process. There are

several such mechanisms, e.g., microstructural changes, crystallization,

changes in the polaronic character of the localized electrons
, and oxygen

' stoichiometry changes. More detailed investigations of the electrode
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dependence, temperature, and changes in oxygen stoichiometry are neces-

sary to determine the switching mechanism. Involvement of hydrogen or

protons in the switching process must also be considered. Gerard et

13
al. found that the as-deposited, uncolored W0 o was actually H W0„ _

3 y 2.7

where 0.2 < y i 0.5. As discussed earlier, Deneuville and Gerard‘S sug-

gested that hydrogen in the WO^ may exist in either a "passive" or an

"active state'.' The active state was suggested to occur by an extra

ionization of the hydrogen (e.g., H~ -> H°, H° H
+

) . Therefore, resis-

tance changes caused by such ionization would also color the film. But

no such coloration was detected during the switching studies. Further,

resistance changes upon injecting hydrogen into WO^ are accompanied by

O O
changes in the activation energy for conduction. Benci et al.

reported no change in the activation energy for films before and after

swtiching. Therefore, it appears unlikely that protons are involved in

the switching process.
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1. As-deposited tungsten trioxide films were amorphous, while

crystallized films exhibited diffraction patterns of monoclinic WOA0_ o .
20 5o

Rutherford backscattering analysis showed that as-deposited films were

oxygen deficient with an 0/W ratio of 2.763 ± 0.066.

2. Tungsten trioxide films colored blue after injection of protons

and electrons. Diffraction studies of the crystallized and colored films

showed hydrogen tungsten bronze formation.

3. Optical spectra of electrochromically colored films showed an

absorption peak at ~ 1000 nm while crystallized films had a peak at

1750 nm. The color was light or dark blue in transmission and pink

in reflection. Several absorption mechanisms were discussed, and a

model of optically excited polaron hopping appeared to be consistent

with the experimental results.

4. The electrical resistivity of the films was observed to decrease

by four to five orders of magnitude wi-th electrochromic coloration.

The as-deposited films showed a room temperature resistivity of 10^

ohm-cm and its temperature dependence was found to be consistent with

the polaron hopping mechanism. The colored films with high charge in-

jection showed a metallic behavior. The insulator to metal transition

was suggested to occur by the delocalization of the polarons.

5. At high applied fields (> lO^V-cm) across uncolored W0
3

film,

a non-ohmic resistance and resistance switching to a lower resistance

were observed. Non-ohmic resistance may have resulted from either a

Poole-Frenkel or Schottky emission mechanism. The resistivity switched
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from ~ 10 to ~ 200 ohm-cm through several metastable resistance states.

Switching was suggested to occur by a thermal mechanism, but specific

mechanisms could not be identified.



CHAPTER IV
ELECTROCHROMIC DEVICES AND KINETICS

Introduction

The non-emissive electrochromic devices (ECD's) can be constructed

by using liquid or solid state electrolytes. In the first part of this

chapter more attention is paid to the devices using tungsten trioxide

films in a liquid electrolyte system. Aspects of solid state devices

will be considered in the latter portions of the chapter. The special

requirements for the fabrication and operation of such devices will be

considered.

The device operation basically consists of three stages, namely

coloration, memory and bleaching. The first is the production of color

by the injection of cations and electrons into the electrochromic film.

Memory is the conservation of the produced color layer without energy

consumption. The last step, bleaching, means the removal of color by

the removal of charges injected during coloration. The operational

criteria of the device depends on the usage for which it is designed,

but for display purposes they can be defined as:

1. Good perceived contrast

2. Color-bleach times to be small (< 0.5 secs)

3. Low-energy consumption

4. Reproducibility of operational characteristics

5. Long life, five to ten years

71
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Some of the characteristics of WC>
3

film displays, as reported by Deb
29

ar® listed in Table 1.1. They are compared with other commercially

available display materials. The coloration/bleach (C/B) times observed

in the EC devices range from tens of seconds to the lowest observed

29time of 200 m secs. This is orders of magnitude larger than the light

emitting diodes, and also larger than liquid crystal displays. The

speed of coloration and bleaching is limited by the rate of injection and

removal of charge from the EC film. Thus, an understanding of charge

transport mechanisms controlling the rates of C/B is important

to achieve smaller C/B times.

In the present study, three basic device configurations were used.

In one simple method, WO^ film surface was touched through a dilute

sulfuric acid electrolyte with an indium wire (Figure 3.1). Coloration

by this method was first reported by Crandall and Faughnan,^ who suggested

that the coloration occurs because of the electrons injected into the

WO^ film from the indium, and protons being attracted by the electrons

in WC>
3

, for charge neutralization. The electrons could be generated

by the corrosion of In to In ions. This method was used to measure

the electron diffusion coefficients, but is not suitable for a device

since the color cannot be erased with indium.

In the more generally adopted method, a liquid electrolyte cell

of the form, substrate/transparent conducting electrode/EC oxide film/

electrolyte/counter electrode, is used. This configuration has been

used for the present study with glass as the substrate, SnC>
2

as the

transparent conducting electrode, WC>
3

as the EC oxide, dilute sulfuric

acid as the electrolyte and Pt or In wire as the counter electrode.
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Some of the mechanisms reported to be controlling the rate of C/B

30-35
are: i) the resistance of the Sn0

2
film for electron transport,

ii) the interface barrier for electron transfer from the Sn0
2

to the

W^3 iii) the diffusion of charge carriers (electrons and cations)

through the WO^ film, iv) the barrier at the ion-injecting contact

(electrolyte/WO^ interface) and v) the diffusion of carriers in the

electrolyte. The coloration rate control by the processes (i)
, (ii)

and (v) have been reported to play less significant roles than (iii)

32
and (iv) . The Sn0

2
electrode and low pH electrolytes used have shown

high conductivities, and the Sn0
2
/WC>

3
film interface has shown no barrier

32
for electron injection. However, the relative significance of proces-

ses (iii) and (iv) has caused considerable discussion, due to the complex

nature of the mechanisms.

30Green et al. proposed that hydrogen diffusion (Appendix A)

in WO^ controlled the rate of charge injection. They assumed that the

protons were neutralized by the electons at the surface (WO^/electrolyte

interface) and diffused into WO^ as neutral hydrogen. This model pre-

dicted that when the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in W0-, (Du )
3 H

and thickness of the film (Jt) were such that, D^t/i^ > 1.0, where t

was the time required to color, the diffusion process would dominate

the rate control during coloration.

32Crandall and Faughnan observed the current decay with time in

thin (0.2 - 0.4 pm thickness) amorphous films. Their data for small

—1/2coloration at low voltages (~ 1.0 volts) showed a t time dependence

of current. They attributed this time dependence to control of the
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current by a Helmholtz double layer (HDL) of oppositely charged species

accumulated at the WO^/electroly te interface (Appendix B) . At higher

voltages, they suggested that the diffusion process may be rate limiting.

A similar dependence of current on time (i « t
1//2

) in the coloring

process was also observed by Chaftg
2 2 and was attributed to

diffusion in the electrolyte.

3 /

Reichman et al. made both current—voltage and current-time

analyses in fairly thick WO^ films (> 1 ym) , and proposed a model in-

cluding both the charge transfer across the HDL and the diffusion of

hydrogen atoms through the film. Their model showed a good agreement

with the experimental data at intermediate and long times

.

The above authors report that the current-time dependence deviated

-1/2
from t at short and long times. The extent of deviation depended

on several factors not completely specified. Some of these reasons

will be discussed in the present study.

35
Ho et al. used an A.C. impedence technique to study the rate

limiting mechanisms for C/B in a partially crystallized WO^ film with

a Li
+

conducting electrolyte. They reported that diffusion was

controlling at long times, but an unspecified charge transfer mechanism

was controlling at short times.

The above reports have thus shown a variety of interpretations.

The inconsistencies arise due to variations in the experimental condi-

tions, and the implicit assumptions of the theories. One of the common

assumptions made is that the WO^ has a high conductivity even in the erased

state. The reasons for such differences will be discussed in the present

study. Particular attention will be paid to the short time behavior in

coloration, where most earlier results have shown deviations from the
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theoretical models. This must be understood to achieve rapid C/B.

The present results for thin amorphous films will be shown to be

consistent with the charge transfer control model. Charge transfer li-

mitation will be shown to occur at the WO3/ electrolyte interface

because of a Helmholtz double layer and a Schottky barrier for electron

transfer. The often-made assumption that the WO
3

film shows a high

conductivity even in the erased state will be shown to be invalid.

Film resistance and electric field effects will be shown to explain the

-1/2
deviations from t dependence of current at short times.

In addition to coloration, the speed of bleaching is important

to the application of the electrochromic devices. The bleaching

process has been attributed to the extraction of charges from the

3 6
EC film. Faughnan et al. measured the time decay of current during

<3
/

/

bleaching and observed a t dependence. This dependence was attri-

buted to a charge removal rate controlled by a space charge region.

The space charge was postulated to result from accumulation of electrons

and protons which move in opposite directions in response to the applied

Q / /

field. However, the t current dependence was found to be ir-

reproducible for all WO3 films. A similar investigation in the present

study has shown that dependence is a function of the thickness of the

WO
3

film, with the thicker films showing a better agreement with the

space charge model.

Schemes to decrease the color-bleach times have been reported

34previously. Reichman et al . observed the C/B times to decrease if

anodically deposited films were used instead of vapor deposited films.

The decreased times resulted from incorporation of electrolyte into the
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pores of the film. This decreased the path for proton motion from the

electrolyte to WO^. However, the anodic films were less stable towards

dissolution in the electrolyte as compared to evaporated films, thus,

the lifetimes of the devices would be unsuitable for long term application.

In the present study, a new device configuration was developed to

control the C/B times. This configuration consists of a semi-transparent

overlayer deposited onto the WO^ films and used in a liquid electrolyte

device. The speed of C/B in WO^ has been significantly improved with

such a configuration. The mechanisms for coloration and bleaching have

been studied by various experimental techniques, and these mechanisms

were theoretically modelled. The decreased C/B times will be shown to

result from control of the WO^ resistance and from the increased flow

of electrons to the WO^/electrolyte interface.

In the following sections, EC device coloration and bleaching

properties have been discussed first. The experimental results are

discussed based upon a model of current control by a Schottky barrier

limiting electron transfer and a Helmholtz barrier limiting ion injection.

The bleaching process has been discussed using a space charge model.

Charge transfer and current control for gold overlayer devices are

discussed using models which depend on the method of charge injection.

Finally, characteristics of the devices with overlayers other than gold

have been discussed.

In the following sections, the memory behavior and the factors

limiting the time of memory, the corrosion of WO^ films and the device

stability criteria, construction and operational characteristics of new

solid state devices using new solid proton conducing electrolytes have

been discussed, respectively.
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Coloration and Bleaching in Tungsten Trioxide Films
and the Influence of Metal Film Overlayers

The coloration and bleaching (C/B) properties of W0
3

films in a

liquid electrolyte device will be discussed in this section. The

presentation of the experimental procedures and results for devices

with only WO^ and with WO^/overlayer are presented first. The rate

controlling mechanisms in WO^ and WO^/overlayer devices are discussed

separately, depending on the configuration and method of application

of voltages. Finally, the desirable characteristics of the overlayer

for an electochromic device are discussed.

Experimental Results

The preparation of the WO^ films and the metal overlayer films on

WO^ are discussed in Chapter II. Several metal overlayers such as Au,

Al> Ag, Se, Re and Pt were deposited on WO^ without breaking the vacuum.

The general characteristics of the overlayers are discussed using the

gold film overlayers. A comparison of the characteristics of the other

overlayers are made at the end of this section.

The overlayers were characterized from optical and scanning electron

microscopes. As-deposited overlayer films of 20 - 40 nm were found to

be uniform. However, after several cycles of application of voltages

to the cell, the overlayers developed a porous structure. The EC cell

used with the overlayer and the SEM micrographs of porous gold films

are shown in Figure 4.1. The porosity of the overlayers was about



A; Cell Structure for Overlayers on WO
s

B;TCO Porous Structure

Figure 4.1A Schematic representation of the electrochromic cell
with the overlayers on WO^.

Scanning electron photomicrographs of pores in ~ 400 A
thick gold overlayer developed by several coloration/
bleaching cycles.

4. IB
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70% to 90% of the surface. The pore size increased with increased

cycles of coloration and bleaching, from ~ 1.0 to 100 ym in diameter.

Electro-optical Response

Tungsten trioxide films deposited on glass substrates could be

colored to blue by touching an indium wire to the film surface

through an acid electrolyte (1 N i^SO^). The coloration occurs by

the injection of electrons provided by the corrosion reaction. In -»•

3+ -
In + 3e

,
and protons being attracted to the film from the electro-

g
lyte to maintain charge neutralization. The coloration progressed

uniformly outwards from the point of contact of the In wire, with a

circular color front. The radius of the color front was plotted as

a function of the square root of the time (Figure 4.2), which shows

a linear plot. This relation will be shown to correspond with the

electron diffusion rate controlled coloration, with the slope of the

plot equal to /4 D
,
where D is the electron diffusion coefficient. The

D values for various vapor deposited WO^ films are shown in Table 4.1.

Coloration of the films immediately after deposition showed D values

2
of 0.0016 to 0.002 cm /sec. After a few days of exposure to humid

2atmosphere, D values increased up to 0.0025 cm /sec. However, the

slopes do not seem to depend on the thickness of the film. Bleaching

of the films colored by the wire occurred several hours after the In

was removed.

In a more suitable method of coloration and bleaching, the Sn02/W0^/

electrolyte/counter electrode configuration was used. Voltages were
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Figure 4.2 The radial distance (R) for the growth of color front
as a function of the square root of time. Coloration
is made using the configuration in Figure 3.1.
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TABLE 4.1

Diffusion Coefficient for Various Species
in Tungsten Trioxide

Species Remarks
Diffusion

Coefficient
(cm2 /sec)

3WO^ single crystal 0.285

Electron

3W0
3_x

single crystal 0.04 to 0.12

O
Amorphous WO^ (a-WO^) 2.5 x 10

-3

a-WO^ (present result) 1.6 to 2.5 x 10
3

H
+

a-W0
3

34
’ 36 10' 8

to 10"10

Li
+

a-W0
3

35
ICf

11
to 10”12

Na
+

a-W0
3

31
10"12 to 10

-13
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applied to the SnC^ film and the counter electrode, employing either

circuit (A) or (B) of Figure 2.6.

The optical density versus wavelength data (Chapter III, Figure 3.9)

for as-deposited and EC colored WO^ films showed an absorption peak

at 1000 nm, with significant absorption in the range of 700 - 1300 nm.

The rate at which this peak grows (or decreases) determines the rate

of coloration (or bleaching) of the film. In the present cell the

transmitted intensity was measured at 700 nm during the color-bleach

process. Figure 4.3 shows the decrease in the transmitted intensity

with time for amorphous WO^ film (as identified from x-ray diffraction)

in 1 N I^SO^ electrolyte, when a potential of 0.7 V was applied to the

Sn02 with respect to a reference electrode (SCE). The curve shows a

coloration time of 2 secs for 50% decrease in transmission. The

coloration time increased with crystallization of the film. When the

amorphous films were exposed to atmosphere for a few (2 - 3) days,

the films had coloration times of 0.5 to 1.0 sec. The rate of color-

ation was also found to increase with the voltage applied to the Sn02

working electrode versus SCE. Figure 4.4 shows the voltage dependence

of coloration time for 50% decrease in transmission intensity. The

maximum voltage possible was limited by decomposition of the electrolyte

or corrosion of the film. A voltage of less than 1.5 V was generally

used in the present studies.

The current passing through the W0
3
during coloration and bleaching

was measured versus time (Figure 2.6 B) . The charge injected was equal

to the area under the current curve (/ i dt)

.

The change in transmitted
o

intensity with charge injected showed linear dependence with about 5%
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TIME .[SECS]

Figure 4.3 Change in optical transmission at 700 nm during a
coloration and bleaching sequence. Curves a and b
refer to a WO

3
film without and with a conducting

thin overlayer (TCO) . Curves c and d show the
coloration and bleaching sequence when potentials
of +0.5 V and -0.5 V, respectively, were applied
between the TCO and the Sn02 in addition to the
normal EC voltage (1.5 V).
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o
change in transmitted intensity per millicoulomb (for 1.5 cm area of

colored region) . Further current and voltage analyses are presented

under the chronoamperometric data.

The optical response for gold film overlayers on W0
3

Us- shown

in Figure 4.3. The circuit diagram for this configuration is shown in

Figure 2.6 B, C. Curve a in Figure 4.3 shows the decrease in the

transmitted intensity for WC>
3

in 1 N H
2
S0

4
when a potential of 0.7 V

was applied to the Sn0
2
with respect to the SCE, for coloration (Sn0

2

negative) and bleaching (Sn0
2

positive). Curve b in Figure 4.3 is

the response for a W0
3

film with a porous overlayer. Curves c and d

arc. the response for negative and positive 0.5 V applied to the TCO

with respect to the Sn0
2
respectively, in addition to the 0.7 V on

the Sn0
2
with respect to SCE. The coloration time for 40% decrease

in transmission decreased from 2 sec to 1.5 sec with TCO (TCO electri-

cally floating on W0
3
). The C/B times were very fast (50 m sec) with

-0.5 V (during coloration) and +0.5 V (during erase) on the TCO. A

change in transmitted intensity with injected charge of 5% per milli-

coulomb was measured from galvanostatic control of the current between

Sn0
2

and Pt. The value was also calculated for W0
3
/TC0 films from the

combined integrated currents, / I
SnQ 2_p t

dt plus / I
Sn02_TC0

dt, and

was found to be the same as for W0
3

films.

C/B was not observed if the TCO film was non-porous. Very thick

TCO films (> 50 nm) were non-porous and porosity could not be developed

without severe corrosion and blistering of the TCO films. However, when

a thin TCO was initially non-porous, porosity developed after a few
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cycles of coloration and bleaching. Figure 4.1 shows a typical struc-

ture of the TCO films on WO^, as observed from the scanning electron

microscope.

Besides the above methods of coloration, the W0
3

film could also

be colored or bleached with SnC>2 electrically floating and with constant

currents applied between the TCO and the Pt or constant voltages applied

to the TCO with respect to SCE. For thin W0
3
/TC0 films, the rate of

C/B was similar to the cases where voltages were applied to Sn0
2
versus

SCE. Thick W0
3
/TC0 films showed a slower C/B rate with the Sn0

2
elec-

trically floating. Voltages applied between the Sn0
2

and TCO (when Pt

was electrically floating) did not lead to changes in the transmitted

intensity.

Surface resistance

The C/B rates in W0
3

and W0
3
/TC0 were observed to correlate with

the W0
3

film surface resistances. Surface resistances were measured

by 5 mm long gold contacts separated by a 1 mm gap. The uncolored,

6—7
as-deposited W0

3
films showed initial resistivity of 10° ft cm. The

coloration time in such films was about 50 secs (Figure 4.5) for 40%

contrast in transmission (0.7 V applied between the Sn0
2

and SCE).

Some films showed switching from 10 ft to less than 10
Z

ft upon

cycling the contact bias voltage. The switching behavior is discussed

in Chapter III. Lower initial resistances (~ 10 ft) were also observed

in certain W0
3

films, depending on the deposition condition (e.g.,

pressures > 10 ^ Torr, substrate temperature, outgassed powders, etc.).

In this low resistance state the films had coloration times of less than
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two seconds (Figure 4.5). The increased C/B rate with a TCO present

was more significant in the high resistant WO^ films. However, a rate

increase was observed in all films. The films used in the present

2 3study had surface resistances of 10 - 10 ft.

The surface resistance was also dependent upon the degree of

f)—7coloration. The transparent, as-deposited WO^ film of 10 ft initial

resistance decreased to < 10 ft upon coloration to a deep blue color.

Cell Voltage

The cell voltage or the equilibrium potential of the WO^ films

was observed to change with coloration and bleaching. Similar obser-

vations have also been made by Crandall et al.^° and Hitchman.
10

Circuit A in Figure 2.6 was employed to measure the cell voltage across

the Sn0
2
and the mercury standard calomel electrode placed in the

electrolyte. Both WO^ films and WO^/gold overlayer films (porous)

showed a cell voltage of 0.3 to 0.5 V in the uncolored state which

decreased to -0.2 to -0.3 V in the blue-colored state (Figure 4.6).

This voltage is related to the chemical potential (p) of hydrogen in

the W0 o which forms H W0„ with coloration.

^

3 x 3

Chronoamperometry

The C/B current behavior with time has been associated with the

—1/2current control mechanisms in the previous studies, viz; at color-

ation current dependence with a Helmholtz double layer (HDL) barrier

-3/4
or with proton diffusion, and t bleaching current with space charge

control. Current-time curves for WO^ films without and with an over-

layer were measured for a potentiostatic voltage step, as follows.
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Figure 4.6 Cell voltage (or EMF) measured on Sn0 2 w.r.t. SCE in
a IN H 2SO^ electrolyte, with WO

3
on Sn0 2 . Changes in

the EMF with coloration and bleaching for (a) WO3 and
(b) WO 3 /TCO films are shown.
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Coloration . For plain WO^ with a voltage step to Sn02 and

referenced to SCE, with Pt as the counter electrode (V„
bn(J2_oCE

the coloration current density, ign02-Pt’
sdowed a independent

-1/2
behavior at short times and approached a t behavior at interme-

diate times (Figure 4.7). At long times the current was observed to

-1/2
deviate from t dependence. The transition between time-independent

-1/2
and t behavior was dependent upon voltage and film thickness and

it occurred at longer times for larger voltages and thicknesses (Figure

4.7). These time dependences will be shown during the discussion to

be consistent with a resistance control at short times and a HDL control

at longer times.

For WO^ with a TCO, the coloration current versus time behavior

depended upon the combination of applied voltages as described below.

(i) Coloration and current with ^gj^-SCE (TCO electrically

floating) had a time dependence of current similar to that of plain

-1/2
WO

^
(Figure 4.7). However, the short time deviations from t were

shorter, and no deviation was observed for low voltages.

(ii) Coloration with a voltage between the TCO and Sn02 (Pt

electrically floating) showed no transmitted intensity changes at

low voltages (< 5 V). However , dp
Co_Sn02

varied witd time, indicating

injection of a very small charge. Figure 4.8 shows that the current

-1/2 -1/2 1/2 3/2
varied as t at 0.2 V, but the current varied as t , t and t

-1/2
with increasing times for 1.0 V and 1.5 V. The extent of the t

region decreased with increasing applied voltages.

(iii) For coloration with v
Tqq-SCE (

Sn0
2

eTectr TcaTTy floating)

the thin WO^/TCO film showed a current-time dependence similar to those
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Figure 4.7 Current density versus time (chronoamperometry) for

a constant potential between SnC>2 and SCE. The set of

curves labelled "a" refer to a WO 3 film of 0.2 pm thick-

ness at several voltages, while curve b refers to

a film thickness of 0.6 pm at 0.5 V. The dot-dash
curves show the response of the 0.2 pm WO 3 films with

an electrically floating overlayer. The dashed curves

are similar, with the overlayer shorted to the Sn02 *
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for j p (TCO electrically floating). However, the time dependence
SnO 2~Pt

of j for thick WO^/TCO films (Figure 4.9) was found to be very

different from that of j SnOo-Pt
. The j TCO-Pt

, ,
-1/2 +1/2

showed t ,
t and

-1/2
t

7 time dependence respectively with increasing times for thick

films, at potentiostatic voltages above 0.2 V. The injected charge

+1/2 3/2
in the t region followed a t dependence. The coloration current

was also dependent upon the TCO pore size. The change in current versus

time with increasing pore size is shown in Figure 4.10A.

(iv) The rate of coloration was increased for the Sn02 shorted

to TCO and negative voltages applied to the TCO versus SCE. The

-1/2
current varied as t ,

with deviations at very short times.

Bleaching . The bleaching currents for WO^ films were shown by

36 3/4
previous studies, to follow a t dependence upon time. This has

been attributed to a control by space charge limited extraction of

charges. This model also predicts that the time for complete bleaching

-2
(t^) depended upon the applied voltages as V , while the bleaching

'

. . . 3/4
current varies with charge injected as q

The present films were colored at a constant voltage for a

constant time, then bleached with different voltages to check the above

relations. The j c . for thick W0_ films (> 0.5 ym) clearly showed
bnU2 it j

a t”
3^ dependence at time 0.1 - 0.5 secs (Figure 4.11), in accordance

with the space charge model. However, the current for thin WO^ films

(< 0.4 ym) showed either a very short or no region when current was

proportional to t~
3^. Instead, the current was proportional to t

where 0 < n < 1/2. The time for complete bleaching (t^) depended upon

-2 J . , 1.0
the applied voltages as V and upon charge injected as q for both
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TIME (secs)

Figure 4.9 Current density between TCO and Pt (j(TCO-Pt)) versus

time when a constant potential was applied between the

TCO and SCE, with the Sn02 electrically floating.
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TIME (secs)

Figure 4.11 The time dependence of the bleaching current for a thin

W0
3 (0.2 ym) and a thick WO

3 (0.6 ym) film. The dashed

curves represent data for WO 3 films with an overlayer.

The bleaching curves were obtained for 16.5 m coul

(except 0.6 ym WO
3/TCO

= 9.5 m coul) and bleached at

different voltages, as shown on the curves.
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thin and thick films. The j Sno 2-p t
WaS found to dePend uPon voltage

as V°-
5

,
and upon charge injected as q

R
where 0.75 < n £ 1.0. The

bleaching current for thin and thick WO^ films with a TOO (TOO electri-

cally floating) behaves similar to the corresponding WO^ films.

For thin WO^/TCO with the Sn0
2
electrically floating and a

potential to the TOO versus SCE, the erase was faster than for plain

-1/2
WO^. At or smaller time dependence, similar to those of WO^ films

was observed. Thick WO^/TCO showed a slower rate of erase for V^co-SCE

as compared to V
sno 2-sCE'

Tde time dependence of j^CO-Pt
sdowed a

dependence for large pores (~ 10 - 100 pm as measured from optical

microscopy) in the TOO film. When the pore size was small, the bleaching

current was also small (Figure 4.10B). At very small pore sizes the

current was independent of time of erase until t^. The bleaching current

was also independent of the charge injected, but depended linearly on

applied voltage.

When potentials were applied to the TOO w.r.t. Sn0
2 , while a

constant ^gnQ^_SCE
was maintained, higher

jsn02~Pt
and faster bleaching

was observed for a positive potential on TOO. The current-time depen-

dency for low voltages on TOO was observed to remain the same as in

WOg/TCO films (with TCO electrically floating). The t^ was found to

_2
vary as V , both for v

Sno 2-scE
and V

TC0-Sn02’
measured with one of

them at constant or zero voltage.

Cyclic Voltametry

Current potential curves were measured for Sn02/W03 and Sn02/

WOg/TCO films in a E^SO^ electrolyte, to observe the C/B kinetics

and corrosion of W0^ and TCO. The potential to Sn0
2
versus

SCE was cyclically swept and the current was measured between
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the SnO^ working electrode and Pt counter electrode (Figure 4.12).

The cathodic current in Figure 4.12 is associated with the coloring

process and the anodic current following the scan reversal is associated

with the bleaching process. Curve a in Figure 4.12 represents the i-V

data for WO^, while curve b represents similar data for WO^ with an

electrically floating TCO. Initially, the TCO porosity was small and

the current at a given voltage was smaller for a WO^/TCO sample as

compared to WO^ films. However, upon cycling, porosity increased

and the current at a given voltage tended to be higher for the WO^/TCO

samples as compared to WO^ (Figure 4.12, curves a and b). The current

increased further for the TCO shorted to SnO^ (Figure 4.12, curve c)

or with negative voltages on the TCO w.r.t. Sn02 (Figure 4.12, curve

d) . The potential, at which the anodic current appeared, also shifted

to more negative or positive values for negative or positive potentials,

respectively, on the TCO for either thin or thick films. The corres-

ponding rate and degree of coloration, similar to that shown in Figure

4.3 increased with negative voltages on the TCO.

The electrochromic current was also measured as a function of

the scan rate (v) for two films of different thickness (Figure 4.13,

curve a for 0.1 ym film and curve b for 0.5 ym film). Both films showed

a v^''’ current dependence upon the scan rate, at lower rates (~ 80 mV/sec

for 0.1 ym film and ~ 20 mV/sec for 0.5 ym film). The deviation

from v°-
5
behavior to a smaller exponential dependence upon scan rate

occurred at a smaller scan rate for the thicker film. The Sn02/W02/TC0
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Figure 4.12 The cyclic voltametry curves of current versus the

potential reference to the standard calomel electrode
(SCE) . The curves show the cathodic portion only where

coloration (by injection of protons) and erase (by

removal of protons) occur. The curves a and b refer

to the WO
3

film and the WO^/TCO, with the overlayer

electrically floating. Curves c, d and e refer to the

WO 3
/TCO, with the TCO shorted to Sn02, a negative 0.2 V

applied to the overlayer with respect to Sn02 ,
and a

positive 0.3 V applied to the overlayer, respectively.

The scan rate was 50 mV/sec.



j,
m
A
/cm

100

Figure 4.13 The current density versus the scan rate at 0.3 V
cathodic potential derived from cyclic voltametric
data. Curves a and b refer to 0.1 pm and 0.5 pm
WO^ films respectively. The curves a' and b' refer

to the corresponding WO^/TCO films.
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cells (for an electrically floating porous TCO) showed a scan rate

dependence similar to the SnC^/WO^ cells (Figure 4.13, curve a' and b')

1/2
with less deviation from v at high scan rates.

Further voltametric curves were measured for SnC^/WO^/TCO both

with and without electrolyte in order to study corrosion of the TCO

and WO^. The non-porous TCO on WO^ was found to corrode rapidly and

it blistered during the latter stages of corrosion. The non-porous

TCO on WO^ also blocked the injection of protons and coloration was

not observed. The data for WO^/non-porous TCO/electrolyte configuration

was equivalent to the data for the gold film on glass (Figure 4.14).

Both showed oxidation and reduction peaks at +0.5 V and +0.38 V,

respectively. Therefore, the corrosion of non-porous TCO on WO^ was

similar to that of either a porous or non-porous TCO on glass. However,

the porous TCO on WO^ did not show the oxidation and reduction peaks

characteristic of corrosion (Figure 4.12).

Tafel Plots

The charge transfer across the WO^/electrolyte interface is

dependent upon the WO^ resistance, barrier symmetry factors and the

exchange current values. These effects can be measured from the

Tafel slope [3n/3(log i) ] measurements. The logarithm of current

(log i) was plotted as a function of the overpotential to determine

the changes in the Tafel slopes during coloration of partially and

completely bleached plain WO^ films (Figure 4.15). Tafel plots show

that log i varies linearly for anodic overpotentials (positive on SnC^

w.r.t. SCE). The Tafel slope in this anodic region depends upon the
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amount of residual coloration. A slope of 800 mV was observed for a

completely erased WO^ film of 0. 2 pm thickness (curve a)
,
and this

decreased to 160 mV with increasing residual coloration (curves b

through f, with f being the deepest color). At small cathodic over-

potentials, log i versus potential was complicated, showing linear (A),

non-linear (B)
,
and linear (C in Figure 4.15) regions. Although the

shape of the current in the cathodic region was constant, the over-

potential for appearance of the cathodic region shifted to less positive

values with increasing residual coloration. The exchange current (Iq)

was measured by extending the anodic linear curve to the overpotential

at minimum current. The Iq in the uncolored state (~ 10 ^ amps) in-

creased with the residual coloration (to ~ 2.5 x 10 ^ amps) as shown

in Figure 10.

Tafel plots drawn for SnO^WO^/TCO cells with TCO electrically-

floating (Figure 4.16) also showed a linear dependence in the anodic

region. The slope was constant at about 140 mV, independent of residual

coloration. During the cathodic sweep, log i varies linearly with

potential, at voltages < 0.15. As the overpotential decreased a

current plateau was observed at ~ 5 x 10 ^ A, whose range decreased

as the residual coloration increased. Beyond -0.2 V, the current

increased in a fashion similar to WO^ films. This behavior was repro-

ducible with color/erase and with other WO^/TCO films. The exchange

current observed in the WO^/TCO films (I
Q

= 5 x 10
6

amps) increased

with the residual coloration. The Iq also increased with applied

negative voltages on the TCO w.r.t. Sn02*
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The Current-Voltage Characteristics

The current-voltage characteristics could be obtained either

by scanning ( current between the Sn02 and Pt) at about

10“ 4 A/sec in a galvanostatic mode, or by scanning the voltage

V. at ~ 10 mV/sec in a potentiostatic mode (Figure 4.17).

Curve a in Figure 4.17 is the characteristic for an uncolored

(as-deposited) WO^ film, while curves b to d were measured after

increased amounts of coloration. The SnC^/WO^/electrolyte/Pt struc-

ture behaves like a rectifying diode. When the potential on Sn02

was negative, coloration occurred; with positive voltage on Sn02 ,

bleaching was observed. These data clearly show a threshold vol-

tage for coloration (-0.65 V = Vgj^-SCE^' If this threshold voltage

is taken to be proportional to the barrier height^ at the WO^/electro-

lyte interface, it is observed to decrease with the coloration of the

film. The deeply colored film (curve d) showed an ohmic-like

linear i-V.

For a SnC^/WO^/electrolyte/Pt cell with porous gold film as the

TCO, the i-V characteristic is shown in Figure 4.18. The threshold

voltage necessary for coloration (+0.6 V) is observed to be shifted

to a more positive value as compared to Figure 4.17. Therefore, the

WO^/TCO/electroly te appears to represent a less rectifying interface

than the WO^/electrolyte interface. An ohmic characteristic after

coloration of the WO^/TCO (Figure 4.18) is similar to the WO^/electro-

lyte behavior. These characteristics are associated with the phenomena

which results in a decrease in the coloration time when a porous gold

overlayer is present (as discussed below)

.
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Figure 4.17 Current-voltage curves showing the non-ohmic character
of the W03/electrolyte interface. Curve (a) is for the

uncolored film, while curves b to d were obtained with
increasing amounts of coloration.
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Figure 4.18 Current-voltage curves for WOg/porous TCO/electroly te
system, similar to Figure 4.17.
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Photocurrent

Photocurrent measurements were used to determine the WO^

band bending and the energy level matching with the redox levels

in the electrolyte. The Sn02/W02/TC0 cells were exposed to an

ultraviolet light through a quartz window. A voltage applied bet-

ween the Sn02 and SCE was scanned, and the photocurrent was plotted

as a function of the voltage for Sn02 (referenced to the SCE as shown

2
in Figure 4.19). The dark current in the films was ~ 0.1 mA/ cm .

When illuminated with the ultraviolet light, a photocurrent was ob-

served. The flat band voltage, Vpg (the voltage necessary to compen-

sate for band bending at the WO^ surface) was calculated from a plot

2 95
of j versus voltage (V) as described by Butler. The present'.

data indicated that the V.™ decreased with increasing pH of the electro-
r Jj

lyte for WO^ and WO^/TCO cells (0.059 V/ pH). This decrease is similar

95
to the data reported by Butler forr WO . films. The V was

3 FB

also observed to be lower for WO^/TCO (0.25 V) as compared to WO^ films

(0.48 V) in 0.5 N ^SO^

Coloration and Bleaching in Devices with Overlayers Other Than Gold Films

Metal overlayers of Al, Ag, Pt, In, Se and Re were deposited on

WO^ films to observe the C/B rates. The following results were obtained

for the different overlayers.

Aluminum and silver overlayers . Overlayers of Al and Ag (20 - 40 nm)

were deposited on WO^ films and found to be partially opaque (20 - 25%

decrease in transmission) . Porosity of the overlayers developed with
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C/B cycles similar to Au films. However, the films were found to

corrode severely with C/B. A1 films also formed white corrosion

layers (probably due to the oxidation of the overlayer). The rate

of coloration and bleaching could be controlled similar to the devices

with’Au overlayer films, i.e., shorter color time with a negative

potential on the TCO with respect to SnC^; and increasing times with

a positive potential on the TCO, while a positive EC potential on the

counter electrode was maintained. But the corrosion properties of

these overlayers limit their use in a practical device.

Indium film overlayers . Indium overlayers on WO^ films used in

a liquid electrolyte (dilute ^SO^) showed uniform coloration at the

instant of the acid touching the surface. Some films of WO^ were

found to be colored during the indium deposition step. This coloration

can be explained if we note that the In injects electrons into WO^ as

3+
a result of the reaction, In -* In + 3 e , and the protons are supplied

either by the adsorbed water or the electrolyte. Bleaching of the

color was not feasible by application of a reverse potential at voltages

below the decomposition potential for water or electrolyte. Thus,

the In films make the device inoperable for the C/B processes.

Platinum film overlayers on WO^ . Pt films were found to be non-

porous from scanning electron micrographs. Although the films were

non-porous, C/B was found to occur, in contrast with the other over-

layer films where porosity was necessary. The transmitted intensity

changes for C/B are shown in Figure 4.20. The coloration rate was

found to be independent of the applied voltages on either the Pt over-

layer or the Pt counter electrode with respect to Sn02» and was also
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much slower than for WO^ films without the overlayer. Coloration also

occurred when the Pt counter electrode was shorted to the Sn0 2< The

cell potential during coloration was observed to change from +0.3 V

immediately after the application of the voltage to -0.2 V. The color-

ation progressed at -0.2 V without change. This compares with the data

for WO^ without and with overlayers such as Au, Ag and Al, which show

an exponential increase of cell voltage with coloration. Although

application of a potential does not affect the coloration rate, the

bleaching rates are influenced in a manner similar to the Au overlayers,

i.e., a decreased bleach time with a positive voltage on the Pt over-

layer, and increased time with a negative potential on the Pt overlayer

with respect to the SnC>
2
while a negative potential on the Pt counter

electrode was maintained . Increase or decrease in the bleach rates was

also obtained by increasing or decreasing the voltage on the Pt counter

electrode with respect to the SnC^.

The above results thus indicate that the proton injection in this

system may occur by the intermediate absorption or reaction at the Pt

overlayer, providing a constant concentration of hydrogen to diffuse

to WO^ during coloration. In analogy with the studies in platinized

96
WO^ by Abbaro et al. , the following reactions may be considered for

the charge injection during color.

H
2
+ 2 Pt + 2PtH

PtH + Pt + H
+
+ e~

xPtH + W0 o -* xPt + H W0 o
3 x 3

Since no voltage control of coloration was possible, the coloration rate
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control may be attributed to the reaction of H diffusion from PtH to

wo
3

.

The Pt overlayers thus provide inherent disadvantages in the

operational characteristics such as no control of the coloration

rate, lower efficiency (OD/Q) and time lag between the bleach voltage

application and the increase in transmitted intensity. Therefore, it

is unsuitable for the device application, and no further study was made

in this system.

Selenium film overlayers on WO^ films . Selenium films of 200 -

O

300 A were found to effectively block the proton transfer to WO^ films.

Thus, no C/B was possible in such films. Coloration obtained on partially

covered WO^ films showed no diffusion of color to the Se covered area.

This compares to the coloration in WO^ films deposited on etched (to

make patterns) SnC^ films, where color flows beyond the SnC^ area.

Prevention of color diffusion by limiting the electrolyte area was

also found to be ineffective. Thus, Se film overlayers provide an

effective masking material for display applications.

Rhenium film overlayers . Rhenium films could not be prepared

O
without oxidation of the same. The surface conductivity of about 200 A

layer rhenium oxide on WO^ was found to be of the order of a few mhos/cm.

The transmitted intensity changes with coloration showed coloration rates

of 0.8 - 1.0 sec for a 50% decrease in transmission, as compared to 2 secs

for WO^ films. The OD/Q ratio was found to be 8% change in OD per

2
mC of charge injected through 1.5 cm surface area of the film (compared

to an OD change of 5% observed in WO^ films). However, the rhenium

oxide films were found to corrode with time.
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Discussion

The experimental observation of coloration and bleaching in WO^

films haS' shown different rates of the processes depending on the

voltage application method, device configuration and the WO^ film

properties. The rate controlling factors have been investigated by

the previous authors in WO^ films. The present results will be discussed

in relation to the previous results. A new model for the WO^-electro-

lyte barrier charge transport across the Helmholtz double layer (HDL)

barrier and the Schottky barrier will be proposed to explain the

present results. The film resistance effects which were assumed to

be negligible by the previous authors will be shown to affect the

current, especially at short times.

The results of the new configuration of the device with the over-

layer, will be discussed by appropriate modelling of the kinetics for

different voltage application methods. It will be shown that the

decreased C/B times obtained occur due to increased flow of electrons

from the WO^/overlayer and SnC^/WO^ interfaces.

To facilitate discussion, we will first discuss the mechanisms

involved in WO^ coloration and bleaching, then discuss the C/B rate

control mechanisms for WO^/overlayer devices.

Electrochromic Response of WO ., Coloration

The WO^ films deposited on glass substrates have been shown to

color by the touch of a indium wire through the dilute sulfuric acid

g
electrolyte. Crandall and Faughnan have reported coloration by this method

in sputtered WO^ films. The limiting process for the growth of color
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depends on the diffusion coefficients for the protons and electrons.

3
A list of the various diffusion coefficients in WO^ is given in Table

4.1. It is observed that the proton diffusion is six to seven orders

g
of magnitude slower than that for electrons. However, Crandall andFaughnan

suggested that the protons needed to travel only a small distance

(across the WO^/electrolyte interface) while the electrons have to

diffuse through the bulk of the WO^ film. Hence, the electron diffusion

is rate controlling. The concentration of the electrons at the color

front, a radial distance, R, from the point of In contact, can be written

00 R
as, C(R,t) = C

q / e J
fy dy; x =

;
where C(R,t) is the concentration

at R and time t, C is a constant and D is the diffusion coefficient
o

of electrons. The color front which is the region of constant electron

2
concentration moves so as to keep R /4Dt constant. The present results

(Figure 4.2) show a linear increase in R with /t, in agreement with the

above analysis. The diffusion coefficient for electrons calculated from

the experiments range from 0.006 to 0.0025 depending on the deposition

temperature. This compares with the reported values of D equal to 0.25

2 8 B
cm /sec in crystalline WO

3 , and 0.0025 ± 0.006 in sputtered WO^ films.

Coloration observed in the SnC^/WO^/electrolyte/counter electrode

device occurs by the injection of electrons from the Sn02 and proton

injection from the electrolyte when a negative voltage is maintained on

the Sn02 with respect to the counter electrode. The rate at which the

coloration or bleaching occurs in this method was observed from the

transmitted intensity (J
t ) changes with time (Figure 4.3). The optical den-

sity (log 'I
t
/I ) was found to be a linear function of the charge injected

(Q) into the WO^ film. The relation between I
t

and Q can be expressed
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as, log (I
t
/

I

0
)

= OD 5 A Q, where OD is the optical density, I is

the incident intensity, and A is a constant (= a/(2.3 FS^ where a is

the absorptivity in cm
-
^/mole/l , S is the area of the colored region

and F is the Faraday constant). Since the ratio OD/Q expresses the

I
t

change per charge injected, it represents the "electroc’nromic opti-

cal efficiency." The efficiency indicates the amount of charge re-

quired to switch to colored states and hence relates to the lifetime

of the battery used to apply the voltages. The charge is related to

t
the current in the circuit by Q = / idt. Thus, studies of charge

o

transport (or current control) can reveal the mechanisms for optical

coloration and bleaching rate control. The possible current controlling

mechanisms can be classifed into the following three categories:

1) A bulk effect caused by the diffusion of protons within the

WO
3

.

2) A surface barrier due to a Helmholtz layer at the WO^/electro-

lyte interface, which controls the transfer rate of protons

from the electrolyte to the WO^ surface.

3) A surface barrier of the Schottky type in WO^ due to the

difference in the Fermi level of WO^ and the redox potentials

which control the protons passing from the surface of WO^ into

the bulk.

Consider the first mechanism. If the concentration of protons is

controlled by diffusion in WO^, the concentration at a distance y and

at time t is (Appendix A)

:

c (y,t) =
' ~r + p- F(y>t)

n
(4.1)
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here is the flux at the film/electrolyte interface, y = 0 at the

Sn0 o /W0~ interface, SL is the thickness of the film, and D,, is the
L j n

diffusion coefficient of the proton in the WO^. The function F(y,t)

2
depends upon D t/2, and y/l. Plots of F(y,t) versus y/l for various

ii

2 2
values of D,,t/£ , show that DTTt/£ > 1.0 represents a uniform distri-

ri H
30 31 —8

bution of protons in the WO^ film. ’ In this study, ~ 4 x 10

2
cm /sec (as will be shown during the bleaching studies) and the colora-

2
tion times were ~ 2 sec; therefore D t/£ > 1 for films where £ < 0.5 pm.

H

Therefore, diffusion control for thin films (< 0.5 pm) can be neglected.

Hence, the cathodic current (and rate of coloration) should be controlled

by the barriers or the hydrogen evolution reaction (h.e.r.) at the WO^/

electrolyte interface.

97
The energy balance for the cell can be written as

Eg - V
FB - (E,

Ar
E„) = -£ + n + n + j R0 + VuF nF a c p H

(4.2)

where Eg is the gap energy of W0„, — is the free energy per electron
o nr

for the overall reaction of the cell (1.23 eV for ^0 composition), n

is the number of electrons, F is the Faraday constant, is the flat
r d

band potential, E_ and E„ are the conduction band edge and the Fermi

level, j is the total current through the cell, is the cell resis-

tance, V (= constant + 0.059 pH) is the potential drop across the HDL,
H

and n and n are the anodic and cathodic overpotentials. Thus, the
a c

overpotential for coloration should be affected by the semiconductor

parameters (left side of equation 4.2), as well as the HDL characteristics.

Another parameter, cell potential, was found to change with colora-

tion, thus changing the overpotential. Changes in cell potential from
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+0.3 or + 0.5 V to -0.2 or -0.3 V were observed in the present WO,

40
films (Figure 4.6). Crandall et al. also observed such changes

and attributed the changes in cell potential to the chemical potential

change (A y(x)) expressed as

A y (x) _ 2kT ^ ^ V x
Ne

,, s — ) + 0.53 (x-x )
(1-x) x o

o

(4.3)

where N is Avogadro's number (6.02 x 10 molecules 1 gm/mole), x and

x are the hydrogen density in the WO,. film before and after coloration,
o j

k is the Boltzman constant and T is the temperature. Therefore the

equation for the overpotential, considering the HDL characteristics,

resistance effects, and the cell potential changes can be written as

n = V - A
+ j R

c A q.F p 0,

(4.4)

where V, is the applied bias and
A

is the reduction in chemical
A nF

potential due to the proton concentration (x) in WO^ . The current is

98
assumed to obey the Butler-Volmer equation

= j n [exp
. (l-g)ern
^ kT } exp V kT n (4.5)

where j is the exchange current density, g is the barrier symmetry

factor, k = Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, and e is the elec-

tronic charge. Therefore, the current which is independent of resistance

(jp ) can be calculated following the treatment given by Crandall and Faugh-

32
nan at low voltages and short times (see Appendix B.) . For these

conditions

j P0 3n
-1/2

for g = 1/2 (4.6)
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where

RT p ex H „

T
0

- P= x
m

f./2j
0

= I-j-j-jS
1

n F 0 A D
0
V
A

(4.7)

and R is the gas contant, c* is the bulk concentration, p is the density

of tungsten atoms in the film, £ is thickness, A is the area of the

colored portion, Dq is the proton diffusion coefficient through the

HDL, and x is the maximum proton content. The total current can be
m

written as

. = 0

“'p 77, n 1 / 2
,
0.53 n vf ^

“7
(t/T n ) + 0 . 5 (x ) e j.R

r

(4.8)

RT ' m 0 9,

assuming R^ is independent of x. Equation (4.8) shows that if the

resistance is high, the current is dominated by the term containing R^

and is independent of time. However, if the Helmholtz double layer (HDL)

-1/2
dominates, the kinetics are dependent upon t . A plot of current versus

time from the present cell is shown in Figure 4.7. The current initially

tends to be independent of time, indicating that cell resistance is

rate limiting. However, at longer times, the kinetics are controlled

-1/2
by the HDL and the current shows the t dependence. The increasing

time independent region with voltage is also seen in equations (4.7)

and (4.8).

Curve fitting of the experimental data for low voltages and small

coloration indicated a cell resistance (R^) of 300 - 500 Q, in • the thin

film (0.2 pm). The cell resistance could result from several factors

such as the resistance of the Sn02 or W0^ films. Sn02 resistance has

63
also been reported by Shay et al. to limit the electrochromic reaction
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in anodic iridium oxide films. WO^ film resistance effects will be

shown later to affect the Tafel slope. The short time behavior can

also be influenced by effective resistances from the Schottky barrier,

as will be considered later. The time regions of the resistance control

extend up to a second in thin films and up to 10 seconds in 0.6 ym

film, as shown in Figure 4.7. Thus, a control of this factor can

influence the rate of C/B, as will be shown for WO^/TCO films.

The cyclic voltametry data in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 are also

consistent with HDL rather than proton-diffusion control (for £ < 0.5 ym)

.

The current, as a function of the scan rate, showed a v^'^ dependence

for both thin and thick films (at scan rates of < 50 mV/sec - Figure

4.13). At these scan rates the transmitted intensity varied much more

slowly than did the current, and a smaller scan rate dependence was

observed (Figure 4.13), presumably due to capacitive effects in the EC

33 34 1/2
cell . Reichman and coxforkers ’ attributed the v scan rate dependence

-1/2
and the t time dependence in their films (evaporated WO^ films and

anodically deposited WO^) to diffusion of protons through the WO^ film.

1/2 2
They predict a v dependence and s = (RT/F) DH|v£ < 0.1, only in

thick films (diffusion control), and a v^’^ dependence and s < 1.0 for

1 / 2
thin films. However, the present results show a v dependence even

for thin films (< 0.1 ym) . For diffusion control this would require a

-11 2
D < 10 cm /sec for s<0.1, which is in conflict with our measured
H

values reported below. This indicates that the coloration in the present

thin WO^ films is controlled by the HDL.

-1/2
The mechanisms causing the t behavior may be different in

3 A- ”1/2
thick versus thin films. Reichman et al. showed that the t region
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in very thick films (~ 1 urn) could be associated with proton diffusion.

Diffusion control is also expected if the WO^ film consists of large

crystallites. Clearly then, two distinct controlling mechanisms can

exist depending upon the film thickness, structure and the diffusion

coefficient of protons in the film.

At very long times, the plots of current versus time again deviated

—1/2 34from t . Reichman et al. attributed the long time deviation in

thick films to the bulk modifications of the film and the onset of

99 —1/2
thin layer behavior. Arnoldussen has explained deviation from t

at long times as being due to changes in the exchange current . As

shown by the Tafel plot data, the exchange current did vary in this

study

.

In the above discussion of coloration, the HDL and its influence

have been studied assuming the influence of the semiconductor parameters

Q C
negligible. Butler ' has discussed the effects of a Schottky

barrier upon the photoelectrolysis of water at WO^ surfaces. A similar

model will be used to discuss the electrochromic coloration of WO^.

From the values of flat band voltages measured with WO^ and WO^/TCO

films, we can relate the ionic levels in the electrolyte to the semi-

conductor levels in WO^. Figure 4.21A is an energy level diagram for

1 N I^SO^ electrolyte in contact with WO^. The reduction potential

Eqh~/h 0
rePresents the electron donor and proton acceptor level in the

electrolyte, and the oxidation potential E^+,
^
represents the proton

donor and electron acceptor level. E_, , is given by the Nernst
1

9

redox

equation
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_ „ ,RT ox

F, redox 0 F
n

f
(4.9)

red

where f is the concentration of reduced or oxidized species in the

electrolyte, R is the Rydberg constant, T is the temperature, and E

is the potential. At equilibrium, the Fermi level of the WO^ is equal

to E„ ,

F, redox

During the cathodic reaction, both proton injection into WO^ and

the hydrogen evolution reaction (h.e.r.) may occur. For the reaction

to proceed, it is necessary for the electrons to cross the Schottky

barrier at the WO^ surface to reach the solution and react with protons

to form H
2

gas, i.e.

2H
+
+ 2e + H, (4.10)

Similarly, protons will have to cross the Helmholtz double layer barrier

to reach the WO^ surface. This dual barrier model was used by Meyer"*"^

to explain anomalous Tafel slopes for metallic electrodes covered with

oxide. The Tafel slope is given by

An 2-3 RT
A (log i) g F(l-3n

f
/3n)

(4.11)

where is the fraction of the overpotential across the WO^, n is the

total overpotential, and g is the barrier symmetry factor. The currents

due to electron transport (i^) through the Schottky barrier with a

symmetry factor g , and proton transport (i ) through the Helmholtz

layer with barrier symmetry g , are given by
H

i
f

= k
f

c
f

exp(-g
f
V
f

R/RT) (4.12)
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=
°H

exP("eH
V
H

F /RT) (4.13)

where k, c and V are the reaction rate constants, charge concentrations,

and voltage drops, respectively. At steady state, the total current, i
t>

is equal to i^ and also equal to i^. From equations (4.12) and 4.13)

the total current is

, . 2*3 VFlog i
t

= -g
t
——— + constant (4.14)

where g
fc

= 3
f
SH /(3 f

+6
H

) and V = (V
R
+V

f
)

.

Tafel plots for WO^ films (Figure 4.15) show a linear dependence of

In i upon the anodic overpotentials. The Tafel slope of the anodic curves

was found to change from 800 mV (per unit change in log i) for bleached,

to 160 mV for colored films. The theoretical value of the Tafel slope

for hydrogen evolution on metals is 120 mV (i.e., 2*3 RT/gF where g = 0.5).

This establishes a similarity of the colored state with metallic behavior.

The larger Tafel slopes observed in the erased state can be explained

from equations (4.11) and (4.14). If the potential drop across the WO^

increases,
g^

and hence the Tafel slope increases (equation (4.11)).

In addition, if the total barrier symmetry factor decreases, the Tafel

slopes would increase. For example, if g f and g are 0.5, g. will be
r H l

0.25 and the Tafel slope will be significantly larger for dual barrier

control. Using the present data of i ~ 10~^A, ~ 10
3

n, and the Tafel

slope of 800 mV, a value of g ~ 0.08 was calculated. The change in g

with decreased coloration is also consistent with data in Figure 4.15,

which show that the i-V curves for colored films are more symmetric

about the minimum current position.

To interpret the Tafel slope data, the WO^ resistance and the

barriers for electron and proton transfer must be considered. The effect
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of such parameters can be visualized from the band diagram (Figure

4.21A). The SnC^ side of the interface is assumed to have no band

bending under equilibrium conditions. When a (-V) is applied to the

SnC^, the potential would be distributed uniformly across the WO^

(Figure 4.21B). Thus, a great majority of the voltage drop would

occur across the WO^ because of resistance. The potential necessary

for charge injection across the surface barriers would therefore be

small. As coloration progresses, the WO^ would change from semicon-

ductor to metallic-like behavior. Thus, the influence of a Schottky

barrier would decrease and the voltage drop across the HDL (and the

proton flow to WO^) would increase. Therefore, HDL controlled kinetics

are expected at longer times with deviation from this behavior at short

times. If the WO^ is very thick and/or proton diffusion is slow, dif-

fusion may be rate-controlling at very long times. However, the short

time deviation will still be influenced by the Schottky barrier or

resistance control. The control of these factors can facilitate in

increasing the C/B rates as will be seen in the next section for WO^/TCO

films

.

Bleaching

The bleaching occurs when a positive voltage is applied to the

SnC^ layer in order to remove the charges from the film. Possible

rate controlling processes during bleaching are transport of the pro-

tons and electrons from the WO^ film to the interfaces, and the rate

at which the charges transfer across the interface. Since protons

diffuse more slowly and there exists no barrier for electron transfer
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(b)

ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM

Figure 4.21 The energy level diagram for WO
2

and the redox levels
in the electrolytes (Figure A) . Figure B represents
the WO

3
conduction band when a negative voltage is

applied to SnC^.
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at the SnC^/WO^ interface, the proton transport within the film and

across the WO^/electrolyte is expected to control the rate during

36
bleaching. Faughnan et al. studied the bleaching current and pro-

posed a proton space charge model for control of the charge extraction

from the film. In this model, the voltage applied across the device

is assumed to appear entirely across the WO^ film. This assumption

is valid only if negligible potential drop occurs across the electro-

lyte (1 N l^SO^)
,
or the barriers at the WO^/electolyte interface.

It is further assumed that the WO^ is uniformly colored

at the beginning of erase. When a voltage is applied, the electrons

tend to flow towards the SnC^ and protons toward the electrolyte inter-

face. This leaves a neutral region with equal number of positive and

negative charges, as shown in Figure 4.22. Thus, three regions can be

identified, I — 0 < X < X^., adjacent to the electrolyte interface,

II — Xj < X < X , the neutral region. III — X^ < X £ £, adjacent

to SnO^ film. As time progresses, region I and III grow at the expense

of region II. The bleach period effectively terminates at time (t^) when

X^. (t^) = X^-j. (t^). The current through region I is controlled by the

u . . , 36
proton space charge region as given by

J(t) =k £ p^ V
2
/X

2
(t)op I

where k is the relative dielectric constant of W0 o ,£; = 8.85 x 10
j o

Farads/m,
p^

is the proton mobility and V is the applied voltage.

Regions II and III do not contribute to the current control as they

are high conducting regions. The charge removed from region II in

(4.15)

-12
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time dt is given by: Q = J(t) dt = p dX^, where p is the volume charge

density (equal to charge per unit area multiplied by thickness of the

film) of, protons in the region II, and dX^ is the slice of charge that

is removed. Using the above two equations, we obtain

X^ dX
T

= k e v V
2

dt/pop (4.16)

whose solution is

x
4

(t) = xj (t ) + 4 ke y V
2

(t - t )/p (4.17)
I I o op o

4
where t is a constant reference time. Faughnan, et al. assumed X^ (t)

> > Xj (t
Q
), i.e., the space charge control is set from the very begin-

ning of erase. Thus

J(t) = (p
3

k c
o y

p
)

lM
V
1/2

/(4t)
3M

and the time at the end of erase is

(4.18)

t- = p il

4
/4k e y V

2
(4.19)

f
r o p

where £ is the thickness of the film.

The bleaching current shown in Figure 4.12 for thick films shows .a

-3/4
time dependence of t in accordance with the above equation. The

current also followed a q
3 '^ and V

3 ^ 2 dependence on charge injected and

_2
voltage applied for erase respectively. The time t^ followed a V

dependence on the voltage applied. Thus, the space charge model appears

to be obeyed in thick films. However, at short times, the current

-3/4
deviated from the t law. For thinner films, large deviations from

this model occurred. The short time deviations were also observed by
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Gupta and: Leal Ferriera^and explained the deviations by considering a

finite X^(t ). The following method of correction was made for a

finite X (t ) in the space charge model. Due to a finite X_(t ),l o I o

the space charge control occurs after a time t . The region of charge

release would be (£ - X(t )) and not the entire thickness i. Thus,
o

the p and
y^

terms in equation 4.15 should be replaced by p' and y^',

given by

p' = p(£/ (£ - XpCt^)) (4.20)

and

y
' = v U - X (t )/£)-

P P 1 o
(4.21)

Initially, p and y values were calculated from equation (4.18) and

-3/4
using the current values in the t region. These values were substi-

tuted into equations (4.15), (4.20) and (4.21) with the initial current

to get X (t ), p' and y ' values. These values were again substitutedlop
in equation (4.15) to get new X^(t

Q
) values. This procedure was repeated

to give successively same values of X_(t ).
I o

The analysis of the present data for thick WO^ films resulted in'

a value of Xp(t
Q
)/£ < 0.05. The thin WO^ films which showed a very

-3/4 -1/2 -1
small or no region of t

,
but show at to t dependence, were

found to have a X (t )/£ £ 1.5. The large values of XT (t ) in the thin
i o I o

-1/2
films, and the presence of t dependences suggests that the initial

current control, before the space charge control sets in, may be due

to the HDL barrier control. The mobility of the protons (y ') were
P

__ 7 2 _g 2estimated to be 5 x 10 cm /V-sec (D = 4 x 10 cm /sec).
H
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Coloration and Bleaching in WO^/TCO Films

The properties of electrochromic devices with conducting over-

layers are different depending upon whether the TCO is porous or non-

porous. For example, corrosion rates were high for the non-porous

versus porous TCO's, and proton injection (and therefore coloration)

did not occur for the non-porous TCO's of Au, Ag and Al. Therefore,

non-porous TCO's are not suitable for electrochromic devices.

On the other hand, the data in Figure 4.3 show that porous TCO's

can increase the rate of C/B. When porosity exists, a portion of both

the WO^ and TCO are exposed to the electrolyte, but the TCO still forms

an electrically continuous layer (Figure 4.1). This represents a more

complicated structure since the WO^/TCO/electrolyte junctions cannot

be treated separately. To understand the kinetics of C/B with porous

TCO's, we shall discuss the results separately for each voltage appli-

cation method.

C/B with applied voltages on SnO
^
w.r.t. SCE and with TCO electri-

cally floating . The data from chronoamperometry for electrically

-1/2
floating porous TCO on WO^ films showed a t dependence of colora-

tion current as did plain WO^ films. The deviations decreased further

with the TCO shorted to Sn02 (Figure 4.7), consistent with the hypothesis

that the WO^ resistance is partially responsible for short-time deviations.

HDL controlled kinetics are also observed from the cyclic voltametry

data (Figure 4.12) which show a v^’^ scan rate dependence of current

at a particular voltage.
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The chronoamperometry data for bleaching showed a current-time

_ 1 / 9dependence similar to the WO^ films (Figure 4.7), i.e., a t or

-3/4
t dependence for thin or thick WO^ films, respectively. Hence,

the data suggest removal during bleaching was space-charge-limited for

thick films.

From these data the mechanisms of C/B appear to be identical with

those in plain WO^ films. However, the transmitted intensity versus

time data for the electrically floating, porous TCO (Figure 4.3, Curve

b) showed a color response faster than for plain WO^. This is also

shown with cyclic voltametry data where higher currents were observed

for WO^/TCO films (as compared to WO^ films) at a constant cathodic

overpotential. These effects result • from TCO modifications of the

WO^/electrolyte interface. The current-voltage characteristics for

TCO/WO^ contacts, and the photocurrent data both show that a Schottky

barrier exists at the WO^ surface. The photocurrent data show that Au

TCO's decreased the flat band voltage, consistent with increasing current

flow and decreased coloration time.

The nature of the interface can be further elucidated from the

Tafel plots (Figure 4.16) observed in the W0
3
/TC0 films with the TCO

electrically floating. The Tafel slope in the anodic overpotential

region was constant at about 140 mV. This compares to plain W0
3
where

the Tafel slope varied with increasing residual coloration from 800 to

160 mV. The decreased slope represents an increase in the potential

drop across the HDL as compared to the drop across the W0
3

film. It

also suggests that the anodic reaction may be controlled by charge
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transfer at the TCO/electrolyte interface. The current in the cathodic

overpotential region in the uncolored state showed a region of current

plateau above which the charging current appeared. At higher overpoten-

tials the cathodic current rise was similar to that for plain WO^.

Assuming the Butler-Volmer equation to hold the current at small over-

98
potentials can be written as i = L (qe/RT), or q/i = RT/I ne = p. ,

U U int

where p. represents the interface resistance. The cathodic current
int

plateau thus represents a high interface resistance. The high interface

resistance can be caused by the barriers for the electron and proton

flow. Hence, the Tafel measurements are consistent with the mixed

barrier control at low overpotentials. With increasing residual colora-

tion, the Tafel plots showed a decreasing region of current plateau

(Figure 4.16, Curves b to d)
, thus indicating a less polarizable inter-

face, consistent with a decreasing barrier effect.

C/B by applied voltages on TCP w.r.t. SnO ^. The method of colora-

tion with applied voltages on the TCO w.r.t. SnC^ in an electrolytic

cell (with the Pt counter electrode electrically floating) did not cause

detectable changes in the transmitted intensity at low voltages (< 5 V).

However, the current flow was detectable and resulted in a small amount

of injected protons (as verified by back-EMF measurements) when the TCO

was maintained at a negative potential w.r.t. Sn02 (Figure 4.8).

The charge injection in this method can be explained if we note

that the porous TCO provides an electron-injecting contact at the

g
surface. Crandall and Faughnan have also explained coloration of WO^

by surface injection of electrons by contact with indium wire. The

present situation is different only in that the porous TCO provides
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many island-like injection contacts over the surface covered with the

TCO and on the field applied across WOy The field-dependent diffusion

of electrons is given by
"^2

n d C dC dC , qE ^D 71
‘ u

3i ‘ dt ’ “here u -
fe

D
dz

(4.22)

and where D is the diffusion coefficient of electrons in WO^, C is

the electron concentration at time t and a distance z from the point

of injection, E is the electric field acting in the direction of

diffusion and (2z^) is the average diameter of the pores. Assuming

that the TCO film acts like a plain source of electrons with initial

concentration C
,

the boundary conditions will be

C(0,t) = C
;
C(«,t) = 0; C(z,0) = 0.

o
(4.23)

For a two dimensional growth of color, the solution for the diffusion

equation (4.22) can be written using the semi- infinite slab model for

WO^, as

^ - 0
r jr

/Z — vt N ,
vz/D ^ ,z + vt N -j ,,C = — [erfc ( ) + e erfc ( — ) ] (4.24)

2 /Dt 2 /Dt

The current density, j , can be derived assuming a low field approxi-
EL

mation as

j = D
I
2 = 2 (1 - vz/D) t

1/2
+ — (1 - vz/D) t"

1/2 +
a 32

2Ad Ad
4 2

^ C T / o C 0/9
2_ t

3 / 2
2 (3-2 vz/D) t

3/2

3D/ttD 3/ttD

(4.25)

This can be further reduced if z is very small (i.e, the pore size

remains small) to
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C v

j
= °

a
2IV7d

2t 3D _D^_ 1/2
2z C

(3
2v

2 vV
q/o C D

2 t
3/2 + -2_ (4.26)

/ttD
z

and in the case of diffusion with negligible field

2

(i ) = (5)
1/2

t
~l/2

u a
;
E-*0 2 V c

2C
o
Z"

-3/2 C
o
D

t i

j (4.27)

As predicted by Crandall and Faughnan, equation (4.27) shows that the

1/2position of the coloration front (z for j =0) depends upon t
a

If j a
is measured rather than the coloration front, equation (4.26)

-1/2 1/2predicts that j varies as t at very short times and grows as t

3/2
and t at longer times. The extent of the different regions depends

on the values of v and D. The experimental curves (Figure 4.8) showed

-1/2 -1/2 1/2 3/2a t dependence at low voltages and t
, t and t regions

-1/2
at higher voltages. The t region decreased with increasing field.

These results are in good agreement with the theory. An average value

of the electron diffusion coefficient of 0.0042 cm /V-sec was calculated

from the experimental data. This compares favorably with the value of

2 o
0.0025 cm /V-sec reported by Crandall and Faughnan

0
for amorphous WO^.

Thus, the charge injection in this method depends on the diffusion of

electrons. The proton injection is small, since the redox potentials

are undisturbed. The small proton injections are due to the small

localized cells formed between the open and TCO covered surfaces of

WO^ which attract protons due to electron diffusion from the WO^/TCO

interface.

C/B with voltages applied to the TCO and SCE, with the SnO ,,

electrically floating . Chronoamperometric measurement of j „
-L L*U”Jr l
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-1/2
during this method of coloration showed the current varied as t

at long times. This is similar to the time dependence of coloration

currents for WO^ films. The short time region for TCO/thin-WO^ films

- 1/2
showed a deviation from t towards time independent behavior. How-

ever, this deviation was less pronounced than for plain WO^ films.

The current increased with increasing porosity of the TCO. Chronoam-

perometric data on TCO/thick-WO^ films with high electron resistance

-1/2
also showed a t region at long times (Figure 4.19). However, at

L/2

1/2

-1/2 1/2
short and intermediate times, the current varied as t and t

,

respectively. As the porosity of the TCO films increased, the t

dependence disappeared, as shown in Figure 4.10A.

These results can be explained using the model of section (ii)

(C/B by applied voltages on TCO w.r.t. SnC^). As discussed,- electrons

are injected from the WO^/TCO contacts at the surface, and protons are

injected across the WO^/electrolyte interface. The current,
j^CO-Pt’

could be limited by the following mechanisms: a) the diffusion of

carriers through the electrolytes, b) the diffusion of electrons into

the bulk of the WO^, and c) the diffusion of protons to the WO^ through

the HDL. The present data show that at short times, the current varies

-1/2
as t . This is consistent with process (a)

,

and carrier diffusion is

described by
1,2,98

j = n FAC (D /tt)
1/2

t
1/2

J b o o
(4.28)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of protons in the electrolyte,
o

and C
q

is the bulk concentration of protons. The current density-time
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relationship for non-porous TCO's is also given by equation (4.28),

where j will represent the total current density J'jQQ_p
t

'

At longer times the current in thick WO^ films (with resistance

2 3 1/2
values of ~ 10 - 10 J2) showed a t dependence. The current varied

2 3/2
as V and the injected charge varied as t . These data are in agree-

1/2
ment with the t term in equation (4.26)

The current density, j TCO-Pt

-1/2
, approached a t dependence at

much longer times, similar to that in WO^ films. This can be explained

by noting that electron diffusion is much faster than proton diffusion.

Therefore, the limited diffusion depths of protons over the time period

where electron diffusion is rate controlling will cause only the surface

region of the WO^ to be colored. When the surface region is saturated

with both protons and electrons, the rate controlling step will become

proton diffusion across the HDL barriers (and perhaps proton diffusion

in thick WO^).

The proton injection explained here was also confirmed by trans-

mitted intensity and "back EMF" changes. The driving force for injection

of electrons was the potential gradients in WO^ for a negative voltage

applied to the TCO. It is interesting to note that irregular current-

time curves similar to the data in Figure 4.9 were observed in very

34
thick plain WO^ films at short times, by Reichman et al. It is

believed that the electron diffusion as explained by equations (4.26)

and (4.27) (occurring from the SnC>2 interface in this case) can explain

their short time observations.



The bleaching studies showed a time dependence of j which
TCO-Pt

depended upon the pore size of the TCO (Figure 4.10B). For a very

small pore size, the current was constant with time until the final

erase time (t^). This is consistent with the constant flux model as

described in equation (4.1), for the flux of charges (protons) removed

from the WO^/electrolyte interface. As the pore size increased, the

i showed a t
n

dependence where 1/3 < n < 3/4. As the amount

of injected charge' increased
,

the current also increased and approached

a linear dependence at large porosity. The increase in n from 1/3 to

3/4 with increasing pore size suggests that space charge limited bleach-

ing is important for large pores.

C/B with applied voltages on SnO
^
w.r.t. TCO and w.r.t. SCE .

During this method, a postive or negative voltage was applied to the

TCO w.r.t. Sn02 in addition to the voltage for C/B on Sn02 w.r.t.

SCE. The transmitted intensity measurements (Figure 4.3) have shown

that a negative voltage on the TCO during coloration (and a positive

voltage during erase) decreased the time for coloring (or erasing).

Coloration of WO^ and WO^/TCO has been shown to be consistent with

mixed-barrier control of current flow. The WO^/TCO interface is recti-

fying, but electrons can be injected by application of negative voltages

on the TCO w.r.t. Sn02. The electrons could also be injected at the

Sn02/W02 interface while protons are injected at the WO^/electrolyte

interface because of the positive voltage on Sn02 w.r.t. SCE. We

suggest that the initial flow of protons from the WO^/electrolyte occurs

due to the diffusion of electrons from the nearest WO^/TCO junction

(nearest island). However, the current control in the Sn02~Pt circuit
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depends on how fast the protons are transferred through the HDL barrier

to compensate the injected electrons. The HDL control was identified from

-1/2
the chronoamperometry , which shows a t dependence of current upon

time.

The above hypothesis, that electron injection may control the

proton injection initially, could also be observed in the surface resis-

tance measurements. They show that the application of voltages to the

TCO to increase the rate of change of transmitted intensity was more

significant in W0
3

films with a higher resistance or with larger thick-

ness of the WO^ film. In films with higher resistance, the electron

flow from WO^/TCO junction is expected to dominate over that from the

SnC>2 interface. Thus, the data are consistent with the hypothesis.

Therefore, the overlayers on thick WO^ films can be used to achieve

fast responding devices. Thick WO^ films produce a large contrast

between the colored and uncolored regions, as opposed to thin films,

which color lightly.

The rate of bleaching increased with a positive voltage on the

TCO w.r.t. Sn0
2

,
in addition to the negative voltage on Sn0

2
w.r.t

SCE. The bleaching current (as shown by chronoamperometry data) was

dependent upon time in a manner very similar to that for plain WO^ films.

This indicates that a SCL was controlling current flow. The time of

_2
complete bleaching depended as V for the voltage across the TCO and

Sn0
2

(while the voltage to Sn0
2
versus SCE was kept constant). The

faster rates of bleaching with finite voltages on the TCO can thus be

attributed to the increased potential drop across the SCL.
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The cyclic voltametry data were used to analyze the charge transfer

rate during bleaching. These data showed that the potential at which

the anodic current appeared during bleaching became more negative when

the TCO was shorted to the SnC>
2

,
or positive voltages were applied to

the TCO (Figure 4.12). This potential for anodic current appearance

has been related to the interface charge transfer rate constant.

34
Reichman et al. showed that the rate constant increased as the poten-

tial became more negative. Hence, shorting the TCO to the Sn0
2
caused

an increase in the charge transfer rate constant. Assuming the same

interpretation to hold with the applied voltages, negative and positive

voltages on the TCO represent a faster rate of charge transfer for

coloration and bleaching, respectively.

Characteristics of the Conducting Overlayer

The use of an overlayer on WO^ to decrease the C/B times criti-

cally depends upon the corrosion properties of WO^ and the TCO. The

cyclic voltametry data show that the TCO corrodes differently, depending

upon its porous or non-porous nature. The non-porous TCO on WO^ behaved

similarly to the plain TCO film in the electrolyte, i.e., rapid corro-

sion was observed . However, oxidation and reduction peaks were not

observed for porous gold films on WO^, indicating very little corrosion.

These results can be compared to those of gold overlayers on GaP, repor-

103
ted by Harris et al. They reported that porous films also prevent

corrosion of the GaP.

The investigation of coloration and bleaching on various metallic

overlayers has indicated the following desirable properties of the over-

layer .
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a) Porous films will allow hydrogen to diffuse into WO3.

b) Electrical conductivity of the TCO is necessary.

c) Good surface contact between the WO^ films and the TCO was

necessary; without good adhesion, the TCO effects could not

be observed and the TCO corrosion increased.

d) Fermi level matching between WO^, TCO and the redox potentials

may be necessary to allow both coloration and bleaching rate

control.

e) Finally, the TCO films must be noble towards dissolution at

the pH of the electolyte and the potentials applied for C/B.

An optimum overlayer configuration was determined with these con-

siderations. The character of the metallic overlayer and its influence

on switching rates depended upon the type of metal and upon the electro-

lyte. Further considerations of corrosion in the different metal over-

layers will be discussed later.
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Memory

During the memory stage of the colored EC film, the color is

preserved without energy or voltage consumption. The time of reten-

tion of the color has been found to vary from a few seconds to days.

The time of memory was dependent on several factors, such as the charge

storage EMF, oxidation of the oxide EC film, method of device fabri-

cation, and the voltage application method. The chemical potential

built up in the film by coloration was explained earlier. This EMF

may be associated with the concentration gradients of charge species

established in the film. As long as the charges do not dissipate

through any leakage path no erase occurs. The charge storage EMF was

of the order of a few tenths of a volt. Once the cell has been writ-

ten or activated, the EMF will cause a reverse current through the

solution (electrolyte), thereby erasing the color, if any external

leakage path is present. If a two terminal drive circuit between the

Sn02 and the counter electrode is employed with a high off-impedence

element like FET, the leakage path is very small and an EC-induced

color can persist for a very long time. On the other hand, in a three

terminal drive circuit using a potentiostat where an operational ampli-

fier is used, any back EMF is amplified, resulting in a high reverse

current and a fast erase.
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If the nature of the back EMF is realized, some schemes to take

advantage of this feature may be devised. For instance, a bias poten-

tial to oppose the EMF can be applied to maintain the color without erase.

Another important consideration in retaining the color in the

memory state is the oxidation state of the film. It was reported

2 3 10
by Chang ’ and Hitchman that the film left in air oxidizes

and is partly responsible for the erase of color. It is therefore a

a stringent requirement to exclude oxygen from the display envelope.

Thus, a further complication is added to the packaging procedure of

the display

.

The display memory should be considered with another closely re-

lated parameter, viz, contrast. The contrast in transmission is defined

as (I - I )/I , where I and I are the light transmitted in the
o t o o t

bleached and the colored state, respectively. A similar definition

of contrast can also be made in reflection. The attainable contrast

depends on how deeply the film is colored. Since a very high trans-

mittance change (up to 95%) can be achieved in WO^ films, the EC dis-

plays provide a very good contrast. During bleaching, a loss of con-

trast sometimes occurs at the edge of the colored region before the

film is completely erased. One of the reasons for such an erase could

be due to the Sn02 film resistance effects in the leakage paths avail-

able for charge removal. Therefore the actual memory time must be

considered before the loss of contrast.
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Corrosion and Device Stability

In this section, the corrosion and lifetime of the devices based

on WO^ films in liquid electrolytes like dilute and other electro-

lytes will be discussed. Then the corrosion of the devices with metal

overlayers will be discussed.

Corrosion of the WO
^

The yellow tungstic anhydrides (WO^) are reported to be soluble

in alkali solutions of pH > 7. Therefore, the acid electrolyte normally

used in the electrochromic coloration is of pH 2 or lower. Films

formed by the WO^ powder, however, do show corrosion or dissolution

of the film with several coloration and bleaching cycles, even for

33 46 47 51
electrolytes of pH < 7. The dissolution rates have been found ’ * ’

to depend on the deposition method (sputtered, evaporated or anodically

deposited) , film porosity, and the product formed after EC coloration

to blue. The present WO^ films have been shown by x-ray diffraction

42
analysis to form H^WO^ with coloration. However, Hurditch

reports that his hydrated WO^.aq forms a blue product of the general

formula, WO- (OH) .aq.
3-m m

WO-.aq + m H
+

W0 o (OH) .aq.
3 n > 3-m m

46
Di Paola et al. reported the formation of WO

in anodically oxidized WO^ films.

3-y .^0 with coloration.
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104
Johnson and W u suggest that the aqueous forms of WO^ corrode

2-
by the formation of (WO^) ions, in the aqueous state. Reichman and:

Bare?
3

reported that the evaporated WO^ films corroded slower than the

anodically deposited films. The anodically deposited films were found

to contain porous structure, and the water molecules were found to be

trapped in these pores with coloration and bleaching cycles (as observed

from the infra-red spectroscopy) . From the above studies it appears

that the water pick up, the formation of pores, and the formation of

hydrated WO^ are to be prevented to achieve least corrosion and

increase the lifetime of the films.

Several techniques have been used in the literature to decrease

the corrosion of WO^ films and increase the lifetime of the devices.

One method involves the improvement of the electrolyte. Some of the

important considerations in the choice of an electrolyte are the

cation mobility in the electrolyte, resistance to charge transfer

across the electrolyte/WO^ film interface, the stability of the film

in the electrolyte, and the stability of the electrolyte against gas

evolution reactions in the potential region of electrochromic color/

bleach cycle. Several electrolytes containing no water molecules

have also been used
33-

to prevent hydration and water pick up, (e.g.,

methanol, acetonitrile, ethyl - glycol
, LiCO^, etc.). To overcome an-

other serious problem of device packaging, several thickeners or non-

dissolving powder mixtures have been added to the liquid electrolytes,

such as glycerine,
3 ^ 3

TiC^ powder, etc. However, they still suffer

6_7
from disadvantages such as unacceptable corrosion stability (< 10

cycles of color/bleach), and high color/bleach times (> 2 - 5 secs).
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Another important method of corrosion prevention is to use W

or Ti* oxide overlayers ( which are non-electrochromic
,
proton diffu-

sant, transparent to visible radiation, and less corrosive) on WO^

films. The improvement of such device lifetimes is not clearly

established

.

The WO^ films deposited by any of the deposition methods, viz,

the resistively-heated vapor deposition, sputtering, or anodically

deposited are expected to be sub-stoichiometric W0^_x , as shown by

RBS measurements of resistively-heated vapor-deposited films. The

corrosion of the films in such sub-stoichiometric WO^ has not been

studied in detail. However, from the literature on WO^ films they

are expected to corrode more rapidly than the stoichiometric WO^.

Establishing a relation between the stoichiometry and corrosion may

prove helpful in controlling the corrosion of the films. The lifetimes

£
of the WO^ films for coloration/bleaching have been reported to be 10

°

cycles, at best.

Besides the use of a liquid electrolyte, solid state electrolytes

can be employed to minimize the problems of corrosion and device st-

ability. Such considerations will be made in a separate section.

* Ti02 films of 200 - 500 A on WO^ were deposited in the present study,
and found to decrease corrosion in the dilute H2SO4 electrolytes.
However, further study in this regard is necessary to achieve
practical displays with such overlayers.
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Corrosion of the Metal Overlayers

The practical use of an overlayer in the device depends upon the

corrosion in addition to other features presented earlier. The corro-

sion characteristics can be determined from the potential-pH (Pourbaix)

diagram shown in Figure 4.23. The hatched regions in the figure denote

the theoretical corrosion regions. The ECD's are operated at a pH

where the WO^ films are immune to corrosion (pH < 7), and in the poten-

tial region of -0.5 V to + 0.6 V, versus SCE (used for coloration and

bleaching cycling). Gold and platinum are more resistant to corrosion

than are aluminum, silver, indium or selenium for the above operating

conditions. The aluminum and silver film overlayers showed corrosion

as predicted by the Pourbaix diagrams. Although the platinum films

did not corrode, the C/B properties with such overlayers were not

suitable for the device application.

The gold overlayer films were stable if thick films were used.

However, the requirement that the film be transparent and porous to

achieve C/B necessitated the deposition of very thin films. The poro-

sity distribution was achieved by the method of vigorous voltage cycling

before C/B operation. Although uniform distribution of the pores

could be achieved by this method, it had the disadvantage that the

pores increased in size with increased C/B cycling and eventually

destroyed the film (after about 500 cycles). It is suggested that

masking before evaporation or etching after evaporation would be a

suitable method for achieving porous non-corrosive films. In addition,

non-corrosive, proton diffusing, stable thin films (< 10 nm) may stabil-

ize the porous gold film, e.g., HO2 or SiO. Although the gold films
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Figure 4.23 Pourbaix diagrams for metals (Au, Al. Ag, Pt, Se, Re
and In) . These figures are reproduced from the Atlas
of Electrochmical Equilbria in Aqueous Solutions , by
M. Pourbaix, Pergamon Press (1966)

.
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were not patterned, SiO films were used in the present study to prevent

extensive growth of the pores. The SiO was observed to increase the

4
lifetime of the devices to about 5 x 10 cycles. The corrosion prob-

lems can also be avoided by proton-conducting solid electrolytes instead

of the liquid electrolytes.
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Solid State Electrochromic Devices

Electrochromic devices based upon the inj ection of electrons

and cations (M
+

) have been made using liquid electrolytes with the

device configurations described earlier. A major problem has been

dissolution of the electrochromic film, and a number of electrolytes

33 A 7
(e.g., LiCO^, methanol, acetonitrite

,
ethylene glycol, etc. ’

)

have been studied to avoid dissolution. Among the problems encoun-

tered are long color/bleach times, unacceptable corrosion, and packag-

ing problems during device fabrication.

One approach for solving these problems is the use of solid state

electrolytes. Several workers have pursued this concept .
^ ^he

inherent advantages of solid state systems are: 1) no liquid to seal

(or leak)
, 2) elimination of any possibility that WO^ layers will pick

up water from the electrolyte, and 3) the potential simplicity of the

manufacturing sequence in the industry. Several approaches towards

preparing solid state devices are presented in the following.

In one approach, standard super-ionic conducting electrolytes

+ 48 49
containing cations other than H have been used. Green, and: coworkers ’

used solid electrolytes of M-g- alumina (M=Li, Na or K) and RbAg^I,..

Barna"^ used Na e^ectro -^ytes to inject Na
+

ions into

WO^. The electrolytes were either used as substrates for WO^ deposi-

tion or placed in contact with WO^ coated glass substrates. Transparent
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conducting coatings of SnC^ or indium-tin oxide films were used on the

other side of the WO^ films to inject electrons. The color/bleach

times in such devices have been reported to be about 30 seconds. The

g-alumina electrolyte had a bleaching time of two to three minutes.

The response limiting factors in such devices are thought to be the room

temperature electrolyte conductivity of the electrolyte, slow diffusion

of cations in the WO^ bulk, and the WO^/electrolyte interface resistance.

A second approach to solid state devices has been to use insulators

or oxides which retain hydrogen (either as neutral hydrogen or as water

7 29
molecules) in the solid state. Deb ’ used SiO and MgF,, films sand-

wiched between a conducting electrode and the WO^ film. Shimizu et

al."^ used Cr^O^ films for supplying hydrogen. The film devices

g
have color/bleach times of less than five seconds and a lifetime of ~ 10

cycles. The devices failed by permanent coloration and decreased

stability of the films.

In the present study, several solid electrolyte configurations

have been used with WO^ films. In the following, devices with solid

state hydrogen uranyl phosphate electrolytes are made first, then

other systems such as those made by using aluminum films to supply

the protons are discussed.

Devices Using Hydrogen Uranyl Phosphate (HUP)

The solid state electrochromic devices are critically dependent

on the choice of the solid state electrolyte. The device operational

characteristics and lifetime are dependent on the ionic conductivity

and stability of the electrolyte. Ionic conductivity versus temperature
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for several electrolytes is shown in Figure 4.24. Proton conducting

electrolytes, such as HUP (HUC^ PO^'^O) and hydronium beta alumina

(0. 84^0 •0.84MgO*5Al2C>2 *2.8^0) show the highest conductivity at room

temperature (5 x 10 ^ ohm ^-cm ^ at 25°C) .
^7 The pro tons

diffuse rapidly in the bulk WO^ (Table 4.1). Therefore, the

two proton conducting electrolytes mentioned above are expected to

provide the best electrochromic device properties.

In the present study, the use of HUP electrolyte was investigated.

Proton conduction in HUP occurs through the layers of free H
+

and

water, which resemble a two dimensional acid solution. The strongly

2+ 3-
bonded layers of connected UC^ and PO^ groups (Figure 4.25) confer

the properties of insolubility and atmospheric stability to the struc-

ture. Based on previous studies , the following advantages of using

HUP as an electrolyte can be postulated.

1) The material is insoluble in ^0 and is stable up to 80°C

in atmosphere.

2) When pressed to high density, HUP forms transluscent discs.

This provides the opportunity of making back-lighted displays

for low-light level devices.

3) HUP has a room temperature proton conductivity higher than

that of Na- B- alumina.

All these are advantages for a solid state display device.

Preparation of the electrolytes . The HUP powder was bought from

Alfa products. The powders were dissolved in dilute acid and

re-precipitated in NaOH solution or solution to achieve a fine
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Figure 4.24 Conductivity variation with temperature for several
solid state electrolytes.
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Figure 4.25 The (U02PC>4)^ layers in hydrogen uranyl phosphate
structure. The tunnels in between these layers
provide high conductivity of protons.
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particle size. The precipitate was filtered and dried at temperatures

less than 100°C. These powders were then processed by several techni-

ques as described below.

1) HUP powders were hydrostatically pressed in a steel die with

5000 to 10000 psi. The pellets were then pressed against NESA glass

with a deposited WO^ film. The opposite side of the HUP was either

coated with Ag paste or pressed onto another NESA glass plate.

For better adhesion and uniform surface contact to WO^ film, the

pressed pellets were coated with a thin layer of HUP paste made using

very small amounts of dilute sulfuric acid or water. This structure

was dried in water-rich atmospheres at 50 - 80°C.

2.1) HUP paste was made using a binder, e.g., potassium silicate.

This paste was applied to the WO^-coated NESA glasses by a doctor

blading technique. Silver paste counter electrodes were applied to the

back side of the HUP. The configuration was dried in a manner similar

to that of method (1).

2.2) Pastes were made with only water.

Tungsten tioxide-coated NESA glass was coated with thin paste

and dried in a manner similar to method (1). At times, HUP pastes

made with dilute ^SO^ were also used as liquid electrolytes for electro-

chromic coloration.

Operational Characteristics

The reflected intensity as a function of time was measured at

700 nm along with current through the cell. Figure 4.26 shows such

curves for HUP cells compared with dilute sulfuric acid cells. Set

A (Figure 4.26) was obtained with 1.0 volt in a dilute sulfuric acid.
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Sets B and C are data for dry HUP paste without the hinder at 5 V and

for HUP dry pellet at 1.5 V, respectively. Operational characteristics

of the devices summarized in Table 4.2 show that method (1) results

in 36% reflection contrast after 0.7 sec at a charging current of 5 mA.

Reflection contrast is defined as (R^ - R)/R
1
x 100%, where R^ and R

are the initial and instantaneous reflected intensities. The 0.7 sec

color time is comparable to the dilute sulfuric acid devices, but higher

voltages were required to reach the same degree of coloration as compared

to H2S0^ electrolyte devices. Devices with dried HUP paste electrolytes

(without the binder) required high voltages for coloration (~ 4 - 6 V)

.

The undried pastes required less than a volt for color/bleach. The

coloration and bleaching rates in the undried pastes depended on the

pH of the elctrolyte. As the pH of the electrolyte decreased, the rate

of coloration increased and the rate of bleaching decreased. Slightly

acidic pastes required 0.6 sec to reach 36% reflection contrast at 5 mA

current. Addition of potassium silicate binders further increased the

voltage required for similar reflection contrast.

The voltage required for coloration was found to be related to the

resistance of the cell, which included the resistance of the electrolyte,

the WO^ film resistance and the WO^/electrolyte interface resistance.

The resistances were measured from current-voltage characteristics, such

as those shown in Figure 4.27 for the dried HUP pellet electrolyte cell.

The completely erased WO^ film showed a very non-linear i-V. When +1.0

V was applied on the Ag paste counter electrode, a large current appeared

and the film colored blue. The structure with the erased WO^ film behaved
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like a rectifying diode. For negative voltages on the Ag counter

electrode no current was measured at < 2 V, but a large current occurred

at > 2 V. When the device had a positive voltage on the Ag (a negative

voltage on the Sn02 electrode), the film colored blue. Present results for

cycling the i-V after increased coloration in the films are shown by

curves b to d , with d representing saturated coloration. It

is observed that with increasing coloration the i-V becomes more linear

and indicates higher conductivity for the cell.

The resistance of the electrolyte can be decreased by densifying

the pellets and using thinner discs of the electrolytes. The pastes

can be used to make very thin electrolytes by "doctor blading" or

"screen printing" techniques, followed by sintering. The resistance

at the WO^/electrolyte interfaces can be reduced by appropriate appli-

cation of the electrolyte to the film coated glass substrates to achieve

good interface contact. In all the devices except those with high

density pellets, the HUP was opaque and yellow, which contrasted well

with the blue electrochromic color. High density pellets were trans-

luscent which would allow their use in back-lighted displays.

Although lifetime data are very sparse, no degradation of WO^

films was observed in devices operated at low voltages. Upon coloring

and opening the electrical circuit, some of the devices showed a de-

O

crease in reflection contrast of about 5%. Depositing a 100 A layer

of SiO on the WO^ films reduced this open circuit change in reflection

contrast

.
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Other Solid State Devices

Several films of SiO, MgF
2

and (reported in the litera-

ture^’ as proton suppliers) were also used in the present study.

The devices with Cr^O^ on WO^ were colored less (presumably due to less

absorbed water). Films left in air for long times increased the depth

of color obtained.

A new solid state cell was also made by using evaporated aluminum

films (presumably with adsorbed water). The device configuration is

shown in Figure 4.28. The A1 film serves both as a proton injector

and as an electrode for voltage application. The WO^ films were deposited

onto the A1 film on glass and a spot of indium was deposited over the

WO^ film as a counter electrode. Application of a positive voltage

on A1 and negative on the In colored the WO^ to blue (observed as

reflected from the WO^ on A1 film). The coloration voltages were 12

to 15 V. The color uniformly progressed out from the In electrode.

This coloration is similar to the coloration by In wire touching the

WO^ film surface through an acid electrolyte. Therefore, it is believed

to be controlled by the electron injection from the In electrode. The

blue color so obtained was very bright and impressive, being enhanced

by the bright reflection from the A1 film. The coloration could be

repeatedly induced without loss of contrast. However, the cell had

a foggy appearance upon aging several days. This is believed to occur

by the increasing adsorption of water with aging; therefore a protective

coating may be advisable. The A1 film devices also had the disadvantage

of not being able to erase easily with the reversal of the voltage

(at fields < 3 x 10^ V-cm) . With a gold counter electrode and a 100 A
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film of SiO in between the A1 and WO^
,
the films erased somewhat better.

However, bleaching the films was difficult and the times of bleaching

were over two to four minutes, compared to color times of less than a

second. The blue-colored films were also found to bleach over several

days when left in air. Thus, the devices may serve as "color and

memory only" devices.
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Summary

1. The coloration and bleaching rates were observed to increase

with the addition of a porous conducting overlayer (TCO) on WO^ films

in liquid electrolyte cells-. With small potentials applied between

SnC^ and TCO, the time for coloration and bleaching could be reduced

to ~ 50 m sec, which is a factor of twenty times faster than for WO^.

The mechanisms limiting the rates of coloration and bleaching were

studied with current, time and voltage analysis. Particular attention

was paid to the initial rate controlling mechanisms. At short times

the coloration current was controlled by the WO^ resistance, which

increased as the thickness of WO^ increased. The region of resistance

control extended to a second in thin films, and to 10 seconds in thicker

films. The C/B times for films with high resistance were as large as

50 seconds. In addition, the current was affected by the Schottky

barrier and Helmholtz double layer (HDL) barrier. The presence of a

Schottky barrier was identified by the photocurrent measurements and

Tafel plots; i-V characteristics showed that it influenced coloration.

At long times the current control was dominated by the HDL, although

proton diffusion in WO^ was rate controlling if the WO^ thickness was

large or large crystallites were present.

The coloration of WO^/TCO, with the TCO electrically floating,

occurred in a manner similar to that for WO^; however, the resistance
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effects were less dominant. WO^/TCO films could be colored with the

SnC>2 film electrically floating, and the current control was modelled

with electron injection from the WO^/TCO junction followed by injection

of protons. Voltages on both the overlayer and counter electrode with

respect to the SnC^ resulted in increased rate of C/B and increased

charge transfer rates. The effect of the TCO was found to critically

depend on the porosity of the TCO films with porosity being necessary.

The WO^/TCO junction served as a source of electron injecting

contacts when negative voltages were applied. This electron injection

was also accompanied by proton transfer to the WO^ in the pores. When

the WO^ resistance was large, electron injection at the WO^/TCO domi-

nated over electron injection at the W02/Sn02 interface, thus reducing

the effects of resistance and increasing the proton transfer rate (and

hence the coloration rate).

Bleaching of WO^ was limited by formation of a space charge layer.

Thin WO^ films showed large deviations from the space charge model,

and this was attributed to the presence of an initial space charge

region. The bleaching of WO^/TCO films was similar to WO^ films.

However, the bleaching kinetics with SnC^ electrically floating was

dependent on the pore size of the TCO films. The rate with small pores

could be attributed to a mechanism where the flux of charges at the

surface was constant. The rates with large pores were limited by a

mechanism similar to the space charge layer. The decreased bleaching

times obtained with the presence of a TCO were attributed to increased

potential across the space charge layer, which resulted in increased

charge transfer rates across the WO^/electrolyte interface.
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Corrosion of the TCO was found to be minimized when the TCO was

porous. However, studies of the effect of the TCO on WO^ corrosion are

incomplete. Desirable characteristics of the TCO for an electrochromic

device were also identified.

2. The memory time of the colored area was found to vary from a

few seconds to days depending on the back EMF and the oxidation of

the films. To achieve long memory times it is necessary to prevent

leakage paths through which charges may dissipate and to package to

prevent oxidation of the films.

3. Corrosion and dissolution of the films during the coloration

and bleaching operation is a serious problem in ECD's. A lifetime of

~ 10^ cycles has been reported for WO^ films. The mechanisms of corro-

sion were identified as water incorporation into the film during the

color/bleach cycling, formation of pores in the WO^ and dissolution

into the electrolyte.

4. New solid electrolytes were used in the construction of an

all solid state ECD system. A proton conductor _ hydrogen uranyl

phosphate electrolyte (HUP) was used to obtain stable ECD's with color-

ation and bleaching times comparable to those with liquid electrolytes.

This electrolyte was amenable to easy methods of fabrication such as

doctor blading or screen printing. A solid state device was also pro-

duced with evaporated aluminum films (presumably containing adsorbed

water vapor). They rapidly colored to bright blue and had long memory

times. However, bleaching could not be achieved at low voltages.



CHAPTER V
ELECTROCHROMISM IN NEODYMIUM-DOPED TUNGSTEN TRIOXIDE

Introduction

The influence of neodymium doping on the electrochromic behavior

of tungsten trioxide films is reported in this chapter. Previous

studies of the electrochromic response in doped WO^ are very limited.

108
Additions of MoO^ and vanadium oxide (Appendix C) to WO^ have been

attempted with only limited success in achieving improved operational

characteristics or coloration to other than the shades of blue. Al-

though Nd-doping of WO^ has not been reported, Nd-doped CaWO^ crystals

109 110
have been studied fora possible lasing material. ’ Cronemeyer and

109
Beaubien reported the coloration of CaW0^:Nd crystals to brown

and pink (presumably in reflection) upon irradiation with ultraviolet

(UV) flash tube or upon vacuum reduction, respectively, and suggested

a color center model with electrons trapped at the oxygen vacancies

to cause the coloration. On the other hand, electrochromic coloration

is thought to occur by electron injection and subsequent formation of

polarons at W sites. Optically excited polaron hopping between the W

5_l_

sites (W and W ) led to a blue color in WO^. Following the studies by

Cronemeyer and Beaubien the Nd doping in WO^ is expected to in-

fluence the concentration of reduced W sites and therefore the electro-

chromic coloration.

167
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' In the following, the experimental procedure for the preparation

of the Nd-doped WO^ films will be discussed first. Then the film

structural information obtained from x-ray and electron diffraction

and compositional information obtained from Rutherford backscattering.

Auger spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy will be discussed.

The optical properties of the film have been measured before and after

electrochromic coloration, vacuum reduction and x-ray or UV flash

irradiation. The doped films will be shown to exhibit blue and golden

brown (or brown) coloration. The rate and optical efficiency of colora-

tion will be shown to increase as the Nd doping in WO^ is increased.

Finally, the absorption and charge transport mechanisms are discussed.

The blue coloration will be shown to occur by the optical excitation

of polarons formed at the W sites (similar to the mechanism in WO^).

The brown coloration will be proposed to occur by the formation of

color centers caused by electron trapping at the oxygen vacancy sites

associated with Nd interstitials.
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Experimental Results

Preparation

Neodymium-doped tungsten trioxide films were prepared by the

co-deposition of WO^ and neodymium fluoride or neodymium oxide in a

vacuum of 10 ^ to 10 ^ Torr. An alumina coated tungsten boat was

used for WO^ evaporation and a tantalum boat was used for either NdF^

or Nd^O^ evaporation. The mixture films were deposited by two methods.

In the first method, NdF^ or Nd
20^

was deposited along with WO^ by

simultaneous evaporation of the powders onto the substrates exposed

to both sources. Various concentration of each was controlled by the

method of differential heating of the boats and thereby independently

controlling the rate of evaporation of each material. In the second

method, the direct deposition of neodymium (from either NdF^ or Nd^^)

was prevented by a shutter directly above its boat. As will be shown

later, the two methods produced very different film properties and

compositions. Unmixed NdF^ films deposited without a shutter were

transparent even though the starting powder was red-brown. The NdF^

films consisted of flakes which were 5-10 mm in diameter. Mixture

films deposited without a shutter also developed a flake texture upon

heating at 300 - 400°C. However, mixture films prepared with a shutter

over the NdF^ boat exhibited no flaking or peeling, either after heating

or after exposure to the electrolyte. The films were electrochromically

colored by either application of a voltage or by the touch of an indium

wire, as reported earlier (Chapters II and IV).
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X-Ray and Electron Diffraction Studies

The procedure for x-ray diffraction studies are described earlier

(Chapter II). Nickel filtered Cu-K radiation was used in all cases
a

with a scan rate of 2° /min, a counting time constant of 1.0 second

and a diffraction angle of 10° < 26 < 90°. Transmission electron

micrographs and diffraction were obtained from 10 - 50 nm thick films

deposited onto thin carbon films supported by a copper grid.

Neodymium-doped WO^ films in the as-deposited, heat treated in

air or vacuum, and EC colored conditions were characterized by diffrac-

tion analyses. During the electron diffraction measurements, the as-

deposited and EC colored films were crystallized by localized electron

beam heating in vacuum (10 ^ Torr). In the following, the diffraction

results for the NdF^ powder and film are reported first in order to

provide a basis for understanding the structural differences between

the vapor-deposited film and the powder. Then the results are presented

from mixture films with various concentrations of doping and film treat-

ments.

The x-ray diffraction pattern from NdF^ powder is shown in Figure

5.1. The "d" spacings of the diffraction peaks (Table 5.1) agree well

with the hexagonal structure for NdF^'*''*' The diffraction peaks from the

vapor-deposited films of NdF^ (Figure 5.2) also corresponded to the

hexagonal structure, but several peaks were found to be missing (such

as 002, 004, 112, 114, etc.), probably because of preferential

orientation for the film. Bright field transmission electron micro-

graph and diffraction patterns from the as-deposited and electron beam
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TABLE 5.1

Observed X-Ray Diffraction Data for NdF
^

20 (deg) d (A) Lei «> hk£

24.7 3.6013 22 022

25.3+ 3.5172 22 110

27.0 3.2995 13 —
28.2+ 3.1618 59 111

31.3 2.8553 7 —
35.6+ 2.5197 7 112

44.62+ 2.0299 80 300

45.75+ 1.9836 100 113

50.7 1.7990 16 004

51.65+ 1.769 78 302

53.6 + 1.7083 50 221

56.0 16407 6 —
57.45 1.602 13 114

58.5+ 1.5764 9 222

65.8+ 1.4181 70 214,223
69.7+ 1.3479 59 304

70.5 1.3346 45 115

72.2+ 1.3013 89 411

75.5 1.2581 16 224

76.4+ 1.2455 19 412

79.6+ 1.2033 17 006

82.0 1.1740 36 330

82.7 1.1659 93 413,404
85.2 1.138 24 116

87.35 1.1654 80 225,332

89.8 1.0760 16 414

Also observed in vapor deposited films
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heated and crystallized NdF^ films are shown in Figure 5.3. The dif-

fraction rings were consistent with the "d" spacings obtained from

x-ray diffraction and with the hexagonal structure (Table 5.1).

The co-deposited mixture films of WO^ and NdF^ (without a shutter)

were crystalline, but the x-ray diffraction peaks were weak and poorly

resolved. The "d" spacings for a film heat treated at 400°C (Figure

5.4) corresponded to a mixture of monoclinic WO^ (Table 3.1) and hexa-

gonal NdF^ (Table 5.1). The diffraction spectrum in Figure 5.4 also

shows a lower intensity of the peaks for WO^ in relation to those for

NdF^, suggesting a lower concentration of crystalline WO^.

Three different mixture films with increasing concentration of

Nd were prepared by shuttered co-deposition from NdF^ (represented as

NdF^), and will be referred to as samples 1, 2 and 3. All the as-

deposited films showed highly diffused x-ray diffraction spectra very

similar to the amorphous WO^ films (Figure 3.4). After crystallization,

the diffraction pattern from sample 1 (with lowest Nd concentration)

largely corresponded with the monoclinic WO^j and no evidence of NdF^

was found (Figure 5.5). The "d" spacings also suggest the presence

of oxygen deficient formsof WO^. The structural data for various

phases of WO^ and its substoichiometric states (WO^_y) are very complex

as discussed in Chapter III, and they are difficult to identify precisely.

In addition to crystalline WO^, a number of peaks appeared (Figure 5.5)

which do not correspond with any of the W0~ or W0„_ phases [e.g.,
j ay

d = 314 A (26.2°) 2.86 A (31.3°), 2.4 A (37.4°) and 1.785 A (51.1°)].

These peaks were observed only from mixture films and not from WO^ films.
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Figure 5.3 Electron micrograph of an as-deposited NdF 3 film on
carbon support (a) ,

and a crystallized NdF 3 film (b)

.

Electron diffraction pattern from the crystallized
NdF 3 is shown in (c)

,

along with Au reference (d)

.
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They best fit a phase with a structure similar to WOF^ (Table 5.2).

This is consistent with data from samples with higher Nd concentration.

Further data on the composition of this new phase will be given from

RBS, Auger and XPS analyses. It will be shown that the fluorine con-

centration in the films is too low for either NdF^ or WOF^ to form.

Thus, the actual phase is suggested to be a bronze structure of the

form Nd W0~
z 3-y

After EC coloration to blue, the x-ray diffraction spectrum for

sample 1 (Figure 5.6) showed a strong peak at "d" = 3.84 A (23.15°),

and no peak appeared at "d" = 3.75 X (23.7°), which is characteristic

113
of the tetragonal WO^ (Table 5.3). The peaks characteristic of the

O

Nd W0„ bronze phase and a peak at "d" = 4.23 A characteristic of
z 3-y

monoclinic were also identified.

The x-ray diffraction spectrum for sample 2 (Figure 5.7) after

crystallization by heating in air at 400°C (brown in color) showed

peaks with "d" spacings corresponding to Nd^WO^y and WO^ (probably

monoclinic). However, after crystallization by heating in vacuum at

400°C, sample 2 (blue in color) had a very different spectrum (Figure

5.8) with "d" spacings consistent with the presence of a mixture of

114
tetragonal WO^, tetragonal WO^

g
(Table 5.4) and Nd^WO^y bronze phase.

After crystallization in vacuum, sample 2 could be electrochromi-

cally colored to a deeper blue and its diffraction pattern (Figure 5.9)

could be best associated with a combination of Nd W0„ , tetragonal
z 3-y

WO^, tetragonal WC^
g

and 23^3 5.5)}"^ Structural changes

with EC coloration of sample 2 heated in air could not be identified

due to the low intensity of the diffraction peaks.
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TABLE 5.2

Published X-Ray Diffraction Data for WOF^

20 (deg) d (A) I/ll Observed in Samples

11. 72 5.0 10 2V
,
2E

, 3 , 3E

19.95 4.4 10 2 , 2E , 3 , 3E

21.15 4.2 5 IE
, 2 , 2E

21.65 4.1 50 2E , 3 , 3E

22.72 3.91 100 2V

25.05 3.55 40 2V,2E,3,3E
26.95 3.30 100 1 , IE , 2 , 2V

,
2E , 3

29.7 3.00 10 IE
, 2 , 2V

, 3 , 3E

32.55 2. 75 50 1,1E,2V,2E
37.75 2.38 90 1, 1E2 ,2V , 2E,

3

39.65 2.27 30 2V,2E

41.95 2.15 50 1 ,
IE , 2 , 2V

, 3 , 3E

42.6 2.12 10 2,2V
45.1 2.00 90 1 , 2E

, 3 , 3E

48.65 1.87 50 1 ,1E

51.55 1.77 50 1, 1E2, 2V , 2E, 3 ,3E

53.2 1. 72 50 IE, 2,2V
54.2 1.69 30 1 , 2 , 2E

, 3 , 3E

54.9 1.67 30 2E,3,3E
56.75 1.62 30 1 , 2 , 2V , 3 , 3E

57.5 1.60 10 2E

59.6 1.55 50 1 ,
IE

,
2V

,
2E

62.7 1.48 30 IE
, 2 , 2V , 2E , 3 , 3E

63.7 1.46 10 1 , 2E , 3 , 3E

* (hk£) Planes in this structure have not been identified.

E - EC colored

V - Vacuum heated
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TABLE 5.3

Published X-Ray Diffraction Data for Tetragonal WO ,,

20 (deg) d (A) I/ll hk&
Observed in

the samples*

22.75 3.9 40 001 2,2V,2E
24.0 3.7 100 110

28.2 3.16 30 101 2,2V, 2E

33.15 2.7 85 111 2,2V,2E
34.05 2.63 40 200 2,

41.4 2.18 45 201 2,2V,2E
45.05 2.01 30 211 2,

46,5 1.95 20 002 2 ,2V,2E
48.9 1.86 50 220 2V,2E
49.5 1.84 40 102 2V,2E
52.9 1.73 35 112 2,2V,2E
54.55 1.68 50 221 2 ,2V, 2E

55.3 1.66 60 310 2,

57.5 1.60 8 301 —
58.8 1.57 20 202 2V,2E
60.5 1.53 60 311 —
61.8 1.50 40 212 2,2V,2E
68.4 1.37 8 321 2V, ,2E

69.6 1.35 20 222 2V,2E
71.4 1.32 20

72.7 1.30 8 not indexed
75.4 1.26 50
76.8 1.24 20

79.0 1.21 8

80.2 1.18 50

* E is for electrochromically colored, and V is for
vacuum heated films.
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TABLE 5.4

Published X-Ray Diffraction Data for Tetragonal WO
,,

^

20 (deg) d (A) X/I
l

hk£

23.75 3.74 100 110
28.75 3.10 20 101
33.8 2.65 80 200
40.95 2.20 30 201
44.9 2.02 10 211
48.3 1.88 30 220
51.3 1.78 10 300
54.9 1.67 60 310
60.5 1.53 50 311
62.7 1.48 10 320,2.12
70.7 1.33 10 400
76.1 1.25 10 330
80.5 1.17 10 312
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TABLE 5.5

Published X-Ray Diffraction Data for Tetragonal 23—3

d (A) I/T
l

hk£

3.94 35 001
3.70 100 110

3.12 10 101
2.679 55 111
2.614 20 200
2.168 20 201
2.004 6 211

1.941 4 002
1.848 16 220

1.819 10 102

1.719 8 112
1.670 16 221
1.653 20 310

1.590 2 301
1.558 4 202

1.521 16 311
1.494 16 212
1.358 2 321
1.338 4 222

1.307 2 400

1.297 2 302
1.259 8 312
1.239 4 401
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Sample 3 (with a higher Nd concentration than samples 1 or 2)

was crystallized by heating in air, and the x-ray diffraction spectrum

(Figure 5.10) largely corresponded with the Nd
z
W0^_y phase. Evidence

for the formation of Nd
z
W0^_^ results from a comparison of the strongest

peaks with the published NdWO^
^

(or Nd
2
W
2
<I)g) monoclinic structures

116
Table 5.6). The correspondence is good. The "d" spacings believed

to correspond to the Nd WO„ phase are summarized in Table 5.7.
z 3-y

Electrochromic coloration of sample 3 after heating in air changed

the color from transparent to blue-gold and then to a deeper gold at

longer times. The pure blue color of the crystallized sample 3 bleached

very rapidly. Other optical properties will be discussed later. The

x-ray diffraction pattern from sample 3 colored gold (Figure 5.11) indi-

cated the presence of Nd^O^ • A small number of other peaks are

suggested to result from a phase change from Nd WCL to H Nd W0 o00 r ° z 3-y x z 3-y

(based on observation of H WO., in colored W0„). However, the H Nd W0„
x 3 3 x z 3-y

phase cannot be confirmed due to a lack of standards.

The WO^ films doped from a shuttered ^20^ source also resulted

in amorphous x-ray diffraction features for the as-deposited state.

The x-ray diffraction spectrum from films crystallized by heating in air

(Figure 5.12) had peaks corresponding to a mixture of monoclinic WO^

and Nd
z
WC>

2 _y.
The presence of the Nd^O^ phase, even in the absence

of flourine in the source powders, further confirms our earlier con-

clusion that the WOF^ phase cannot be present.

Electron diffraction was also used to study samples 1 and 2 (WO^

+ NdF^). The electron diffraction pattern and a bright field micrograph
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TABLE 5.6

Published X-Ray Diffraction Data for Nd^W^O^

Corresponding
Observed Peaks

d (A) I / I l
hk£ 26 (deg) d (A)

5.86 10 110

5.53 9 111

4.92 12 020 17.7 5.0

4.40 2 111,002 19.4 4.57

3.96 5 121 21.9 4.06

3.54 7 211 24.7 3.6

3.35 100 102,202 26.0 3.424

3.28 95 002,122 26.8 3.32

3.165 95 112,211 28.0 3.184

2.981 70 130 30.0 2.97

2.941 20 131

2.926 75 220 30.8 2.9

2.766 11 122,222
2.626 30 032,132
2.617 10 213

2.463 20 311,202 37.3 2.41

2.357 45 310 37.9 2.36

2.244 14 114
2.172 11 313 41.55 2.17

2.007 25 624,224 45.1 2.05

1.975 30 242,133
1.968 20 232,332 46.0 1.971
1.910 18 114,314
1.862 12 312,412 48.3 1.88
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TABLE 5.7

Observed X-Ray Diffraction Data for Nd W0 oi
; x

—

3-5

20 (deg) d (A) I/I-,*

17.7 5.0 18

19.4 4.572 9

21.9 4.06 9

24.7 3.60 14

26.0 3.424 73

26.8 3.32 100

28.0 3.184 32

30.0 2.97 23

34.0 2.6345 50

37.3 2.41 65

40.5 2.3 14

41.6 2.17 14

45.1 2.05 14

46.0 1.97 9

48.3 1.88 14

51.1 1.786 75

5.4 1.6966 30

61.8 1.500 70

66.0 1.414 10

78.0 1.224 30

* The relative intensities were obtained from

the data in crystallized sample 3.

+ hki not indexed
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for sample 1 is shown in Figure 5.13. The diffused diffraction pattern

was characteristic of an amorphous film. Sample 1, after crystalli-

zation by electron beam heating, showed rings in electron diffraction

pattern (Figure 5.14) with "d" spacings corresponding to monoclinic

W0„ with some Nd W0~ , in agreement with the x-ray diffraction data.
3 z 3-y

Electron diffraction patterns for sample 1 after EC coloration and

crystallization showed peaks similar to those for the uncolored film.

However, x-ray diffraction has shown a change from monoclinic to tetra-

gonal WO^ with coloration. This difference may be due to erase of color

during electron beam heating. Erasure of color has been observed for

films heated in air.

Electron diffraction and bright field micrographs from as-deposited,

crystallized and EC colored sample 2 films are shown in Figures 5.15,

5.16 and 5.17, respectively. As-deposited sample 2 was amorphous-, while

the "d" spacings from the crystallized film corresponded with those for

tetragonal WO^, tetragonal WC^
g

and Nd
z
WO^_^ in agreement with the x-ray

data. The diffraction pattern of the EC colored film corresponded largely

with the Nd
z
WO^_y structure while some tetragonal WO^ may also be present.

The present data for various mixture films are summarized in

Table 5.8. While the mixture films co-deposited without a shutter

were mixtures of WO^ and NdF^ crystallites, films deposited with a

shutter above NdF^ contained no NdF^. Instead, the WO^ + NdF^ films

contained a new crystalline phase which was attributed to a Nd^O^^

bronze structure. The Nd W0„ crystallite concentration was increased

with increased Nd doping. The presence or absence of fluorine in the
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Figure 5.14 Electron micrograph ( a ) and diffraction pattern (b)

for a crystallized sample 1. See Figure 5.3 for gold
film reference.
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Figure 5.15 Electron micrograph (a) and diffraction pattern (b)

from an as-deposited sample 2.
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Figure 5.16 Electron micrograph (a) and diffraction pattern from
a crystallized sample 2. See Figure 5.3 for Au refer-

ence .
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Figure 5.17 Electron micrograph (a) and diffraction pattern (b)

from sample 2 , electrochromically colored and crystallized
by electron beam exposure.
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TABLE 5.8

Listings of the Phases Identified In the Doped WO^ Films

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9 .

Sample
No.

Film
Composition Film Treatment

Crystalline
Phases Present

W0
3
+ NdF

3
codeposited and
heated in air

monoclinic WC>

3
+ NdF

3

1 W0
3
+ NdF

3
heated in air monoclinic W0 o + Nd W0_

3 z 3-y

1 W0
3
+ NdF

3
heated in air
and EC colored

tetragonal W0 ~ + W ori0 ,. o +
VTJ nn j JO
Nd W0 o

z 3-y

2 W0
3
+ NdF

3
heated in air Nd W0_ + monoclinic W0~

z 3-y 3

2 W0
3
~+ NdF

3
heated in vacuum tetragonal WO

3 4- tetra-
gonal W02.9 + Nd zW03_y

2 W0
3
+ NdF

3
heated in vacuum
and EC colored

tetragonal WO3 + tetra-
gonal WO2.9 + Nd zWC> 3_y +
h0.23wo 3

3 W0
3
+ Nd?

3
heated in air Nd W0„

z 3-y

3 W0
3
+ NdF

3
heated in air
and EC colored

H Nd W0„ (?)x z 3-y

W0
3
+ Nd

2
0
3

heated in air monoclinic W0 o + Nd oW0 o3 2 3-y

NdF 3 and Nd203 represent that the depositions were done by the prevention of
their direct deposition by the use of a shutter, x, y and z subscripts repre-
sent an unknown composition of hydrogen, oxygen and Nd in the structures, re-
spectively. Note also that the higher NdF 3 containing samples 2 and 3 may also
contain a certain amount of fluorine.
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source powder had no observable effect on the Nd
z
WO^_^. With increasing Nd

concentration, the Nd W0 o concentration increased and monoclinic
z 3-y

W0^ transformed to tetragonal WO^. The films also contained some sub-

stoichiometric phases of WO^. The WO^ phase change can be explained

by the presence of fluorine at higher Nd concentration (from NdF^).

Derrington et al.^^ reported that the WOg_yF (0 < y < 1.0) powders

in their study showed a transition from monoclinic to orthorhombic

above y = 0.0177, orthorhombic to tetragonal at y = 0.0663, and tetra-

gonal to cubic at much higher values (~ y = 1.0). The present films

with high concentrations of Nd will be shown to contain some flourine

(from RBS data) which could have induced the transition to the tetra-

gonal phase.

Rutherford Backscattering

Thin films of neodymium fluoride and neodymium-doped WO^ were

studied by RBS to determine the composition of the films, as described

in Chapter II. The RBS spectrum of a film deposited from NdF^ (Figure

5.18) shows scattering from Nd, F and the C from the support film. A

F/Nd ratio of 2.52 was calculated (Table 5.9) which indicates a flourine

deficiency in the films.

Mixture films (WO^ + NdF^) showed only scattering from Nd , W, 0

and C peaks (Figure 5.19) when the Nd doping was low (Table 5.9). The

oxygen to total metal (W + Nd) ratio was calculated using the total

area under the Nd and W peaks. This ratio was corrected for the area

under the Nd peak to obtain the 0/W ratio. The films showed an increasing
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O/W but decreasing 0/ (W + Nd) ratio as the Nd/W ratio increased (Table

5.9). Sample 3 (Figure 5.19) had a F/Nd ratio of 0.2. _ Fluorine was

not detected in samples 1 and 2.

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) Studies

The XPS spectra were obtained before and after coloration in the

mixture films. The W(4f) core level peaks from samples 1 (Nd/W ~ 0.08

- from RBS) and 2 (Nd/W ~ 0.13) are shown in Figures 5.20 and 5.21,

respectively. Curves a in both figures are data from uncolored films,

curves b and c in Figure 5.20 are for sample 1 after EC coloration to

blue and golden brown, respectively, and curve b in Figure 5.21 is for

sample 2, EC colored to golden brown. The W(4f^^) and W(4fy^) peaks

64-
are poorly resolved, but the peak features suggest the presence of W

and W^
+

ions. The golden brown colored sample 2 also showed a structure

44-
at the low energy side which corresponded to the appearance of W

(see also Figure 3.11).

The NdOdc^) photoelectron peak from the NdF^ film (Figure 5.22)

has a maximum at 983.0 1 0.6 eV (the overlapping modulation in the

118
spectrum arises from the scatter in the data) . Bearden: and Burr

have reported a binding energy for Nd(3d^^) transition as 977.7 ±0.6

eV. Thus, Nd in NdF^ has a higher binding energy than in the elemental

state. The Nd^d^-^) peaks from sample 2 (Figure 5.23) were similar
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Figure 5.20 XPS W(4f) core level spectra in sample 1, for (a)

as-deposited and (b) blue colored, and (c) golden
brown colored states.
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Figure 5.21 XPS W(4f) core level spectra in sample 2, for (a)

as-deposited, and (b) golden brown colored states.
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Figure 5.22 XPS Nd(3d) core level spectrum in NdF^ film.
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Figure 5.23 XPS Nd(3d) core level spectra typical of samples

1, 2 and 3, for films (A) as-deposited, (B) EC
colored to blue and (C) EC colored to golden
brown states.
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to those from samples 1 and 3 and had a maximum at 976.0 i 1.0 eV with

no observable change upon coloration. The differences in the binding

energy for Nd in NdF^ and in the mixture films (Table 5.10) reflect

differences in their structural bonding.

The F(ls) peaks from NdF^ films (Figure 5.24) had a maximum at

118
the same energy (685.4 eV) as reported by Bearden and Burr No

F(ls) peak was observed from samples 1, 2 or 3 either before or after

EC coloration.

Valence band spectra typical of Nd-doped WO^CNd/W), from 0.08 to

0.2) are shown in Figure 5.25 before and after EC coloration. After

blue coloration, a peak appeared near the Fermi level, which has pre-

viously been associated with a W^
+

valence state (Chapter III). With

increased charge during EC coloration, the blue color deepened and the

peak near the Fermi level increased. When the golden brown color appeared

at very high charge injection, the Fermi level peak disappeared as shown

in Figure 5.25. The disappearance of the Fermi level peak suggests a

change in the density of occupied electronic states, probably to new

states not identifiable by XPS.

Auger Electron Spectroscopy

Auger spectra were obtained from NdF^ films and Nd-doped WO^ films

at an electron beam energy of 2.0 KeV. A typical spectrum is shown in
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Figure 5.24 XPS fluorine (Is) spectrum in NdF^ film.
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ENERGY (eV)

Figure 5.25 XPS valence band spectra typical of samples 1, 2 and 3,
for as-deposited (uncolored), blue colored, and golden
brown colored states.
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Figure 5.26. The films were checked for impurities and uniformity in

the composition with depth. Depth profiles were measured using Ar
+

ion sputtering. The data showed that the films were uniform in Nd, W

and oxygen concentration. No fluorine was found in the mixture films.

Optical Properties

Optical density (OD) of Nd-doped WO^ films was measured in

transmission in the region of 300 - 2000 nm, using the Cary 17 spectro-

meter. The details of the experiment and the optical parameters used

have been discussed earlier (Chapters II and III) . Three different

WO^ + NdF^ mixture films, viz, samples 1, 2 and 3 with Nd/W ratios of

0.08, 0.13 and 0.2 (from RBS)
,
respectively, and a WO^ + Nc^O^ film

were studied. The films EC colored (by charge injection) initially

to blue (in transmission unless mentioned otherwise), then colored

further to golden brown. The mixture films also changed to a brown

color with exposure to either ultraviolet (UV) or x-ray radiation,

or by heating in air. Heating in vacuum colored all mixture films to

a blue color. In the following, the electrochromic coloration, thermo-

chromic coloration and coloration by UV or x-ray exposure are discussed

sequentially.
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Electrochromic coloration . The films were colored electrochromi-

cally by the methods discussed earlier (Chapter IV). The mixture films

colored blue in transmission. The depth of the blue color increased

with increasing charge injection and turned to a gold or brown color

at long times or large charge injection. The optical density versus

wavelength spectra for the film with Nd/W ~ 0.08 uncolored and colored

to various states is shown in Figure 5.27. The uncolored film (curve

a) showed very small and broad peaks with shallow maxima at 650 and

1150 nm. The electrochromically blue-colored states (curves b and c,

with curve c for deeper blue than curve b) showed strong absorption

peaks at 730 and 1000 nm. The minimum in the spectra was at 400 -

500 nm, and OD was still low at 500 nm. A minimum in the OD (log I /l
t

)

corresponds to a maximum in the transmitted intensity C

I

t
)

;

therefore,

the color in transmission should be a mixture of violet and blue (violet

is from 390 to 455 nm; blue is from 455 to 492 nm; see Figure 5.28).

Increasing OD at 730 and 1000 nm corresponded with the depth of the

blue color. In comparison with the above data, WO^ films have shown

only 1000 nm peaks with blue coloration (Figure 3.13).

With increasing charge injection in the film with Nd/W ~ 0.08,

the OD maximum at 730 and 1000 nm began to decrease, and at the same

time a new peak appeared at 400 nm (Figure 5.27, curves d and e) . The

color developed (Figure 5.28) in transmission is brown when the violet

and blue are removed from the visible region, and is gold if green is

also removed, as gold is a combination of yellow and red wavelengths.

The present spectra showed OD < 500 nm much larger than OD > 500 nm and

and gold-brown color was observed.
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Figure 5.27 Optical density spectra for sample 1 (Nd/W ~ 0.08),
as-deposited (curve a) ,

lightly colored (with small
injected charge) to blue (curve b) ,

colored to deep

blue (curve c)
,
and colored to golden brown by large

injected charge (curve d)

.
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Figure 5.28 Wavelength regions corresponding to visible colors.
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The OD curves for the film with Nd/W ~ 0.13 were found to be simi-

lar to those for the film with Nd/W ~ 0.08, with the golden brown

color (and 400 nm peak) being more intense in the former (for films of

similar thickness). During EC coloration of the film with Nd/W - 0.2,

the blue color appeared first, but portions of the film colored to

golden brown. The golden brown color became more intense and uniform

with increasing charge injection. The colored films showed OD peaks

at 400, 950 and 1400 nm (Figure 5.29), with the peak at 400 nm being

strongest. The gold color and the peak at 400 nm appeared to be stronger

than for the films with Nd/W <0.2 (samples 1 or 2).

All the mixture films showed a direct correspondence of blue color

with the appearance of OD peaks at 730 and 1000 nm, and golden brown

color with 400 nm peaks. With the appearance of the 400 nm peak there

was an apparent decrease in the peaks at 730 and 1000 nm. The 400 nm

peak and the gold color also intensified with increasing Nd content.

Optical density spectra for the electrochromically blue-colored

WO^ + ^£0^ film (Figure 5.30) was similar to those for WO^ + NdF^ films,

with 0D peaks appearing at - 780 and 1000 nm. After continued EC color-

ing, the films changed to a golden brown color. However, unlike WO^ +

NdF^ films, ^£0^ mixed films showed no observable peak around 400 nm,

but an exponential decrease in the 0D occurred at shorter wavelengths

(extending up to 600 nm) . The intensity of the gold color was found to

be lighter than in the NdF^ mixed films.

Thermochromic coloration . The Nd-doped WO^ films (either from

NdF^ or M
2
O
3

source) were colored by heating in air or in a vacuum
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Figure 5.29 Optical density spectra for sample 3 (Nd/W ~ 0.2),
(a) as-deposited, (b) lightly colored to a mixture
of blue and golden brown, and (c) deeply colored to

golden brown.
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Figure 5.30 Optical density spectra for WO 3 + M2O3 mixture
film, (a) as-deposited, (b) deeply colored to blue,

and (c) colored to golden brown.
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(referred to as thermochromism) , and the OD spectra were obtained.

The films doped with Nd/W < 0.08 showed a blue coloration for both

heating in air and vacuum at 400°C, with the film heated in air being

much lighter in color. The OD spectra showed an increasing 1000 nm

peak with blue coloration, and no peak appeared at < 500 nm.

The spectrum for the film with Nd/W ~ 0.13 (Figure 5.31) in the

as-deposited state (curve a) showed a single peak at 1850 nm. After

heating in air at 400°C for 30 minutes (curve b) OD peaks were observed

at 450 and 1500 nm, and the film was colored brown. The film heated in

vacuum at 300°C for 1/2 hour (curve c) showed brown color and OD peaks

at 410, 450 and 1500 nm. After heating for one hour in vacuum, a blue

color was observed, along with a peak in OD extending from 1000 nm to

1800 nm (Figure 5.31, curve d). The absorption edge (referred to as the

wavelength at which the OD increased near the UV region) was also found

to shift to a longer wavelength by about 100 nm after heating in vacuum.

Heating the film with Nd/W ~ 0.2 in air or vacuum showed an OD

spectrum (Fgiure 5.32) similar to the film with Nd/W -0.13. A peak

at 400 nm was observed for both heating in air and vacuum, and another

peak at 950 nm was observed after heating in vacuum. A peak at 1400 nm

was observed in all the films.

A comparison of the OD peaks in the films of WO^ + NdF^ (Figure

5.33) EC colored in the as-deposited amorphous state (curve b), EC

colored in the crystallized film (curve c) , and colored by heating in

vacuum (curve d) , to approximately the same intensity of blue was made.

They showed a shift in the high energy absorption tail of the electrochromic
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Wavelength, X(nm).

Figure 5.31 Optical density spectra for sample 2 (Nd/W ~ 0.13)
in the as-deposited state (a) ,

after heating in air
at 400°C for 30 minutes (b) ,

after heating in vacuum
at 300°C for 1/2 hour (c)

,

and heated in vacuum for
one hour (d)

.
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Figure 5.32 Optical density spectra for sample 3 (Nd/W ~ 0.2) in

the as-deposited state (a), after heating in air (b)

,

and in vacuum (c)

,

at 400°C.
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Figure 5.33 Optical density spectra typical of WO
3 + NdF^ films,

obtained after coloration to blue by electrochromic
coloration of amorphous film (b)

,

crystallized film
(c)

,

and colored to blue by heating in vacuum (d)

.

Curve (a) is for the as-deposited film.
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absorption peak by about 50 - 100 nm to longer wavelengths. The un-

colored film 0D spectrum (curve a) and those of the lightly colored

films showed a peak at 1300 nm. In comparison with the above data

WO^ films in the amorphous state had a peak at 1000 nm and the crystal-

lized film had a peak at 1700 nm.

The 0D spectra for the WO^ + (Figure 5.34) films as-deposited

(curve a), after heating in air (curve b), and after heating in vacuum

(curve c), showed a shift in the absorption edge with heating by ~ 50 nm

to longer wavelengths. While the film heated in air showed no visible

color and little absorption beyond the absorption edge, the film heated

in vacuum showed strong peaks at - 720, 1000 and 1700 nm, and a blue

color.

The present data on thermochromic coloration by heat treatment

have shown a direct correspondence between the 400 - 420 nm peak and

the brown coloration, and the blue coloration with the 950 - 1000 nm peak,

similar to that observed from EC coloration. The 400 nm peak was observ-

ed both in the films heated in air and in vacuum, but the 1000 nm peak

was observed only in the films heated in vacuum. Another peak at 1400

to 1500 nm also appeared in the films of higher Nd concentration (Nd/W

> 0.08) and increased with heating in vacuum or EC coloring of the

crystallized film. Heating mixture films with ^£0^ in a vacuum caused

a peak at 1000 nm to increase and color the films blue, but no colora-

tion was observed by heating in air.

Coloration by irradiation (photolytic coloring) . Exposure of Nd-

doped WO^ films either to UV or x-ray radiation colored them brown.
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Figure 5.34 Optical density spectra for WO3 + M2O3 film,

as-deposited (a), after heating in air (b) , and
heated in vacuum (c)

.
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Continuous UV exposure heated the films and simultaneous bleaching

occurred; therefore UV-flash radiation was found necessary. Continuous

x-ray exposure intensified the brown color. For the same amount of

exposure, the film with Nd/W ~ 0.2 colored more deeply than the films

with Nd/W <0.2 (samples 1 or 2) or WO^ + ^£0^ films. A typical OD

spectrum for the film with Nd/W ~0.2 (Figure 5.35) showed a 410 nm

peak with x-ray or UV exposure (curve b). An OD spectrum (curve c)

for the brown-colored film by heating in air is also shown.

A blue coloration was observed after bombardment with 2 KeV elec-

trons, and after bombardment with 2-3 MeV protons (or alpha particles)

in a vacuum of 10 ^ Torr (during the Auger and RBS studies, respectively).

Bleaching behavior . The general coloration behavior can be clas-

sified depending upon its observation of either a blue or brown color.

The EC colored blue easily erased to the uncolored state by reversing

the voltage across the film/electrolyte cell. However, the EC colored

brown state was very difficult to erase by voltage reversal. If the

colored films were left in air, the brown color stayed for as long as

30 - 50 days, while the blue color erased within 5-6 days. The brown

coloration could be erased easily by heating the films in air to temper-

atures as low as 50 - 100°C. The erase time for the brown state was as

short as a second at 250°C, and depended upon the depth of color before

erase. The blue coloration which resulted from heating in vacuum could

be erased by heating to 400°C in air. The films colored brown photoly-

tically or thermochromically could also be erased by heating in air.

However, when the films were heated in air for very long times (5 - 10

hours), repeated coloration was difficult.
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Figure 5.35 Optical density spectra typical of Nd-doped films
in the as-deposited (a)

,

colored to brown by UV or
x-ray exposure (b)

,

and after heating in air (c)

.
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Optical reflection . The optical reflection of Nd-doped WO^ was

measured with the differential reflectometer (see Chapters II and III).

The differential reflectograms obtained from an EC colored area rela-

tive to an uncolored area of the films showed similar features for all

three samples (Nd/W = 0.08, 0.13 and 0.2). A typical reflectogram is

shown in Figure 5.36. The color of the films in reflection was orange-

red and green, and the corresponding color in transmission was blue and

golden brown, respectively. The reflectogram showed peaks at 500 nm

and 375 nm peaks (Figure 5.36). The 500 nm peak corresponds with the

observed green color. Increasing the charge injection increased the peak

height at 375 nm and a new peak appeared at 625 nm (curve b, Figure 5.36).

A weak peak at 420 nm is also stronger in curve b. Comparing the pre-

sent data with the WO^ film reflectogram (Figure 3.15), the 375 nm peak

appears to be characteristic of the Nd-doped films (as the 410 nm peak

is. in the OD curves). The structure near 375 nm may correspond to the

reflection changes caused by a combination of a transition near 410 nm

and the band edge shifts due to coloration. However, the exact nature

of the peak in the differential reflectograms cannot be determined with-

out absolute reflection and absorption data, which were not measured.

Electro-optical Properties and Kinetics

Electron diffusion measurements . The Nd-doped WO^ films were

colored by touching the film surface with an indium wire through a di-

lute sulphuric acid electrolyte (Figure 3.1). A blue color appeared

first followed by a golden brown color. The radius of the circular

blue color front, R, spreading from the point of indium contact increased
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Figure 5.36 Differential reflectogram of W03 :Nd film from
uncolored and colored film areas. The line curve
is for electrochromic coloration to blue and the
dashed curve is for deeply colored to blue and

golden brown mixture.
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proportional to the square root of time (Figure 5.37). It was observ-

ed that initially R grew rapidly, and sharply changed to a lower

slope of R//t. The transition time (t ) coincided with the appear-

ance of the golden brown color at the indium contact. Assuming that the

growth of the color front is limited by electron diffusion, then the

diffusion coefficient is much larger in the film colored blue (D^)

than for that colored golden brown (D
2
). The values of and D

2

obtained for the Nd-doped WO^ films are summarized in Table 5.11.

Electro-optical measurements . The optical density versus wave-

length for Nd-doped WO^ films has shown that electrochromic colora-

tion to blue is accompanied by the appearance of absorption peaks at

730, 1000 and 1400 to 1500 nm's. The golden brown color is character-

ized by the appearance of a peak at 400 to 410 nm while the peaks

causing the blue color decreased and disappeared. Specifically, the

transmitted intensity at 700 nm decreased with the injection of charge

and blue coloration (Figure 5.38). At times longer than ~ 6 seconds,

intensity at 700 nm increased as the blue color was bleached. The

transmitted intensity at 425 nm showed little change (with charge in-

jection) until 4 seconds, then it decreased with the appearance of the

golden brown color. At the end of the coloration cycle, only the

golden brown color remained. It was not possible to bleach this golden

brown color by the reversal of the applied voltage. However, if colora-

tion was stopped at times < 6 sec, bleaching of the blue could be

achieved by the reversal of the applied voltage. The coloration and

bleaching times at 700 nm are listed in Table 5,12 as a
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Figure 5.37 Electrochromic coloration of Nd-doped WO^ films by
the injection of charges by touching an indium wire
through an electrolyte. Radial growth of color front
with square root of time is shown.
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TABLE 5.11

Electron Diffusion Coefficients in WO^iNd Films

Sample Nd/W

Electron Diffusion
Coefficient (cm^/sec) Transition

Time (ts )

in Seconds°1 °2

1 0.08 0.002 0.00092 28.1

2 0.13 0.0036 0.00075 16.0

3 0.20 0.0044 0.00049 7.84
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Figure 5.38 Transmitted intensity changes with time for coloration
with 0.6 V on Sn02 w.r.t. SCE at (a) 700 nm and (b)

425 nm wavelengths of incident light.
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TABLE 5.12

Operational Characteristics in Nd-Doped WO^ Films

Sample (W0
3
+ NdF

3
) 1 2 3

Nd/W (from RBS) 0.08 0.13 0.20

Wavelength (nm) 700 700 700

Optical Efficiency
(n) = I

t
A/Q (cm2/C)

(I t is the transmitted
intensity)

80 86 135

Color time (secs)
at Vsn02-SCE = 0.6 V
for 50% AI t

3.0 2.5 0.4

Erase time at
VSn02-SCE = 0-0 v

4.0 2.5 0.8
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function of Nd doping concentration. The electrochromic optical effi-

ciency (n) is also listed in terms of the change in the transmitted

intensity per coulomb of charge injected through a unit area of the

film surface. The data show that increasing Nd concentration in the

film reduced the coloring time and increased the coloration efficiency.

Surface resistance . Surface resistance of the Nd-doped WO^ films

was measured at room temperature (25°C) with planar gold electrodes

0.5 cm in length and separated by ~ 1 mm. The uncolored films had

7 8
resistivities of 10 to 10 fi-cm. The resistivity of the films colored

blue was lowered to 300 - 400 fi-cm, while the golden brown film was

~ 200 fl-cm. The resistivity of uncolored films was constant with Nd

doping.

Chronoamperometry . During coloration the cell current decayed

-1/2
approximately -as t at intermediate times (0.2 to 5.0 seconds)

(Figure 5.39). This is similar to the behavior of WO^ films. However,

the data at long times (curves b and c. Figure 5.39) for Nd/W = 0.13

-1/2
and 0.2 showed currents greater than that predicted by the t de-

pendence. Larger currents at long times may result from external reac-

tions not causing an injection of charge or by injection limited by

slower diffusion of charges. It has already been demonstrated that

electron diffusion is slower at long times in Nd-doped WO^. As will be

shown below, the total charge removed during bleaching was equal to

the charge injected during coloration. Thus, the long time divergence

of current appears to be related to the slower diffusion.

Bleaching was studied by measuring the dependence of current

upon time, and it showed a complex decay with two steps (Figure 5.40).
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Curves a, b and c show the current time relationship for films with

Nd/W = 0.08, 0.13 and 0.2 respectively, for 0.6 V applied to Sn02

versus the reference electrode. If the amount of charge injected was

2
small (< 5 mC for 0.5 ym thick films, 1.5 cm colored area) only a single

decay was observed for the Nd/W = 0.08 sample. In the films with higher

dopings the charge at which single loop to double loop (q
g

) transition

occurred was lower. The initial current decay shows the removal of the

charges of one type. The total charges removed after complete bleaching

equalled the total charge injected during coloration. Assuming that

the bleaching current is limited by space charge control similar to

the WO^ films, the proton mobilities in the two loops were calculated

using equation 4.19 of Chapter IV and are tabulated in Table 5.13.

Visual observation and OD versus time curves indicated that the bleach-

ing of the blue color (in a film colored to blue and golden brown mix-

ture) occurred at short times, but complete bleaching of the golden

brown color was not possible even with application of the voltages

for long times (> 30 min at < 0.6 Vor,_).
bL.rj
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Current density versus time curves for bleaching for
(a) sample 1 with Nd/W 0.08, injected charge (I^) of
8.5 mC and q s < 0.5 mC, (b) sample 2 with Nd/W = 0.13,
Ii = 12 mC, and q s < 0.4 mC, and (c) sample 3 with
Nd/W =0.2, 1^ = 8 mC (qs was not observed).

Figure 5.40
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TABLE 5.13

Proton Mobility Values in Nd-Doped WO^ Films

Sample Nd/W
Proton Mobility

2
(cm /V-sec)

%
1 0.08 3.47 x 10

-6
6.07 x 10

7

2 0.13 9.2 x 10' 7
1.5 x 10" 7

3 0.20 8.3 x 10
-7

1.5 x 10
-7
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Discussion

The results from the various structural, compositional, optical

and electro-optical measurements are discussed in the following. The

structural properties studied in the heat treated and crystallized

films before and after EC coloration are first discussed. They have

indicated an apparent formation of hydrogen bronzes with EC coloring.

However, structural studies alone did not lead to an understanding of

the coloration behavior. Further studies of optical absorption resul-

ting from EC, thermochromic and photolytic coloring were used to predict

the mechanisms of coloration. Two specific mechanisms of absorption

5“t" & 1

are proposed— a polaronic transition between the W and W caused

3+
a blue color and a complex color center of the form,Nd V

q
(2 e ), (elec-

trons trapped at oxygen vacancy near a. Nd site) caused a golden brown

color. Finally, the charge transport mechanisms during the coloration

and bleaching step are discussed.

Structural Properties

Mixture films have been shown to be amorphous in the as-deposited

condition independent of Nd doping. In the crystallized films (Table

5.9), change from monoclinic to tetragonal WO^ and increased amounts

of Nd
z
WO^_y have been identified with increasing Nd content. Structural

changes in WO^ appear to be influenced by the presence of fluorine.

Electrochromic coloration to blue in the heat treated and crystallized

films showed an accompanied structural change corresponding to the

formation of H^WO^ (see data for EC colored sample 2). The film with
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Nd/W ~ 0.2 showed a high concentration of Nd^O^ , and after EC coloring

to golden brown showed a possible formation of H^d^O^ . All the

mixture films were found to color to both blue and golden brown, and

the coloration was deeper in the amorphous state. Thus it appears

that the coloration may not be associated with the structural changes

alone.

Atomic site positions . The present diffraction data do not direct-

ly allow an understanding of the atomic site. Further electron and

nuclear resonance experiments are necessary to identify the atomic

119
site distributions. However, from the literature on tungsten

bronzes A^WO^ where A is a cation, the probable positions for Nd can

119
be predicted. Figure 5.41 shows the A ¥0, structure. A hexagonal

X J

structure for a cation concentration of x < 0.33 and a tetragonal

structure for higher concentrations of A cations, x > 0.6, are described.

The hexagonal structure contains three types of tunnels (or interstitial

sites); one containing a cubic, twelve coordinated A^ site; one hexa-

gonal-prism site of eighteen coordination; and a small tunnel, nine

coordinated A^ site. The A£ site in the tetragonal structure has a

pentagonal-prism with a coordination number of fifteen. When A^ and

A^ sites are close-packed with oxygen atoms, they have a vacancy for

ions with sizes 0.22 A and 0.58 A, respectively. Therefore, A^ and

A^ sites can be occupied by ions of low radii such as H
+

, Li
+

and Na"*".

3+ o

The Nd ions, which have a radius of 1.08 A, cannot fit into any site

3+
other than the A^ sites. A substitutional site for Nd in the octa-

O

hedral W site 0.58 A radius) is less likely to occur due to the ionic

size differences.
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Figure 5.41 Layer structure of A^O^-cation bronzes reported by
Hagenmuller , ^9 f or a tetragonal (a) and hexagonal
phase at x > 0.6, and x < 0.33, respectively.
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In the amorphous as-deposited films, the network of corner shared

octahedra (see Figure 5.41) is more loosely bound with dangling bonds

120
at some corners. Sienko and Berak suggested that the subs toichioraetric

W0^ structure also contained edge sharing of the octahedra. In the film

with a Nd/W ratio of 0.2, the fluorine concentration was detectable

(F/Nd ~ 0.2) by RBS. These fluorine atoms may occupy the oxygen vacancy

sites. However, the atomic distribution requires further confirmation

from more experimental evidences.

Optical Properties and Absorption Mechanisms

The coloration behavior of Nd-doped WO^ films can be classified

according to whether they colored blue or golden brown. The blue color

results from OD peaks at 730, 1000 and 1400 to 1500 nm. The golden

brown color results from a peak at 400 to 410 nm and the disappearance

of the peaks causing the blue color. The blue coloration and the peak

at 1000 nm are similar to that observed in undoped WO^ films (Figure

3.12). The mechanisms causing this blue coloration have been discussed

in Chapter III. A likely mechanism causing the coloration was suggested

to be polaronic hopping between W"*
+

and W^
+

. The formation of W^
+

in

the Nd-doped WO^ may occur due to the oxygen deficiency in the films

formed during the evaporation, and can be expressed as

0° + 2 W
6+

o

5+ 2+
2W + V

o
(5.1)

24- 64.
where V

q
denotes an oxygen vacancy with two uncompensated charges, W

and W^
+

denote tungsten in its site with zero and one electron localized,
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respectively. On the other hand, the W^
+

can also be created by the

injection of H
+

to an interstitial site (H+) as

,

-
. tt6+ it5+ +H+e+W -» W +H,

1
(5.2)

^ j ^ |

The optical excitation process between the W and W can be expressed

as

w
(2)

+
“(B)

+
“(B)

+ W
W)

(5.3)

where A and B represent the sites for the W ions. The polaronic transi-

tion assumes that the electrons are localized at the W sites, and the

W^
+

to W^
+

exchange occurs by the hopping of polarons from site to site.

The XPS data for W(4f) core level indicated the reduction of W^
+

to

lower valent states in agreement with the above equations. The valence

band spectra showed that the coloration of the Nd-doped films to a blue

color increased the electron density at the Fermi level. This peak

near the Fermi level correponds to a polaronic band caused by the

localization of the electrons at the W site forming a polaron, during

the blue coloration. The blue coloration and absorption in red were

more pronounced in the amorphous films than in the crystallized films.

19 21
This behavior is similar to that in WO^ films, ’ and may result from

several effects such as hydrogen content and porosity in the films which

increase the amount of protons injected, and the disorder in amorphous

films tends to form small polarons which increase the absorption in red

by decreasing the wavelength of peak absorption (see Chapter III)

.

In the above model of polaron absorption for the blue color,

5"t" 64*
polaron hopping is said to occur between W and W sites. Here the
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W^
+

is the site where a polaron is formed by localization of an electron

at the W site. The as-deposited films of both WO^ and WO^/Nd are oxy-

gen deficient (as shown from RBS) and contain sites (from core

level XPS and equation 5.1), but no blue color is observed. The XPS

valence band spectra also did not show the Fermi level peak corresponding

to the polaronic band. Thus it appears that, although sites may

be present in the film, the polaron or polaronic band formation does not

occur in the as-deposited films. Thus, a distinction between the W"’"*"

sites with and without polarons may exist and not all W^
+

give rise to

the polaronic absorption. Besides, the optical density changes necessary

to cause an observable color can be calculated from the Smakula equation

17 3
(equation 3.4, Chapter III). Optical center density of >10 /cm

was found necessary to observe an OD change of > 0.1. Thus, center

17 3
density of <10 /cm causes no visible color, even if polaron absorp-

tion occurs.

The Nd-doped WO^ films, with increased charge injection, EC colored

to golden brown. The OD peaks at 730 and 1000 nm increased with charge

injection and reversed after an optimum intensity. At the same time,

another peak at 410 nm appeared with the golden brown coloration. The

removal of the peaks at 730 nm and 1000 nm with the appearance of the

410 nm was found to be characteristic of all the Nd-doped films.

109
Cronemayer anaBeaubien studied the Nd doped. CaWO^ crystals after

photolytic coloration by UV-flash irradiation and observed a 900 nm

peak and an apparent removal of the 900 nm peak with the appearance of

the 410 nm peak after extended coloration. This behavior is similar to
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that observed in the Nd-doped WO^ films. The absorption mechanism

causing 900 and 410 nm absorption peaks in CaWO^ was suggested to

result from color center at the oxygen vacancy with two trapped electrons.

In the present instance, vacuum reduction of the films resulted

in a blue color with OD peaks at 730, 1000 nm and 410 nm. The 410

nm peak and brown coloration also appeared after x-ray irradiation

and extensive charge injection. The blue and the brown color could

be erased by heating the films in air. Coloration of the films was

difficult if the films were heated in air for long times. These data

suggest that both the blue and the brown coloration require a certain

oxygen deficiency. Besides, the brown coloration was not observed

in the undoped WO^ films by any of the above methods. Therefore, it

appears that the brown or golden brown coloration requires the presence

of Nd.

The W(4f) photoelectron peaks in films EC colored to golden brown

5+ 4+
showed that W and W species were present in the films. The valence

band spectra showed that the Fermi level peak which had appeared during

the blue coloration disappeared with the golden brown coloration. This

indicates that the state was populated with electrons, then depopulated,

possibly to occupy a new center. The new optical center may be formed

by an oxygen vacancy and Nd ion, as described earlier. The relation

between the Nd doping and the oxygen vacancy obtained from the RBS

data showed an increasing 0/W ratio with increasing Nd/W. This could

occur either by the removal of W ions or by filling up of the oxygen

vacancies with the addition of Nd. Since the oxygen is more mobile
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120
than the W in WO^, an oxygen vacancy filling mechanisms is more

likely, and can be described by:

6W
6+

+ 3 V
2+

+ 2 Nd
3+

+ 3 O
2

3 0°+ 2 Nd
3+

+ 6W
6+

o 0 1
(5.4)

Two Nd ions in the interstitial site fill up three oxygen vacancies.

The Nd addition therefore may decrease the oxygen vacancies in WO^ .

The origin of the absorption can be assumed to arise from some

optical center and the number of centers can be calculated from the

Smakula formula
2 ’^ 2

(equation 3.4) and the optical density curves.

The number of optical centers causing the 1000 nm and 410 nm peaks

21 3 19 3
was estimated as ~ 10 /cm and ~ 5 x 10 /cm

,
respectively (assuming

the dielectric constant and the oscillator strength are equal to those

for W0^) • Therefore, both the 1000 and 410 nm absorption involve high

charge densities. At high concentrations of injected charge the concept.

90 119
of polarons becomes less viable. 5

If n/N > 0.1, where n is the

number of carriers and N is the total number of W sites, then two polarons

will compete for the same site. However, if a complete delocalization

is assumed, a "drude-like" free electron absorption is expected. The

films showed very little abosrption at higher wavelengths, during the

presence of 410 nm peak and the golden brown coloration. This argues

against a polaron model to explain the golden brown color. If a new

3+
center is assumed to form by electron localization around an Nd site,

the XPS Nd(3d^^) core level binding energy would be expected to shift.

However, no such shifts were observed in the present study (Figure 5.25),

and thus the localization around Nd appears unlikely.
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The coloration to brown and the absorption at 410 nm (~ 3.0 eV),

therefore, cannot be explained by the localization of the electrons

either at the tungsten site or at the neodymium site. Therefore, the

only resonable model appears to be a color center formation by the trap-

ping of electrons at the oxygen vacancy (F-center). A similar model was

109
also proposed by Cronemeyer 'and Beauhien for the brown color in vacuum

reduced CaW0^:Nd crystals. They also reported an apparent increase

in the 3.0 eV absorption (~ 410 nm) as the Nd doping concentration

increased, and suggested that increased oxygen vacancies caused such

an increase. The coloration behavior of W0^:Nd appears to be similar

to that of CaW0^:Nd (i.e., the appearance of the 3.0 eV absorption and

an apparent increase of the absorption with Nd doping). However, the

F-center model of electron trapping at the oxygen vacancy in W0^:Nd

poses several problems. The F-center model does not indicate any

correlation to the Nd site, although Nd presence is necessary for brown

coloration. The 3.0 eV absorption is not observed in WO^ films,

although oxygen vacancies are present. Increased Nd doping of the films

caused increased absorption at 410 nm and decreased oxygen vacancy (as

noted from RBS)
, but the F-center model expects an increasing oxygen

vacancy with increasing Nd.

The above considerations suggest that the color center may not be

a simple oxygen vacancy with trapped electrons. We suggest that the

3+ -
complex center is of the form [Nd - V (ne ) ] , where n is the number

o

of electrons trapped (from 0 to 2) . The increasing intensity of the

brown coloration with Nd doping in this model occurs by the increasing
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formation of such complex color centers. This model does not require

an increasing oxygen vacancy concentration with Nd doping because the

centers are formed by the utilization of only a fraction of the oxygen

vacancies and not all the oxygen vacancies are involved at all times.

The model also explains the necessity for the Nd presence for the brown

coloration. However, this model requires further confirmation from

electron spin resonance studies.

The electronic transitions causing the absorption can be under-

stood from the band structure. The band structure of WO^ has been

suggested ^ to be similar to that for ReO^. The valence band and con-

duction band consist of oxygen 2p states and the empty 5d states of

121
tungsten. The orbital densities of states reported for a Na^WO^

crystal are shown in Figure 5.42. Band gaps of 2.6 to 3.65 eV have been

reported by various authors for WO^ films. The Nd doped WCL films

show an absorption edge lying between 350 and 375 nm, suggesting a band

gap of 3.4 ± 0.1 eV. However, a precise evaluation of the band gap

is not possible due to the reasons discussed in Chapter III. A band

diagram schematic of WO^ is shown in Figure 5.43. A possible position

3+
of the band gap state caused by the Nd - V

Q
(2e ) center is shown close

to the valence band edge (~ 3.0 eV below the conduction band). The 1000

nm peak caused by the W^
+

formation may introduce a polaronic band at

about 1.2 eV below the conduction band.

The coloration process is complicated and can be summarized as

follows. During electrochromic coloration to blue, injected electrons

are suggested to be localized at the W sites, causing a polaronic band

near the Fermi level. Optical excitation of the electrons from polaronic
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121
Figure 5.42 The orbital density of states (DOS) reported for

Na^O^, together with their sum (b) and total DOS (a).
This is expected to be similar to those for other AXW03
(A-cations) . 25
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Figure 5.43 Band structure for Nd-doped WO
3

films depicting the
transitions responsible for blue and golden brown
coloration.
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band to the conduction band occurs causing an absorption at ~ 1.2 eV

or 1000 nm. From Figure 5.27 it is observed that initially an OD

peak appears at 1000 nm (curve b) and another peak at 730 nm (curve c)

also appears for the deeply blue colored film. The 730 nm peak may

3+
occur from the electron excitation from Nd - V (2e ) color center

o

state to the polaronic band. The observation of the 730 nm peak only in

3+
the deeply blue colored state suggests that the Nd - V^(2e ) centers

are formed during the electrochromic reduction* process, probably from

Nd
3+

- Vo •

With increased charge injection, the polaronic bands are reduced

(as suggested from the decreasing 730 and 1000 nm peaks, and the dis-

appearance of the XPS Fermi level peak) which causes a direct transition

from the color center state to the conduction band (~ 3.0 eV or 410 nm)

.

The decrease in the polaronic band may occur by the reduction of W sites

4+
to an even lower valence state (for example, W ). Thus, the electro-

chromic coloration is explained by the initial reduction of W sites and

3+
the formation of polaronic band, and then the reduction of Nd - V

o

3+
sites to Nd - V (2e ) which introduce a state at 3.0 eV below the

o

conduction band. However, a question arises as to why the electrons

3+
do not reduce Nd - V sites at first. This is understandable if we

o

note that in W0^_^ films without Nd doping, both XPS and electron spin

resonance analyses have indicated a localization of the electrons at

the W sites and not at the oxygen vacancies. Therefore, electron

* The process of electron pickup is referred to as reduction.
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localization probability at the W appears to be very high and reflects

the relatively high electron binding energy at the W sites. Thus,

electrons are localized at the W sites initially and no reduction of the

3+
Nd - V

q
occurs. With high charge injection in W0^_^., polarons have

been suggested to delocalize, but still no trapping at oxygen vacancy

3+
is observed. But the Nd - V

q
sites in WO^:Nd represent a lower energy

33-
state than V in W0-, and hence electron trapping occurs at Nd - V

o 3
rr

o

3+
causing Nd - V

Q
(2e ) color centers.

This model can also be used to explain the thermochromic or photo-

lytic brown coloration. Optical density spectra suggest that these

methods do not create the polaronic band and thus electron excitation

3+
occurs from the Nd - V

Q
(2e ) to the conduction band causing the 3.0

3+ -
eV absorption. The Nd - V

Q
(2e ) centers are created by reduction

3+
from Nd - V during heating and UV or x-ray exposure. The erase of

o

the brown coloration was found to occur by heating the films in air,

3+
suggesting a thermal de-excitation of the Nd - V (2e ) centers. The

o

rate of erase is dependent on the depth of the trap. Upon heating to

250°C, the present films erased within a second. Studies of the thermal

decay process and electron spin resonance could be used to better under-

stand the color centers.

Films heated in vacuum for long times or at higher temperatures

increase oxygen vacancies and reduce W sites which gives rise to the

polaronic band and the blue color.
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Charge Transfer Mechanisms

Two electron diffusion coefficients were measured during charge

injection from an indium wire. This can be attributed to the difference

in the activation energy between the sites the electron occupies during

blue or golden brown coloration. We have noted earlier that the blue

coloration is caused by the electron localization at the W site to form

polarons. Thus, conductivity in the blue region occurs by the hopping

of polarons from W'*
+

to W^
+

. The activation for such a hopping in WO^

13
film was calculated by Schirmer et al.

L
to be 0.275 eV. However,

3+ -
golden brown coloration occurs by electron trapping at Nd - V

Q
(2e )

centers. The activation energy for the ionization of the electrons in

the color center appears to be higher than for the polaron hopping as

shown by the lower electron diffusion in this region.

The current versus time curves (Figure 5.39) showed a time depen-

dence similar to that observed in WO^ films, when the Nd doping was low

(Nd/W = 0.08). This indicates (Chapter III) that charge injection is

limited by the interface barriers (HDL and Schottky barrier), or dif-

fusion of protons. At high Nd content (Nd/W = 0.13 and 0.2), the current

at t > 6 secs was much higher than predicted by interface barrier

control. This difference may arise from charge injection to form the

golden brown color where the diffusion rate is slower and diffusion

control is expected. The optical efficiency also appeared to increase

with the Nd doping. This can be explained if we note that the 700 nm

efficiency is related to the blue coloration and the polaron hopping

mechanism, which in turn depends on the density of the W^
+

sites.
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Formation of W occurs by several schemes shown by equations 5.1

and 5.2. Another reaction to form W
3+

is given by:

3W^+ Nd
3+

+ 3e~ -» Nd
3+

+ 3 W
5+

(5.5)

This reaction represents the injection of three electrons with every

Nd injected. Such electron injection to WO^ has been known to occur

+ + + + 23.32
with injected cations of H , Li , Na and K .

5 The increasing

number of W"
3
"

1" with Nd suggests that the number of charges (electrons

and protons) required to be injected to achieve a particular optical

density change (or the required polaron density created by the reaction

in Equation 5.2) would be less with increasing Nd content. This is

therefore reflected in the optical efficiency of the Nd-doped films.

The above reaction in equation 5.5 shows an increasing W
3+

concentra-

tion with increasing Nd , in the as-deposited state. However, no blue

coloration is observed in the as-deposited films. This can be explained

using the concept of W
3+

sites with and without formation of polaronic

states to cause the absorption, as noted earlier.

The bleaching processes in the EC colored Nd-doped WO^ films is

characterized by the decay with time of current. This showed an initial

high bleaching current at short times (< 1.0 sec), indicating high rate

of bleaching. This may be associated with bleaching of the blue color.

At longer times (> 1.0 sec), another bleaching cycle occurred with a

lower rate of charge removal. The two rates of charge removal may be

associated with the charges situated in two activation energy sites

similar to that explained during coloration. The bleaching of the blue
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color could be achieved completely. However, the golden brown color

appears to be retained within the film. The erase of this color

occurred if the films were heated in air.

The memory of the blue colored area in Nd-doped films was similar

to that observed in the WO^ films (a few seconds to days). The golden

brown colored films retained the color for as long as a month at room

temperature (25°C) . This reflects the electron activation energy

differences between the optical centers.

Application to Displays

Several operational characteristics important for the application

to a display device are discussed in Chapter IV. The advantages or

disadvantages of using a Nd-doped film in the displays can be summarized

as follows.

1. The Nd-doped WO^ films provided an amorphous transparent film

which could be colored either to a blue or golden brown color

(or a mixture of both)
,
thus making a dual color display possible.

2. The coloration of amorphous films caused a large change in the

transmitted intensity (> 35%) and hence can provide a good

contrast

.

3. The coloration time appeared to decrease with Nd doping concen-

tration (particularly at low doping levels of Nd/W < 0.2).

4. The optical efficiency was found to increase with Nd doping.

This is advantageous to the display device as it could decrease

the power consumption.
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5. The memory of the blue colored area could be Influenced by

the schemes for voltage application (similar to that for WO^

films) and a memory time of 12 hours or more could be achieved

However, if longer memory times are desired, the golden brown

coloration may be used. The disadvantage of this color is

that it could not be erased at will, unless the films could

be heated to a temperature of 100°C.

Besides Nd doping to WO^
, the fluorine doping may also provide

certain advantages for devices. The present data showed negligible

fluorine in the films, and therefore no results are available to esta-

blish its usefulness. However, Derrington et al.'*"^ reported that

their fluorine-doped WO^_y films (WO^^Fy) were stable against re-

oxidation up to 600°C, and did not corrode or dissolve (up to 90°C)

in dilute (0.2 N) sulphuric acid solutions (for times up to 350 hours).

Therefore, W0^_yFy films are expected to show very good stability

against corrosion during the electrochromic color /bleach process. The

reoxidation of W0^_y in air was proposed to be one of the factors limit

ing the memory time of color (Chapter IV). Since WO^ F^ are expected

to be stable against reoxidation, they may provide long memory times

without resorting to extensive packaging processes.
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Summary
1.

Neodymium doping of WO^ was achieved by co-deposition from

NdF^ (or Nd
2

C>

3
) and WO^ powder sources. Direct evaporation of the NdF^

caused a mixture of WO^ and NdF^ crystallites. These films were not

adequate and the problem was avoided by using a shutter directly above

the NdF^ (or Nd
2

C>
3

) boat and evaporating WO^ in the vapor from heated

NdF
3

(or Nd
2
0
3
).

2. X-ray and electron diffraction studies of Nd-doped WC>
3

films

showed an amorphous nature for the as-deposited films. Heat treatment

caused crystallization, and crystallized films had a mixture of mono-

clinic W0~ and Nd W0 o phases. With increased Nd concentrations in
3-y z 3-y

the films, the Nd
z
W0

3_^
phase increased and WC>

3
changed from monoclinic

to a tetragonal form.

3. Electrochromically colored amorphous films appeared to show

no change in diffraction; however, the crystallized films showed a hy-

drogen bronze phase of both the and Nd
z
W0

3_^
'crystals.

4. Rutherford backscattering analysis showed a decrease in 0/(W

+ Nd) ratio with an increased Nd/W ratio. Auger spectroscopy showed

that the films were uniformly doped throughout their film thickness.

5. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy showed that the EC colora-

tion of the films caused a reduction of the W to W^
+

and caused a

peak near the Fermi level. This peak disappeared upon coloring to

golden brown.

6. Electrochromic coloration of the Nd-doped films resulted

first in a blue coloration, and at higher charge injection levels.
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resulted in a golden brown coloration of the films. Blue coloration

could also be achieved by vacuum reduction of the films. Brown colora-

tion could be achieved by heating in air, or with x-ray or UV irradiation.

The blue coloration was associated with absorption peaks at 730, 1000

and 1400 to 1500 run, while the golden brown occurred with an absorption

at 410 nm.

7. The absorption during the blue coloration was proposed to

g
l_

occur by polaron hopping between the W and W ionic states, The

golden brown coloration was proposed to occur by color center formation

with electrons trapped at the oxygen vacancies near a Nd interstitial.

8. Charge transport studies indicated two diffusion coefficients

for both electrons and protons. These arise from the differences in

the activation energies for the electrons localized at either a W site

3+
or at Nd - sites. The mechanisms of charge injection and extraction

appeared to be similar to those in the WO^ films (i.e., Helmholtz and

Schottky barriers and diffusion in the film controlling charge injection,

and space charge and Helmholtz barrier limitation controlling bleaching).

9. The optical efficiency (the optical density change per unit

injected charge) of blue coloration also appeared to increase with the

addition of Nd. The Nd doping was suggested to inject electrons to the

WO^, thus increasing the W^
+

concentration in the films, and hence

reducing the injected charge requirement for coloration.

10. The memory of the blue color in Nd-doped WO^ films was found

to vary from a few seconds to days. The golden brown coloration could

be retained as long as a month.



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

Electrochromic oxide films have been studied in relation to their

application to non-emissive display devices. Electrochromic films pro-

vide electrically alterable, low power consumption devices with memory

of color, and very good contrast at high ambient light. Therefore, they

have varied applications not possible with other conventional devices.

However, there are some drawbacks, for example, the rates of coloration

and bleaching are slow, lifetime is limited (to < 10^ cycles) and they

color only to blue (in transmission) . Several methods are studied in

order to improve these characteristics in tungsten trioxide film devices.

However, the methods discussed are not limited to tungsten trioxide and

may apply to other electrochromic oxide films as well.

The tungsten trioxide films for electrochromic study were prepared

by vapor deposition. The as-deposited WOg films were amorphous. The

heat treated and crystallized films had a monoclinic ^gO^g structure.

Electrochromically colored films showed some h
x
W0g with 0.1 < x < 0.3,

along with W20^58‘ T^e co ^ore^ amorphous films showed a broad absorption

band in the red and infrared with a maximum at ~ 1000 nm. With crystal-

lization, an absorption peak at ~ 1750 nm appeared. A mechanism of

absorption by polaronic hopping was consistent with the experimental

-1/4
data. The film conductivity showed a T temperature dependence con-

sistent with Mott's theory of polaronic transport. Uncolored films showed

261
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non-ohmic behavior and resistance switching at high applied fields.

The non-ohmic character was attributed to Poole-Frenkel or Schottky

emission processes, and the switching resulted from a thermal mechanism.

4 5
The conductivity of the films increased by 10 to 10 times with electro-

chromic coloration. This was explained by a delocalization of polarons

to the conduction band.

Charge transport during coloration and bleaching of tungsten tri-

oxide in dilute electrolytes was studied in detail. Charge injec-

tion during coloration was controlled by WO^/electroly te interface

barriers and cation diffusion in the WO^ bulk. The interface barriers

consisted of a Helmholtz double layer formed by the accumulation of

charges at the interface and a Schottky barrier due to non-uniform field

distribution within WO^. The Schottky barrier and resistance influenced

the current flow at short times and in thin films, Helmholtz barrier

or cation diffusion controlled at long times and in thick films (> 0.5 ym)

,

The bleaching was controlled by the Helmholtz barrier and cation space

charge. A decrease in response time from 2 to 50 milliseconds for a

40% transmission contrast was achieved by the use of porous metallic

overlayers on WO^- The porous overlayers acted like electron injection

contacts at the surface for negative voltages applied to them. The

increased electron flow to the interface reduced the resistance and

barrier effects on charge transfer and resulted in the lower response

times. The erase time or time of retention of color (memory) under open

circuit depended on the leakage paths available and the oxidation of the

film.
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The lifetime of electrochromic systems in liquid electrolytes is

limited due to corrosion of the films. Use of several metal overlayers

was also limited by their corrosion. Porous gold film overlayers could

be used up to 10^ cycles of color/bleach without corrosion, and further

improvement may be achieved by the use of non-corrosive, cation permeable

coatings over the metal overlayers. Solid state devices were fabricated

in the present study. The use of proton conducting solid state electro-

lytes such as hydrogen uranyl phosphate provided color/bleach times as

fast as those with liquid electrolytes.

Electrochromic devices were also made using neodymium-doped WO^

films. Neodymium to tungsten metal ratios of < 0.2 were achieved by

simultaneous evaporation of WO^ and Nd from ^£0^ or NdF^. The as-deposited

films were amorphous. Crystallized films had tungsten trioxide and neo-

dymium tungsten bronze phases. The films were oxygen deficient, which

decreased with increasing neodymium content. Although fluorine was

present in the initial powder, it could be detected in the films.

Electrochromically colored films were blue with absorption at 730 and

1000 nm. A golden brown color with absorption at 410 nm was observed

at high charge injection. The blue coloration was suggested to result

from polaron hopping between tungsten sites. The 410 nm absorption was

proposed to result from the formation of complex color centers with two

trapped electrons at oxygen vacancy sites, which are associated with

neodymium interstitials. However, the formation of such complex centers

and electron trapping during several methods of electrochromic, thermo-

chromic and photolytic coloration required further study. Besides
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coloration to golden brown at high injected charge, neodymium doping also

increased the color/bleach rates and efficiency. The observed increase

in optical efficiency (optical density change per unit injected charge)

was attributed to a further reduction of tungsten sites by electron

donors accompanying the doped neodymium. The brown color could be erased

only by heating, suggesting a thermal mechanism of trap depopulation.

Besides electrochromic coloration, the films could also be colored photo-

lytically or thermochromically and the absorption mechanisms have been

suggested using the polaronic and color center models.

Tungsten trioxide films doped with vanadium oxide were investigated.

The as-deposited films were amorphous, and brownish transparent, and

colored electrochromically to blue-brown. The mechanisms of coloration

in this material were suggested to be polaron hopping from either to

W
6+

or a mixed hopping of the type W"’
+
+ V">

+
— W^+

+ V^
+

. The color/

bleach times were high (8 to 20 seconds) and resulted from slow diffusion

of carriers. Thus, if speed of color /bleach is not important, vanadium

oxide-doped films may provide useful applications, such as in slow

electro-optical shutters, or illumination control of windows.

Therefore, the present studies have indicated that doping effects

are important in order to achieve new colors and improve the rate and

efficiency of coloration. Further studies with different dopants, such

. 4+ 3+ 3+ _ 3+ . . ,

as Ti
,
Am

,
Sm

, Ce , etc., m various electrochromic oxides may

thus provide various colors necessary for a multicolor display. Such

doping effects are well known in photochromic materials and may also be

useful in electrochromism, as shown in this study. Another important
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dopant, fluorine, has been reported (see Chapter V) to cause structural

changes in WO^, increase the stability in acid electrolytes, and decrease

oxidation. Thus, it appears that further studies with fluorine doping

may provide non-corrosive electrochromic films which show different

electrochromic colors.



APPENDIX A
THEORY OF DIFFUSION CONTROLLED COLORATION

Rate control of electrochromic coloration from only cation diffusion

is described here.^’^ For cations (M) such as H
+

,
Li

+
,
K and Na

+
, diffus-

ing to a WO^ thin film of thickness £, ignoring the electric field terms

in the bulk of the film, and assuming a constant flux (j ) at the WO^/

electroloyte interface and zero initial concentration, the distribution

102
of M at y in the solid (with 0 < y < Z) and time t is given by:

C(y,t) 3y

6Z

2_

2
TT

CD
I

n=l
exp (— TT

2 2
n
V,
t
2

cos (
2?)}

(A.l)

j t j £

-r + ^ F(y>t) (A - 2)

where D^ is the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in WO^. If diffusion

was rapid, then C(y,t) would be independent of y and would increase with

time as j t/Z. The second term results from the bulk diffusion limited
o

process. Figure A-l shows a plot of F(y,t) versus y/Z for various

2
D t/£ . These plots can be used to provide useful profile information
H

2
for proton diffusion into W0„. For instance, a value of D t/£ >1.0

j H

results in a uniform concentration of hydrogen within the film. This

condition can be alternatively expressed in terms of the response time

for coloration (x) as:^^

Dux (C /n)
2

> 1.0
n m
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where n is the number of absorbing centers and is the maximum injected

cations. Thus, the thickness and diffusion coefficient necessary to

achieve a required response time may be calculated.



APPENDIX B

THEORY OF HELMHOLTZ BARRIER CONTROLLED COLORATION

The electrochromic coloration of a WO^/liquid electrolyte device

32
controlled by interface barrier as reported by Crandall and Faughnan

is described here. Limitation to the transfer of charges across an

interface (WO^/electrolyte in the present instance) by a thermally

98
activated barrier is well known in electrochemistry (transition

overpotential). This barrier (Helmholtz double layer - HDL) resists

the motion of a proton across the double layer at the interface.

Crandall and Faughnan' s model considered a control by the HDL barrier

alone, assuming that the voltage across the barrier remained constant

during the coloration (i.e., neglected potential drops due to resistance

in the electrolyte and the WO^ film). A further assumption was that

concentration on either side of the double layer remained constant.

Under these assumptions, the current density (j ) across the double

98
layer is given by the Butler-Volmer equation as:

3
p

= (exP (

)

- exP(-§^)) <B - 2 >

where j is the exchange current density which flows in both directions

across the barrier at equilibrium, 8 is the barrier symmetry factor

(usually 0.5 to 0.6), n is the overpotential, k is the Boltzmann constant

and T is the temperature. With passage of current, the WO^ film colors

and the chemical potential of the film changes (see Chapter IV).
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Therefore, the overpotential should be expressed as;

n=vA - Ay(x)

Ne (B. 2)

where is the applied potential, and Ay(x) is the change in the

chemical potential across the barrier. Crandall, et al.^ found that

the chemical potential followed:

Ay (x) _ 2kT ,_,
(1 V x,

, r „ ,

~Tr— - ln v.7i — ) + 0.53 (x - x )Ne e (1 -- x) x o
o

(B.3)

where x
q

is the hydrogen density before application of the voltage V^.

The first term arises from the entropy of mixing when protons and

electrons are injected to WO^. The second term accounts for the change

in lattice energy brought about by the addition of hydrogen. With the

application of a small voltage, n > 0 and Ay(x) increases until n 0,

where x = x
m<

The rate of change of proton density, dx/dt, in H^WO^

is equal to the flow of protons across the barrier and is given by:

dx/dt = jp/pe£ (B. 4)

where p is the density of tungsten atoms in the film of thickness £.

Substituting equation B.4 in the Butler-Volmer equation:

dx/dt - Ai (21)26 A
S

( (
~) 2 A

-1 _
ZT X X

o m
(B.5)

where x = pex ib/2j and A = (1 - x )

2
(1 - x)

2
exp(-0.53e(x - x)kT).

o in o m m

For short times (or small x), A is constant. Assuming a g of 0.5, we get

X = x (t/x )

1(/2
and j = j (t/x )

1 ^ 2mo p
J o o

(B. 6)
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-1/2
Thus, a t dependence of current is expected at low applied voltages

-1/2
for a HDL barrier control. The t dependence here is voltage depen-

dent as opposed to a diffusion controlled model (for diffusion of car-

-1/2
riers in the electrolyte) where the t dependence is voltage indepen-

1-3 32
dent. Crandall and Faughnan found that their data agreed with this

HDL control for low voltages (< 0.15 V) and low optical densities.

The above theory neglects various controlling factors such as the

effect of WO^ resistance, non-linear voltage distribution in WO^ (i.e.,

34
Schottky barriers) and cation diffusion in WO^. Reichman et al.

considered a model of both HDL control and diffusion control within

WO^ by using the Butler-Volmer equation and Fick'slawof diffusion.

They observed that their model agreed well with the current time curves

for fairly thick films (> 1.0 pm) at longer times. But the short time

data could not be predicted. Resistance and Schottky barrier must be

considered to explain the data at short times, as discussed in Chapter IV.



APPENDIX C

PRELIMINARY STUDIES OF ELECTROCHROMISM
IN VANADIUM OXIDE MIXED W0

3
SYSTEMS

Electrochromic color changes have been shown to occur in V
^0^

16,53

and Mo0~

,

55-57 .

3
,

in addition to WO^ . The WO^ films show an absorption peak

at 1.2 to 1.4 eV in the electrochromically colored state, while the MoO^

peak is reported to be at 1.56 eV. The ^0^ has been reported"^ to

color from yellow to a greenish blue with absorption peaks at 0.78

and 1.8 eV's, as shown in Figure C-l. Films of MoO^/WO^ mixtures were

108
studied by Faughnan and Crandall, by co-evaporation of the corres-

ponding powders. They reported that mixtures containing as small as

5% of MoO^ shifted the absorption band maximum to 2.15 eV, but a blue

color was still observed. The shift in the absorption was believed to

result from electron localization at the Mo sites and cause a mixed

hopping of the carriers from the Mo to the W states. The effects of

122-125
similar mixing of the ^

2®$
to ^3 have not been reported. Literature

on the vanadium oxide mixed tungstic phosphate (W0
3
~V20 3

~P 20 3
) glasses

suggests that the W^
+

ions in the WO^ disappear with the addition of a

V
4+

concentration of greater than 1.0% (molar). Increasing the ^0^
44-

content caused a further increase in the concentration of V . Accom-

panying these changes were other changes such as the appearance of a

3.0 eV peak in absorption with the addition of 0.4% ^0^, which shifted

to lower energies with increasing In addition, the conductivity

272
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Figure C-l Optical density spectra for V2O5 films before (NC) and
after (DC) electrochromic coloration.
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decreased and activation energy increased for polaron hopping with

V
2
O
5
doping up to 1.0 mole %, but a reverse trend was found above 1.0

mole %. The mechanisms of carrier transport and absorption was reported

to be W'
5+

W
6+

polaron hopping at lower "^O^ dopings. With increasing

5+
doping, the activation energy increased as the W decreased; above 1.0

mole % the increase in the V
4+

caused a mixed hopping of the type,

w
5+

+ v
5+

w
6+

+ v
4+

.

Therefore, the vandadium oxide mixed W0^ systems not only provide

a means of shifting the absorption band maximum and color, but also

could provide a means of checking the mechanism for electrochromic

absorption. Since WO^ is thought to color because of polaron hopping

between W^
+

and W^
+

, the decrease of W^
+

by the addition of was

expected to decrease the possibility of EC coloration at lower concen-

trations of For higher concentrations of A^O^, a mixed hopping

with shifts in the absorption band was expected.

In the following, the results and discussion of a preliminary

study in A^O^ mixed WO^ films are presented. Two basic systems were

chosen for the study, mixture films deposited by co-evaporation of

and WO^ powders, and the films evaporated from pre-formed vanadium

tungstic phosphate glasses.

Results and Discussion

Co-deposited mixture films . Mixture films were deposited by co-

deposition of V
2
O
5

from a tantalum boat and the WO^ from an alumina

coated tungsten spiral. The mixture films contained approximately 10%
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by volume of V^O^- estimated from the difference in the rate of evapor-

ations. However, no accurate determinations of the film compositions

were made. X-ray diffraction of the films showed that the films were

amorphous in the as-deposited state. The films were lightly colored

brown and largely transparent. Optical density spectra for as-deposited

and EC colored films are shown in Figure C-2. The EC coloration was done

by the injection of electrons from an Sn02 backing film and protons

from a dilute electrolyte. The uncolored film showed very low

optical density throughout the visible region, with some variations due

to interference in the film. The EC colored films developed an absorption

band with a maximum at 1000 nm. The maximum moved to 800 nm for very

deep coloration. The visible coloration was blue. Figure C-3 shows

the OD spectra for the same films after crystallization by heating in

air at 400°C for 1/2 hour. The uncolored crystallized film was brown

and the EC colored film was bluish-brown in color (in transmission).

The OD spectra showed absorption peaks at 690 and 1100 nm. The absorp-

tion edge also showed a shift to a lower wavelength by about 100 nm to

300 nm.

With increasing V
^0^

concentration in the film, the as-deposited

film color became deeper brown, characteristic of the V
2
O,- powder color.

The optical characteristics upon EC coloration were similar to those

reported above.

To understand the color/bleach rate kinetics in the mixture films,

the electron diffusion coefficient was measured from the rate at which

the color front progressed upon touching the surface with an indium wire
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Wavelength
,
X (nm).

Figure C-2 Optical density spectra for co-deposited (V
2
O
5 + WO 3 )

film in the amorphous, as-deposited state (a), and
after electrochromic coloration (b to d with d for
deeply colored film)

.
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Figure C-3 Optical density spectra for co-deposited (WO3 +
film after crystallization by heat treatment (a) and
electrochromic coloration (b)

.
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through I^SO^ electrolyte. An electron diffusion coefficient of 10
^

2
cm /sec was calculated (in the amorphous films). This compares to a

-3 2 2
value of 2.5 x 10 cm /sec in the amorphous WO^ and 0.25 cm /sec in

crystalline WO^ (Chapter IV). Thus, the mixture films represent a much

lower electron diffusion rate than in WO^. Coloration and bleaching was

found to be slower (8 to 10 secs for 40% transmission contrast) in the

mixture films as compared to WO^ films. Crystallizing the films slowed

the color/bleach rates further. These slower rates correspond with a

smaller electron diffusion value in the films.

From the above preliminary study of EC coloration in mixed (WO^

122-125
+ V^^) films and the previous knowledge of phosphate glasses,

the mechanism of coloration can be predicted. The as-deposited film

showed the absorption which was very similar' to WO^, indicating that

the polaron hopping between WJ and W was dominating. Changes in

the OD spectra with crystallization may be attributed to mixed hopping

of the type, + V^
+

+ V^
+

. The decrease in the electron

diffusion coefficient with the additions of may result from a

decrease in the W“*
+

concentrations.

Pre-Formed V
2
0
3
Mixed WO^-P ^O,- Glass Films

Powders of WO^ and P^^ were n'ixe<i in a pestle and mortar,

and melted in a platinum crucible at 1200°C for five to six hours.

The melt was quenched in air by pouring onto a graphite mold. Glasses

of the following compositions were prepared:

Glass (1) V
2
0
5

(80%), P 0
5

(20%)

Glass (2) V
2
0
5

(5%), W0
3
(65%), P^ (30%)
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Glass (1) was dark brown while glass (2) was blue. The glasses were

“6
ground and evaporated in vacuum (~ 10 Torr) from a resistively heated

tantalum boat. Thin films (200 - 300 nm) of glasses (1) and (2) were

lightly colored brown and blue, respectively. The optical density

spectra for the as-deposited and EC colored glass films are shown in

Figure C-4. The brown coloration of as-deposited glass (1) is consis-

tent with an absorption tail extending from the low wavelength side.

With EC coloration, the absorption extended further into the higher

wavelengths with a peak at 1000 nm, and a blue-brown color was observed.

The glass film (2) as-deposited also showed an absorption tail at low

wavelength, although very much smaller in intensity compared to glass

(1) . After EC coloration of glass (2) an absorption band appeared

above 450 nm. The peaks of the band lie at 500, 700 and 900 nm. The

visible color of the EC colored film was blue.

The rate of- coloration in the pre-formed glass films was. 10 - 20

secs for a 40% contrast in transmission. The comparitively slower

coloration (as compared to WO^ films) resulted from slow diffusion of

carriers (electrons and protons) in the glass films.

The mechanism of coloration in the pre-formed glass films may be

similar to those for the other amorphous films. The hopping distances

for the polarons formed at the W and V sites in the glass are expected

to be larger than those in the pure oxide amorphous films. This is

due to the increased distances between the ion sites in glasses for

WO^ octahedra linked with ^2^5 glass former chains. However,

further investigation is necessary to understand such systems.
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Wavelength, X(nm)

Optical density spectra for, (a) as-deposited preformed
glass film (1) , (b) same as in (a) with electrochromic
coloration, and (c) electrochromically colored film from
preformed glass (2)

.

Figure C-4
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The advantages of using pre-formed glass films as compared to simul-

taneous co-evaporation of oxides are as follows. (a) Variation in micro-

structure, nearest neighbor composition and W-W distances can be made

at ease by the choice of initial compositions. Such changes in the

microstructure can change the inherent properties of the material,

polaronic character of the carriers and the optical excitation and color

of the films. (b) They provide a higher density of packing and a non-

crystalline network. Therefore, they are expected to be more stable

towards liquid electrolyte dissolution than the porous films formed

from the oxide powder evaporation. The present phosphate-containing

films are not, however, very stable in water or dilute acid electrolytes.

This problem can be overcome by adding TeC>
2

or instead of ? 2°5‘

Braunstein^
1

used the system L^O-B^^-WO^
, and obtained very trans-

parent glasses. He also reports that the glasses could be EC colored

to blue by injection of cations (like protons) and electrons.
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